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Articles

The Deserted Chamber: An Unnoticed Topos
in the "Father's Lament" of Beowulf
by

Richard Schrader
Boston CoUegc

Swa bill geomorlic gomelum ceorle
to gebidanne, pret his byre ride
giong on galgan; ponne he gyd wrece ....
Gesyhll sorhcearig on his suna bure
winsele westne, windge reste
reote berofene, - ridend swefaO,
hre lei) in ho man; nis
r hearpan sweg,
gomen in geardum, swylce 0.er iu wre ron.
GewiteO ponne on sealman, sorhleoll gre leO
an
refter anum; uhte him call to rum,
wongas ond wicstede. (2444-46, 2455- 62) 1
[So it is sad for an old man to experience his young son's riding on the
gallows; let him then recite a song .... Sorrowing, he sees in his son's
chamber a deserted winehall, a windy re ting-place deprived of joy riders sleep, warriors in the grave; there is no sound of the harp, no mirth
in the dwelling, as there was of old. He departs then to the bedstead, sings
a sorrow-song, the one for the other; all seemed to him too roomy, the
fields and the dwelling place.]
Past discussions of this beautiful "epic simile" have largely focussed on its
possible relation to Germanic legends, heathen practices, or Anglo- axon
law.' But although the father's dilemma under the law contributes to the passage's emotional force, no legendary situation out of Germanic literature really
matches this scene. Klaeber suggests that in lines 2457- 58 "the old man falls
into a reverie, seeing with his mind's eye the scene of desolation, or, in other
words, the poet passes from the actual, specific situation to a typical motive of
elegiac poetry."1 Greenfield is more precise about what is typical in these lines:
"The ruin topos which here makes its appearance evidently had a metaphoric
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quality that made i1 applicable not only in poems like the Ruin and The Wanderer but in elegiac verse in which it was literally uncalled for."• Further
emphasi mu t be placed upon the fact that the reverie is occasioned by the
father's viewing his son's deserted chamber. This part of the "specific
situation" is itself a ropos whose history stretches from classical antiquity to
the Renaissance.
The entire picture recalls the Old English elegies, though it is not paralleled
in them. It brings 10 mind The Ruin and The Wanderer becau e all are partly
accounted for by the ubi sunt tradition-or to be more accurate, that variety
of the tradition that Ro ernary Woolf distinguishes as quid profuit.' The true
ubi sum formula derives ultimately from Baruch 3: 16-19 and, in its typical
form, asks the whereabouts of numerous famous people. Quid profuit, a
strain going back to Wisdom 5:8-15, asks what profit there is in possessions,
or ab traction like pride, when one is dead. A central example of the latter is a
long sentence in the influential "Sermo LXVIII ad Frat res in Eremo. "• It
inquire , ''Where is Caesar's noble body?" Then it goes on in a chain of ubi's 10
demand the same about his troops and 1he other trappings of greatness,
including:
ubi thalamus pictus, ubi lectus eburneus, ubi thorus
regalis? (where is the adorned chamber, 1he ivory bed,
1he kingly couch?]
Such details, and others closer 10 Beowulf, occur in derivative pas ages of
shorter Middle English poems, 7 and 1hey are in Robert Henryson's Testament
of Cresseid, that pan of "The Complaint of Cresseid" that include
Quhair is thy chalmer wantounlie besene,
With burely bed and bankouri browderiL bene? ...
Quahir is thy garding with thir grei si gay? ...
(416-17, 425) 9
[Where is thy luxuriously furnished chamber, with excellent bed and
handsomely embroidered tapestry furniture-coverings? ... Where is thy
garden with these beautiful plants?]
More like the Beowulf passage in question are the stanzas in Chaucer's
Troilus, elaborated from the Filostrato, which demonstrate the connotations
of empty chambers to one who is bereaved:
Than seide he thus: "O paleys desolat,
0 hous of hou es whilom be I ihight,
0 paley empty and disconsolat,
0 thow lanterne of which queynt is the light,
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0 paleys, whilom day, that now art nyght,
Well oughtestow to falle, and I to dye,
Syn she is went that wont was us to gyel
"0 paleis, whilom crowne of hou es alle,
Enlumyned with sonne of alle blisse!
0 ryng, fro which the ruby is out falle ,
0 cause of wo, that cause hast ben of lisse l
Yet, syn I may no bet, fayn wolde I kisse
Thy col de do res, dorste I for this route;
And farwel shryne, of which the seynt is outel"
(5.540-53) 9
Yet none of the above examples combines a parent inspecting empty rooms
with a formal lament-not to mention the suggestion of ubi sunr/ quid profuir
in the lines on dead warriors and lost joys. Such is partially found in the words
of Shakespeare's Constance:
Grief fills the room up of my absent child,
Lies in his bed, walks up and down with me . ...
0 Lordi My boy, my Arthur, my fair on!
(King John Ill.iv)
And this pa age in turn suggests 2 Sam . (Kings) 18, wherein Absalom is slain
while hanging from an oak by his hair. His father David retires to a chamber,
weeps, and makes his famous lament: "My son Absalom, Absalom my
on .... " Similarities with the situation in Beowulf have been previously
noted .••
But for all the medieval and Biblical analogues, the closest parallels to the
empty room of Beowulf are to be found in the classical tradition. In the Argonautica of Valerius Flaccus, to get back at the villainous Pelias Jason lures
Acastus along on the voyage, and then
.. . in thalamis primoque in limine Acasti
fusus homo iuvenis gressus et inania signa
ore premit spar isque legens vestigia canis. (I. 709- 11)
[(Pelias) lying stretched upon the ground in the tllreshold of Acastus'
chamber presses with hi lips the places where the lad (his son) has trod
and the empty traces of llim, and with his white locks dishevelled goes
over every step.) 11
His lament follows . So too in a poem of mourning by Statius:
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muta domus, fateor, desolatique penates,
et itus in thalamis et maesta silentia men is!
(Si/voe 2: 1.67-68)
[Mute is the house, I vow, and lonely the hearth; desolation i in the
chambers and a drear silence at the board.) 12
And Claudian's Ceres, when Proserpine is taken from her, examines de erted
chambers and clasps, kisses, or scans the toys, furniture, and other relics left
behind (De Raptu Proserpinae 3.146 ff.).
We can thus look to a variety of traditions to account for the pas age in
Beowulf. just as we could with much less ecurity as ume total originality. The
lines surely give evidence of some kind of imitation, however original they are
in context, and it is no longer unthinkable that a "secular" Anglo-Saxon poem
may have some Latin source.'' I do not mean to uggest that the Beowulfpoet necessarily had direct access to the cla ical works just cited, for there is
little evidence that they were readily available in the England of his day. There
remains the possibility of mediation by florilegia or grammatical treatisesfrom which even Bede derived mo t of his quotations from classical literature" - and yet one is troubled by the paradox that "such doubt reign about
the knowledge of classics in Bede's England, when the role of insular continental foundations in transmitting such classical authors as Ammianus Marcellinus, Cicero, Vitruvius, Statius and Valerius Flaccus implies that interest in
such writers was exported to the continent from England."" In any event it
does not demean thi passage to assert that a cla sical topos might underlie it,
any more than one trivializes the poetry by claiming that the author drew upon
the ancient idea, expressed in Jerome's Bible and numerou homiletic works,
that all things of this world must pass away.

NOTES
I. Fr. Klacber, ed., Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg, 3rd cdn. (Boston, 1950).
2. Sec Klaebcr, Beowulf. p. 213, n. 2444; Dorothy Whitelock, "Beowul/2444-2411,"
Medium AEvum, 8 (1939), 198-204, and The Audience of "Beowulj' (Oxford, 1951),
pp. 17-18; A. R. Taylor, "Two oles on Beowulf." Leeds Studies in English, 1 (1952),
5-17. For another translation sec Marijanc Osborn, "Reote and Ridend as Musical
Terms in Beowulf: Another Kind of Harp?" Neophilologus, 62 (1978), 442-46.
3. Klaebcr, Beowulf. pp. 213-14.
4. Stanley B. Greenfield, A Critical History of Old English Literature (New York,
1965), p. 230.
5. Rosemary Woolf, The English Religious Lyric in the Middle Ages (Oxford, 1968),
p. 96. The hi tory of the ubi sunt motif may be found in C. H. Becker, /s/amstudien, I
(Leipzig, 1924), 501-19; and more fully in Etienne Gilson, Les ldhs et /es leures (Paris,
1932), pp. 9-38. The motif is also treated, without reference to Beowulf. by J.E. Cross,
'Ubi sunt' Passages in Old Engli h- ources and Relationship," Vetenskaps--Societcten
M
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i Lund, Arsbok (1956), pp , 25-44. Cross shows, among other things, how the authors of
The Wanderer and The Seafarer adapted Lalin patristic material in the manner of the
English homilists. He notes that the ubi sun/ formulae in The Wanderer sometimes do
not follow the conventional form and are without an individual source: "The poet
chooses OE poetic words and they have a distinctive flavour on 1ha1 account but the
ideas they repre cnt can all be found in 'ubi sunt' passages in the popular sources ... »
(p. 41). The same is true of Beowulf. 11. 2457-59.
6. PL 40, 1331. The sermon, formerly attributed 10 Augustine and once cited as a
source for the OE Soul and Body, is probably twelfth-century or later. Sec Gilson, Les
Idles, p. 16; Woolf, Lyric, p. 95, n. 2.
7. For example, Wilhelm Linow, ed., "J>c Desputisoun Bitwen J>c Bodi and J>c Soule,"
Erlanger Beitriige ;,urenglisd,en Philologie, I (Erlangcn and Leipzig, 1889), 68-70: Vernon MS, 11 . 26 (beds), 33-34 (castles, chambers, etc.), 49-50 ("gleomen" with their
harps, etc.). These items shared with Beowulf are common in ubi sun/ lists. The harp
dates as far back as Cyril of Alexandria, Home/la 14 (PG 77, 1077).
8. Ed. Denton Fox (London and Edinburgh, 1968). Fox's notes were very helpful for
their references.
9. F. . Robinson, ed ., The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, 2nd edn. (Cambridge,
Mass. , 1957).
10. A . C. Bouman, "Beowulrs Song of Sorrow," Melanges de linguistique et de philologie: Fernand Masse In memoriam (Paris, 1959), pp. 41-43.
11. Ed . and trans. J. H. Mozley (London, 1934). The element of kissing, found also in
the extracts from Chaucer above and Claudian below, stems ultimately from the action
of hysterical women who must abandon familiar surroundings and therefore ki s beds,
pillars, doors, etc., in such passages as Aeneid 2.489-90 and Argonaut/ca 2. 168-69.
12. Ed . and trans. J. H. Mozley (London, 1928). Cf. the imitation by Ausonius,
Opusc. 4.9.15. Earlier lines of the poem by Smius have been noted for their containing
the ubi sunt formula: Lionel J . Friedman, "The Ubi Sunt, the Regrets, and Effictio,"
Modern Language Notes, 72 (1957), 499- 505. Classical examples of the formula arc
seldom extended, and almost always they differ in emphasis from the patristic and later
homiletic works likely to be known by an Anglo-Saxon author.
13. See Margaret E. Goldsmith, The Mode and Meaning of "Beowulf" (London,
1970), passim; J . E. Cross, Latin Themes in Old English Poetry (Bristol, 1962); and the
references in Richard J . Schrader, "Beowulrs Obsequies and the Roman Epic," Comparative Literature, 24 (1972), 237-59. Klaeber observes, "That the author was not
ignorant of the language of Vergil may be taken for granted ... " (Beowulf. p. cxviii,
n. 3).
14. Peter Hunter Blair, The World of Bede ( ew York , 1971), pp. 289-90.
15. Michael Hunter, "Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the Sen e of the Past in
Anglo-Saxon England, " Anglo-Saxon England, 3 (1974), 42. ee L. D. Reynolds and
N. G . Wilson, Scribes and Scholars: A Guide 10 the Transmissio11 of Greek and Lalin
Litera111re, 2nd edn . (Oxford , 1974), p. 82.

Poetic Discourse and Performance Text:
Toward a Semiotics of the Comedia
by

Edward H. Friedman
Arizona Slate University

" .. . to read the sign is not only to understand its function in the aesthetic or ficlional ensemble to the exclusion of the outside world, it is to seek the link between
the sign and the referer, the aesthetic and the political,
delirium and deliverance.'
Patrice Pavis, Languages of the Stage
Recent theoretical models call into question the critical act, not only the
validity of a determined approach but the legitimacy of interpretation itself.
Philo ophers and human scientists such as Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida may cause concern among scholars, first because they threaten to destroy
the traditional critical edifice and all of its foundations and secondly because
(in their most extreme pronouncements) they tend to discourage the rebuilding
of the now-decentered verbal domains. Theater semiotics is an especially attractive compromise, given that it seeks to amplify analytical possibilities while
offering an innovative method that is neither self-destructive nor selfdestructing. From the Prague Structuralists' investigation of the theatrical sign
to current semiotic approaches to drama, critics have redefined the scope and
the aims of their enterprise-an open, productive, and problematic enterprise.
This paper will consider the implications of the semiotic model on comedia
cholarship in general and on three plays in particular.
The initial obstacle 10 a semiotics of drama is the definition of the object of
study. There are several options: the written text, the performance text both
potential and actualized, and systems of texts and of performances. A dramatist creates a text, which may take the form of a stage enunciation according to
a metatext "written" by a director and his team of actors and technicians and
received by a spectator who confronts and interacts with the stage figuration,
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simultaneously a semiotic structure and a semantic event. 1 ln Languages of the
Stage, Patrice Pavis states that "contrary to the usual belief which opposes the
text to be spoken and the stage metatext (often called the text of the mise en
scene), it would be preferable to see how text and stage meta text are embedded
in each other, [how) each of them informs and revitalizes the other."' According to Richard Hornby, "the process by which a text is realized is a transformation, but it is essentially a transformation into itself. When a playscript is
performed, it is not carried over directly, nor is il altered; it is fulfilled."'
Thus, via Pavis, the discourse of the mise en scene "transcends the opposition
between the spoken and the visual, since it organizes the fable into a sequence
of verbal and stage actions according to a global and dialectical meaning established between text and performance. This is the very source of the production
of theatrical meaning, the consonance of telling and doing."• Anne Ubersfeld'
reduces the act of theatrical communication to the equation T + T 1 =P , where
T is text, P performance, and T 1 the text that provides the answers to the questions posed by the gaps left in T . The bottom line of the search for an object is,
then, a view of text as a function of performance and performance as a function of text, extending from cript through aesthetic response.
Influenced by Russian Formalist poetics and Saussurian structural linguistics, the writings of the Prague school develop the basis for a semiotics of
drama. Jan Mukarovsky identifies the work of art - for example, a theatrical
performance-as the semiotic unit whose signifier is the ensemble of material
elements and whose signified is the aesthetic object residing in the collective
consciousness of the public. In this sense, as Keir Elam notes, the performance
text becomes a macro-sign, its meaning constituted by its total effect. Analy is
begins with an identification of the micro-signs or network of signifying systems that comprise the performance text. A statement by Mukarov ky's colleague Jiri Veltrusky becomes the lemma of theater semiotics: "All that is on
the stage is a sign." 6 The previously privileged dramatic text forms part of a
complex series of codes-linguistic, gestural, spatial, scenographic, illuminational-operating dynamically in performance and potentially in the act of
reading. The best-known formulation of these codes is the thirteen-unit system
of the Polish semiotician Tadeus:z Kowsan, who consider all signs in the
theater artificial as opposed to natural. 7 Patrice Pavis advocates a semiology
of theater ba ed not on the adding together of signs (or minimal units), but on
the isolation of "an ensemble of signs forming a Gestalt pattern, with overall
significance." Following Umberto Eco, he stresses the signifying function,
"where the sign is conceived of as the result of a semiosis- that is, of a correlation and a reciprocal presuppo ition between the level of expression (the
Saussurian signifier) and the level of content (the Saussurian signified). This
correlation is not a given fact from the start, but emerges from the 'readerly' production reading of the director and the 'productive' reading of the
spectator. " 1
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The following passage from Pavis's article, "Semiology and the Vocabulary
of Theatre," both defines the model and indicates the dialectical relationship
between the code :
Semiology investigates the signifying oppositions between signs belonging to different systems; it makes
codes binary, suggests a hierarchy between materials at
a given point in the performance. The taging stresses
certain signs and fatally distances others, it 'punctuates'
the performance through the lighting system and halts
in the performance, and it isolates sequences. It observes the phase displacements between scenic systems
and enjoys the awarenes of these differential shifts,
such as a text 'contradicted' by music or intonation, a
setting that refuses to express minimal meaning unless
clarified by text and acting, etc. Semiology is concerned
with the discourse of staging, with the way in which the
performance is marked out by the sequence of events,
by the dialogues and the visual and musical elements. It
investigates the organization of the 'performance text' that is, the way in which it is structured and divided .. ..
Semiology operates sometimes on the level of paradigm
(analyses of the whole system at a given moment), sometimes of syntagm {evolution of the system throughout
the performance). It lets itself be guided by the search
for new thematic isotopies: elements that are redundant
or correlated which are put into perspective o as to
authorize a coherent reading of the performance.•
One can synthesize Pavis's argument-while maintaining its dialectical
base-by saying that a dramatic text and a theatrical performance are at the
ame time underdetermined and overdetermined, containing ambiguities and
indeterminacies despite what Roland Barthes has called "a density of signs. " 10
Some of the gaps may be filled in by the director and the spectator, but others
remain part of the final "text." I would agree wholeheartedly with Hornby's
po ition that "a playscript is not a problem to be solved; it is rather something
to be fully realized in performance, which means problems included. ...
'Warts and all' should be the motto for those producing clas ical playscripts." 11
Within the comprehensive perspective, the multiple signifying systems produce
a shifting and unlimited number of meanings in the performance continuum.
Overdetermination -or overcoding-derives from a consistency or repetition
of markers in the enunciation. These markers are the source of thematic isotopies, theoretical constructs derived from A. J. Oreimas's structural semantics
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and aimed at di cerning the focal point or coherence of a text-performance
through definable relationships from within the density of signs." The isotopy makes possible a reading that conforms to (and gives form 10) direct
textual evidence.
If the isotopies function 10 convey meaning to a spe-etator, it is because the
director's metatext - following the markers of the dramatist's text-contain
what the Prague chool designates as a "dynamic hierarchy of elements." '' The
performance, like a critical reading, involves interpretation of sign from clues
or patterns in the signifying systems. Interpretation becomes a feature of performance through foregrounding of those elements deemed mo t crucial to the
dramatic message. A common means of foregrounding involves framing a segment of the performance to call attention to it. This device - which Pavis has
called punctuation-relates to the Russian Formalist term oslranenie (defamiliarization), a self-conscious process in which the object of reference is transformed into an aesthetic object to be perceived according to the rules of art,
thereby prioritizing both semiosis and mes age." The goal of a so-called
"faithful" performance text would be a transferal of the implied significance of
the written text to the modes of the other signifying systems, to the extent that
text as analogue corresponds to performance as analogue. At the center of the
critical act-or, more properly, at the beginning and the end-is the determination of the isotopy or unifying principle, a means of identifying the implied
source of structure as the starting point of analysis. The concept of the isotopy
incorporates a standard critical principle into the realm of staging, the actualization of the written text, thus offering additional codes and dialectical possibilities for the reader, the director, and the pectator. The notion is sublimely
paradoxical in its application to the theater because its existence precedes and
determines performance, because the critical process invades the dramatic
product, and because to be true to itself the acknowledgment of an isotopy
cannot interfere with the openness of the performance text. The point of
departure and the end point in the formulation of a metatext are lingui tic
signs that lead to and complement the ignifying systems of the stage.
Semiotics, in short, does not give us new signs for old, but more sign and
greater flexibility in the critical systems. How does the semiotic approach help
to illuminate the Spanish comedia? Of primary importance is the place of performance, traditionally neglected in comedia criticism. El Pinciano's Philosophfa antigua po~lica and Lope de Vega's Arie nuevo de hacer comedias,
among other theoretical treatises, address themselves to paralinguistic and
non-linguistic codes, and the Arie nuevo makes dramatic convention a function of aesthetic response. Studies of stagecraft by such scholars as Rennert,
Shoemaker, Shergold, Varey, Arr6niz, and Allen can aid in the establishment
of performance texts to complement the written texts and 10 enrich the crirical
corpus. " Recent essays by William R. Blue and Angel Valbuena Brione
employ the lessons and the lexicon of semiotics, evidenced most re oundingly
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in the production of a Calderonian opera by Matthew troud . 16 To indicate an
application of semiotic principles, I will briefly outline strategies of foregrounding in Lope's El caballero de Olmedo, Cervantes' Numancia, and Calder6n's La vida es sueflo. The plays offer, respectively, foregrounding of the
word, a synthesis of word and action, and foregrounding of ymbolic action.
The choice of a particular reading establishes the direction of the performance
text .
The unifying principle of the text - and the tructuring agent of the metatext - of El caballero de Olmedo is the exploration of linguistic multiperspectivism through the exaltation of metaphorical language. The play's movement
consists of actualizing the protagonist's figurative discourse: Don Alonso complies with his poetic destiny and dies of love. Death here is the successful completion of an implied verbal and intenextual contract rather than a "real"
death or the death or a life-like character." The principal markers for this
reading are the intertextual codes that operate in the play to focus on a literary
legacy and away from objective reality. The legacy includes the courtly love
tradition, Petrarchan imagery, and La Celesrina. IL is significant that we know
how Don Alonso writes because we cannot help but notice that he peaks in the
ame derivative and conventional way. He has no voice of his own, but echoes
the voices of his poetic predecessors. Not only is he the intertextual object par
excellence but the knight as (to use a Derridean term) logocemrist. Like other
characters in the play, Don Alonso seems committed to recreate the plot of La
Celestina, inventing obstacle and refusing to heed- or "read" - the signs of
imminent death. The language of El caballero de Olmedo is self-referential,
death-ob e sed, and ironic; it is duplicitously literal. The predominant motif is
vision, the predominant dialectic is the interplay between sight and blindness,
and the predominant strategy is a paradoxical favoring or the spoken over the
visual. Seeing in the play take the form of speeches about eyes and allusions
to beauty, expressed in a stylized and borrowed diction that erects a barrier of
orts between true human feeling and tragic action. Don Alon o's dream
vision, for example, would be more poignant if it did not seem to be a carbon
copy of Doifa Aida's vi ion in the popular ballad, replete with optimism
countered by death.
Rather than a mimetic version of objective reality, the play presents a diegetic version of literary reality. It tells rather than shows and in the telling
moves progressively inward to the depths of intertextuality and a purely verbal
reality. The pectator is witness to the subordination of action to word in a text
which converts spectacle into linguistic event, highlighting poetic discourse in
two opposing realms: the visual pace of the theater and the conventionally
poetic medium of Golden Age drama. The non-verbal signs in El caballero de
Olmedo-including the green ribbon from Doila Ines' slipper, Don Rodrigo's
fall from his horse, the deadman's t.oolh coveted by Fabia-complement the
linguistic signs of fal e hope, ironic death, and intertextuality. The play's
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structure is the ultimate case of privileging the metaphor, for the denouement relinquishes the conventional comic ending at the hands of discur ive
determinism.
The performance text for this reading of El caballero de Olmedo would
strive to foreground all elemenlS that would promote the intertextual codes
and the literary identity of the characters, to let poetry take ilS course at the
expense of pathos and to make all signifying system a function of speech. Performances would avoid the tragic and the burle que, attempting to foreground
the self-consciou ly literary nature of the text and using action and gesture to
punctuate discour e. The movement from one poetic field to another may find
a patial analogue in the depiction of the distance between Medina and
Olmedo, with the dramatic action occurring decisively in stage center, stage
left, or stage right. Since the main characters are figuratively blind, despite
their almost ob e sive references to sight, the Lighting (in a contemporary
theater, if not in the corrales) could reflect this condition by avoiding full
brightness until the very end.
Because Lope's play accentuates the word and ironicaJJy subordinates
vision-that is, suppresses tho e elements that may be considered mot
wtheatrical" - the performance text may take advantage of what Pavi refers to
as contradictory code . Some contrapuntal elements are explicit in the written
text, as, for example, Fabia's metatheatrical appearance as a religious figure.
Others may be realized on stage. Don Alonso's gestures could be as conventional and mannered as his discourse, and the actor could avoid eye contact
with those around him in order 10 stress the figurative blindness that engulfs
Don Alonso. Don Rodrigo's viUainy could also be expres ed poeticalJy, with
emphasis on the declamatory nature of his speeches and the archetypal nature
of his actions. Rather than a tortured soul, he is a poetic necessity; if Don
Alonso must die for love, Don Rodrigo must kill for love. The ending relates
not so much 10 Aristotelian catharsis as to Brechtian detachment, in that Dofta
Ines as the object of passion exists as a pretext for the contemplation of an aesthetic object, a linguistic artifice. The play's final scene is a key source of irony.
Don Pedro's acceptance of Don Alonso as a pro pective son-in-law demonstrates the self-created obstacles to love, and the ervant Tello's description of
his master's death restates the eye imagery of Don Alonso, the phoenix imagery of Doi'la Ines, and the life/death rhetoric of metaphor. Tello' speech is an
imitation of an imitation. Like hi master, he verbalizes the visual, resurrecting
not the flesh but the poetic spirit of the martyr of love. Never anything but his
words, Don Alonso lives on because his discourse survive .
The unifying principle of La Numancia is the paradoxical victory in defeat
of the Numantines in their conflict against the Romans. 11 Able to manipulate
the past from the vantage point of the present, Cervantes trealS the spiritual
victory in a dramatic present and in a precognitive future that links the
Numantine with the sixteenth-century Spanish Catholic. The destruction of
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umancia becomes not only a triumph but a ign of future imperial greatness.
The primary strategy of lhe text-and the primary foregrounding device of the
metatext-is the shift from a linguistic, spatial, and temporal balance to a
meaningful imbalance.
The early scenes of the play project lhe rigors of battle, moving from lhe
Roman camp to the town. The two groups share equally dramatic space and
time, and there are marked similarities in lheir poetic discourse. Progressively,
however, this balanced space is converted into a dialectical space by markers
which enhance lhe paradox. Spectator familiarity with lhe general history of
umancia makes lhe dramatic equilibrium an illusion, a source of irony. This
irony extends 10 discourse: the Roman general Scipio, in berating his soldiers,
prai es Numantine valor, uses figuratively lhe term ardiente llama, and insists
lhat he will not rest while there is still one Spaniard living in Numancia. (In the
last scene of lhe play, Scipio will beg Bariato- the sole survivor of the destructive fire-not 10 commit suicide.) The presentation of the umantines provides
an emblematic framing of the heroic events, as representative types emerge
from the collective grouping: the community leader, the gallant warrior, lhe
protective mother, the town beauty, all willing to sacrifice themselves for a
cause and all icons of the Numantine spirit. Like Don Quijote, lhe umantines
possess a historical self-consciousness; they realize that history will resurrect
lhem-will make them immortal-and the allegorical figures of lhe play
validate this faith and extend the iconicity.
The movement toward dialectical opposition would serve as the basis of a
performance text for this reading of La Numancia. lf the Romans and lhe
Numantines are initially accorded equal space on stage, then speech-at first
notably similar, then subtly weighted in favor of the umamines-introduces
lhe rupture that will lead 10 spiritual and historical glory. At this point the
emblematic tableaux-figurations of the present and prefigurations of the
future-synthesize discourse and action. The language of La Numancia effects
a disproportion that is intensified by the presentation of acts of umantine
bravery and by the prophecie of the personified Spain. In staging, the complex of signifying systems would work to under core the situational, temporal,
and linguistic irony, which transform Scipio's firme t wish-the death of the
last citizen- into the culmination of Numantine heroi m and the emblem of its
fame. Ironic discourse and a sense of history merge with symbolic action to
reify the paradox.
Lighting may be a central feature of the performance text of La Numancia.
Becau e Cervantes employs an anachronistic vi ion of the future, the technical
design could reflect the temporal shifts (anachronistically) in a structure modeled after cinematographic shots. In lhe opening scenes, for example, the
Romans and the Numantines could each occupy half of the stage, with the corresponding half lit during the dialogue of the two groups. The emblematic
scenes could be lit to distinguish them in some way from "present reality"
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while capturing their historical significance. The illumination and blocking
could progressively foreground the umantine citizens, "freeze" the moments
of their spiritual triumph, and present symbolically their suicidal tire. Musical
motifs could accentuate, as well, the transition from a dramatic equilibrium to
full glorification of the umantines.
The task of the playwright in La Numancia is not so much to create events
as to create a perspective for pre-existing events, to recreate history symbolically. In la vida es sueilo what preexist are the words-words that interpret
astrological igns-so that text and metatext must proceed from word to
action . The text is a test of the validity of signs, a test that visually demonstrates the stages of Segismundo's transformation from beast to philosopherprince.19 In la vida e.s sueilo, word only have meaning if they are sub tantiated by actions. Segismundo's lamentation on his lack of freedom (l,i) shows
the prisoner of the tower dressed in animal skins. He labels him elf a beast and
acts bestially, insulting his cousins and disposing of an arrogant palace servant
(11,iii). Rosaura's "mujer/ var6n" speech (111,iv) leads her to win Astolfo as a
woman by defeating Basilio as a warrior. Cladn corroborates his contention
that death is inescapable by dying on stage (Ill, v). Segismundo completes his
conversion through speech and action, by prostrating himself before his father
and giving up Rosaura (111,vi). The movement from linguistic to proxemic or
spatial codes is crucial, because the ultimate significance of the play depends
not on what the astrologers, the king, or even Segismundo ay, but on what
Segismundo does; speech here is conjecture, action is proof.
Discourse in La vida es sueilo does not progress- as do Segismundo and
Rosaura - from one status to another, and yet Calder6n's Baroque metalanguage is the ideal medium of expression for the play's message. The linguistic
codes foreground metaphor-metaphors within metaphors and successions of
metaphors-linking signifier and signified. The first words of the play,
Rosaura's angry cry to her horse, contain a metaphor subdivided into four
metaphors whose imagery is repeated - again metaphorically- in Segismundo's opening soliloquy. Also repeated is the image of the labyrinth . The
journey through this labyrinth shows us that the waylaid traveler i a woman,
that the orphan is Clotaldo's daughter, that the monster i a prince, that life is
a dream. The shifts from one realm to another-and from one perspective to
another-are encoded in a consistently and self-con ciously metaphorical language. The apparent dialectic between a static discourse and a plot dependent
on transformation is, appropriately, an illusion, because metaphor becomes
the rhet0rical analogue of the transformational process.
The three-act division, the spatial shifts from the tower to the palace, and
the interdependence of Segismundo and Rosaura frame the phases of the dramatic action. Setting, lighting, and costume design could emphasize the darkness and the solitude of the tower as opposed lo the brilliance of the court and
its inhabitants. Segismundo seeks-and finally finds- the light, occupying
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stage center with his father and accompanied by Rosaura, who stands between
Clotaldo and Astolfo. In La vida es sueflo, life is theater, metatheater, a
preview of eternal life, a dream within a dream. Man's roles are multiple and
directed toward a transcendent and unknowable point that will awaken him to
true reality. Event and discourse-as in El caballero de Olmedo - actualize the
metaphor, but in Calder6n's play text and metatext open rather than close the
figurative structure. In La Numancia, actualization takes the form of historical
recreation, synthesizing the pictorial, the historiographical, and the poetic. La
vida es sueflo goes beyond history to eternity, reflected metaphorically in a
changing and changeable here and now and stabilized by the power of the
analogue.
Each of the texts begins with a linguistic structure that interacts with the
non-verbal codes of the meta1ex1. El caballero de Olmedo u es its poetic force
to establish dramatic force. The spectator sees what the protagonist does not
see, and the play becomes an ironic spectacle of the word , an imertextual
acoustical performance in which the foregrounding of language and literature
requires that the other codes undermine their theatrical authority. Just as Don
Alonso subordinates the real to the poetic, the metatext subordinates the visual
experience to the spoken word. la Numancia brings the written word- the historical record- to the stage in an emblematic scenification that relies upon
poetic di course to initiate message production. The non-verbal codes represent history symbolically, juxtaposing temporal planes to poeticize and eternize hi torical events. At the base of both message and meta1ex1 is the paradox
of victory, expressed through reciprocally ironic discourse and action. The
Romans and the Numantines appear to speak and act the same, but the text
(and metatext) work to break the apparent balance. la vida es sueflo makes
Segismundo's conversion a function of the words that exist prior to the play's
action (the predictions of the astrologers and the decrees of Basilio) and of the
Baroque language that reproduces the conversion in rhetorical terms. If
Rosaura's well-being is dependent upon Segismundo's transformation, so too
is language dependent upon the visible signs of the transformation. In El
caballero de Olmedo, dramatic action amplifies and verifies metaphorical language, while in La Numancia the action conforms 10 history and to poetry, to
factual and atemporal codes. Cervantes' language occupies the middle ground
between the literal and the figurative. For Calder6n in la vida es sueflo, life
only has validity when perceived from the highest order, an order that makes
all else shadow, metaphor, dream. Action and language bring the world/ stage
metaphor lo fruition in the ideal space: on stage and in a vehicle that fully
acknowledges its illusory and referential quality. In this way, metatext supplies
markers for the reader or spectator 10 relate the analogue and its message to the
eternal realm, the final act of lire's dream and the final stage of the metaphor.
Through variations on dramatizing story and discourse, the three plays
illustrate one of a number of starting points for semiotic analysis. By stressing
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the performance potenlial of a written text, one can treat drama in its specific
milieu, add to the complex of signs, and perhaps shatter the illusion of incompatibility between stage and text. The written text retains its multiplicity and,
through the analogous relationship between critic and director, becomes the
foundation of a complementary and dialectical signifying system. In the
theater and in the semiotics of theater, the interplay is the thing, and this
interplay should provide new possibilitie and new topics for comedio
scholarship.
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The Grand Peur of 1348-49: The Shock Wave of
the Black Death in the German Southwest
by
Steven Rowan
University of Mfasouri-S1. Louis

The massacre of mo t of the Jewish communities in Western Germany and
what is now Switzerland between late 1348 and the middle of 1349 permanently altered the po ition of Jews in Central Europe, both by shifti ng the Jewish population eastward and by moving those Jews who remained behind to
the periphery of economic society. A close examination of the chronology of
the massacres on the local level rapidly disproves the traditional interpretation
that the massacres were attacks of the classic 'scapegoat' type made in respon e
to the on et of the first great modern European plague. Although the first
massacres outside of Germany were in fact in response to the plague, by the
time the killing started in Germany the pattern had altered into something
quite different. What took place in the German Southwe t in the winter of
1348-49 was strikingly similar to the 'Grand Peur' ('Great Fear') of 1789
described in a classic study by George Lefebvre. Lefebvre' conclusion was
that the spasm of violence which swept France in a matter of days in the ummer of 1789 was spontaneous in the sense that there had been neither advance
coordination nor planning, but that the targets selected by the peasants and
urban laborers were neither irrational nor haphazardly chosen. The present
essay will suggest that the pogroms of 1348-49 were similar to the Grand Peur
in that they were precipitated by the spontaneous spasm of popular fear which
ran through the medieval urban world ahead of the Black Death, but that the
specific form the violence took was shaped by social and political condltions
which had long been in the making.
The great ma acres of 1348-49 constituted the first great revolutionary
panic in European history . Before this spasm was completed, urban governments all over the German Southwest had to come to terms with rebellions
which momentarily placed the existing structure of authority and property in
question. •
The plague moved with majestic slowness across Europe, much more slowly
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lhan men or informalion could travel. Plague is not actually a contagious disease; it does not spread easily between humans without an insect vector.
Allhough the illness entered continental Europe through the southern ports in
late 1347, it did not cross the Alps until after the winter of 1348-49. While the
wave which started in Venice reached Vienna in Spring, 1349, most of Germany was infected via France. The wave which sta.rted in Marseilles wheeled
slowly across the low-lying country through 1348, reaching Paris by June and
Normandy by July. The disease front only managed to pass into the upper
Rhlneland through the Belfort gap in Spring, 1349. Since the plague spread
more easily by ship than by land traffic, it had arrived in England and Scandinavia even before it had begun to penetrate central Germany. Most of what is
today central Switzerland received the plague from the west, not from Italy Lo
the immediate south. Bern was visited only in early 1349 and Constance hardly
before the end of the year. 2 In general, the disease was easily stymied in its
advance by hlgh altitude or low temperature, factors which did little to stop
ordinary trade and lravel.
Since it was slow in coming, the Black Death did not arrive unexpectedly.
A shock-wave preceded the infection which excited fear in persons of all
classes. By the end of 1348, the entire opinion-making population of Europe
had heard of the disease and cou ld perceive its grim progress. Conrad of
Megenburg, writing hls Buell der Natur in Regensburg in late 1349, described
the progress of the disease in France and Italy and suggested that a recent
Alpine earthquake had caused a pestilential pollution of the air. 3 Governmental officials in England drafted emergency laws well in advance of the
plague's arrival, and they were prepared for the worst.• Preachers of the flagellant processions which set out in Austria well ahead of the plague could describe
nation-by-nation progress of the wrath of God. Flagellants chanted a song
which ended with the petition, "And protect us from the advancing death!"' The
spread of the disease, then, was well known, and frantic efforts were made well
ahead of the infection to prepare for its coming or to ward it off.
Medieval Christendom, unlike contemporary Islam, did not have a firmlyrooted concept of what caused epidemic disease.• Several distinct interpretations operated alongside one another, and the ruling ideology could not select
any one of them as orthodox. The contagion theory, which argued that some
cataclysmic event had caused a miasma, was a learned argument with few
uneducated believers. Many thought that disease was passed by direct contact
with sick people or their personal goods, and members of the upper classes
demonstrated their belief in this theory by abandoning the ill and fleeing in
times of plague. The poorer masses of premodem European towns tended to
blame epidemics on poisoning, and the greater the mortality the vaster the conspiracy required to explain che di ease. Since poisoning in Germanic Europe
was considered a variation or orcery, any group which would perpetrate such
an act would have to be mysterious or alien.'
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The idea that an international conspiracy could sicken an entire population
by placing magically potent materials in wells or springs had first been formulated in southern France in 1321. The lepers there were accused of having placed
poi on in the wells out of their envy for the healthy, but they were put up to the
job by the Jews, who were in turn comrolled by the Emir of Granada. When the
plague broke out in southern France in early 1348, only a limited number of
culprits could be considered. In some areas the rich were accused of having conspired to destroy the poor, a paranoid vision which Rene Baehrel has shown was
to have a great future ahead of it.• Further suspects included the English, the national enemies of the French monarchy, the lepers once more, and lastly the
Jews. Although the anti-English accusation led to a few executions, it obviously
had no viability outside of the Kingdom of France. 9 To accuse the rich as a
group would have brought down the full weight of government upon the accusers.10 There were imply not enough lepers, nor were they sufficiently well
organized. Only the Jews would do as agents of a general conspiracy. Jews were
ready-made outsiders who could be accused of any enormity without injuring
the ociety' elf-image. Their economic function had become increasingly
isolated, and the ideological underpinnings of Judenschutz had been apped by
the preaching of the friars in the thineenth century and after. Contrary 10 the
old Augustinian rationale for preserving a Jewish remnant, Jews were portrayed
as having perverted the religion they had received from the Patriarchs. They
were heretics and rebels against their own valid religion, blaspheming Christ as
well as the Almighty through their prayers and practices. 11
The fatal transformation of the well-poisoning rumor into an accusation
against all Jews could take place only once the story became separated from
the disease which gave it binh. Scattered persecution of Jews accompanied
the arrival of plague in southern France, Provence and papal Avignon, but it
was not hard for educated men to disprove the poisoning accusation by simple
observation. Jews died as frequently of the disease as Christians, if not more
so. Pope Clement VJ issued two bulls against the accusation of poisoning, in
July and September of 1348, but his arguments had little effect outside of
Avignon itself. 12 Leading churchmen and physicians usually refused to believe
that plague could be spread by poison, and they looked on the accusation as a
pitiful popular delusion.'' Still, the Church had no "official" view of the Black
Death, and clerics were able to muster no single explanation for the disease
beyond banalities about God's scorn for a sinful people. In Germany, local
Churchmen tended to repeat the views which circulated among the lay leaders
of society, their coursios. The poisoning theory worked best where no disease
had yet shown itself, since measure against the conspirators could then be
portrayed as preventative and the facts of an epidemic would not stand in the
way of decisive action.
Popular attacks on Jews in Dauphine and Savoy compelled the lords of
those territories to act to ward off further trouble. Their efforts to restore order
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precipitated the massacres which were to sweep central Europe. Judicial
murder in various forms was a common expedient of medieval governments
under tre , and the officials in Savoy and Oauphint did their best to give the
populace what it wanted even while preserving legal form . On 12 eptember
1348, a Jewish physician confessed in Chillon under torture to having put
pouches of poison in communal wells. Although the trial at Chillon was not
completed until 3 October, the te timony was at once sent to Bern in the form
of Latin official letters." This carried the poisoning rumor across two barriers,
the frontier of the plague (if this had not already been pierced) and the frontier
between the French and German languages. Confession wrung out of Jews by
the Ca tellan of Chillon and the Bailiff of Lausanne led to the de truction of
Jews in both avoy and Oauphine, either by mobs or by official executioner .
By 21 September, nine days after the confession at Chillon, the burghers at
Zilrich were swearing never again to admit Jews , although the local community wa not exterminated until the next February." The government of Bern
launched its own inve ligation, spurred by popular demands, and the predictable results were ent on to towns all over the German Southwest. 16 These
reports moved along the long-established net of communication between
urban chanceries, but new also went by word of mouth. Mo t Jews in the
region were under arrest by the end of 1348, and the que tion was simply how
the end would come.
The rumor of poisoning rapidly attained a classic form. An international
network of Jewish communities, it was aid, had agreed to place poison in
wells to kill the Christians and relieve the trouble of the Jews. This basic
rumor was often elaborated with statements that the whole adult Jewish population was implicated in the conspiracy. Further, those Jews who appeared to
be converted to Christianity were said to be involved as well. Efforts by governments to stall persecutions or mitigate punishment was taken as proof that
Jewish money had bribed them into compliance. The rumor in this form both
dictated the solution and forstalled the chief counterarguments. 17 It was
clearly an effective rationale for action, but why did the ordinary townsman of
the mid-fourteenth century feel such a need to act in this way?
The urban governments of the German Southwest were in a precarious
equilibrium in the late 1340s, and the rumors of well-poisoning played into the
hands of those who wanted to upset the balance in their own favor. All of the
town governments in the region were made up of three major active ociopolitical groups: the petty nobles, the merchants, and the guild masters.I •
Since the end of the thirteenth century, merchants and guildsrnen had managed to gain entry to the ruling town councils. Merchants and nobles found it
relatively easy to coalesce into "patrician" groups to prevent the further
advance of the wealthy artisans who led the guilds. Although the guilds had a
membership which included most of the householders in the town, there was
little internal solidarity among the guildsmen. To make matters more com pie-",
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each town had a large urban underclass of dependent workers and servants
who were altogether uncertain in their loyalties. This group could be mobilized
and manipulated by various parties in urban struggles, since it was not solidly
anchored to any politically recognized leadership. The volatility of the political
situation in the Southwest German towns was made worse by the confu ion in
the national government. Louis of Bavaria died in late 1347, and his rival
Charles IV was not firmly in control of the political situation until his defeat of
the pretender Gunther of Schwarzburg in May, 1349. Even after this, Charles
was still bidding for popular support. The traditional role of the King as protector of the Jews was temporarily moot.
The economic order was also under extreme stress, and many social group
were anxious to find a means of cancelling accumulated debts. A1J Jakob Twinger of Konigshofen commented on the massacres, "Money was the reason the
Jews were killed, for had they been poor, and had not the lords of the land
been indebted 10 them, they would not have been killed."" Conrad of Megenburg also blamed the massacres on Christian "greed and hatred." ln the course
of the thirteenth century, Jews in Germany had increasingly been forced out of
long-distance and retail trade and into the profession or money-lending. 2•
Many Jews might have had other ways of making a living, but the sources
speak almost exclusively of money-lending since it was politically the most sensitive calling. Lo the course of the first half of the fourteenrh century, the lower
social orders were at a disadvantage and they tended to go heavily into debt.
Those who had property or high social position could obtain money through
mortgages, pawns or the sale of permanent rents. This gave them the chance to
borrow from ecclesiastical institutions, municipal governments and merchants, but those persons with no such stable properties could usually only get
credit from Jews. So while Jewish communities were only one of everal different sources of credit for the upper classes, they were almost the only source of
credit for the rural and urban poor. Further, governments found it easy to tax
Jews and 10 regulate the practice of usury so as to benefit the leading classes. A
person who had access 10 gold currency paid a much lower rate of interest on a
loan with a Jewish moneylender than someone who could only pay in pennies.
In the same way, a native townsman usually paid a lower rate than someone
from outside the community."
Mas demonstrations against Jews tended to be feared by patrician governments, since the Jews were still useful to them. The destruction or the Jews
would have meant the lo s of a major source of Lax money which would have
had to be made up by increasing the burden on some other social group.
Reserves of currency held by Jews were easy for governments to tap in times of
emergency by one or another form of extortion. Worst of all, governments
knew from experience that when rioters ran out of Jews to pillage or murder,
they quickly turned on wealthy clergymen, merchants and government
officials. Attacking Jews was the most socially-acceptable form of class-hatred,
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and the Jews were first targets of hostility ultimately aimed by extension at the
entire propertied order. An attack on Jews was most unjust, yet the choice of
target was anything but arbitrary. This was not scapegoat politics, it was
tokenism.
This point had been brought home to the urban governments in the antiJewish risings in Germany in the fifty years before the Black Death. In 1298, a
knight named Rindfleisch led a mob of poor townsmen on a rampage through
Franconia, Lower Swabia, Hesse and Thuringia to revenge alleged de ecrations of the Host. King Albert I and the wealthy communes of Augsburg and
Regensburg refused entry to the column, but Jews in 417 localities were killed
before the Rindfleisch campaign was finished. 22 A similar wave swept Franconia and Alsace from 1336 to 1339, when various captains taking the name of
Konig Armleder (King Leather-arm, i.e. King of the Poor) led troups of poor
townsmen and peasants who called themselves Judenschliiger. 23 Again the
wealthier communes refused to surrender their Jews to the mobs, and after a
well-organized blockade of Colmar failed the "King's" campaign deteriorated
into a general raid on property. The towns responded by setting up leagues
against this sort of terrorism." As late as I 345, the towns and nobles of the
Upper Rhine formed a Landesreuung for a five year term to protect not only
Jews but also clerics and Genlile laymen from mob violence." Like an army
which is always armed to fight the previous war, the patricians were prepared
in 1348 for columns of terrorists marching through the countryside.
When the new wave of violence came, it was from a novel direction. The
town councils were bombarded by letters from governmental chanceries passing on the investigations of ChiUon and collaborative confessions. These letters provided a convincing pretext for condemning the Jews and seizing their
property by due process of law. Pressure was increased on the governments
when travelers brought word-of-mouth accounts of what had happened across
the mountains. The result is that the persecULions did not roll aero the land as
would have been the case if they had depended on the arrival of the plague, nor
did they wait on the actions of itinerant per ecutors as bad been the case with
Rindfleisch or Konig Armleder. The process spread as quickly as a letter could
travel, and then developed in hundreds of communities at once. By November,
1348, communes as widely separated as Solothurn or Zofingen in modem
Switzerland and Stuttgart in Wilrttemberg bad burned their Jews. Like the
"Gre,at Fear'' in France in 1789, people all over Germany demanded action
from their government at the same instance. Where action did not come
quickly, the populace acted on its own. The chief pressure came from a group
ambiguously termed "the poor." Conrad of Megenburg specifically said that
the Jews were butchered like beasts by "insolent, filthy peasants."" The que tion which confronted the governments was how popular agitation was to be
managed, and who was to benefit from the outcome.
At the end of 1348 the towns of the German Southwest found themselves
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forced to act. The patrician leaders of Strasbourg, Basel and Freiburg agreed
that the Jews should be protected from popular demands if this was at all possible. The communes and princes of the region met in an emergency conference at Benfelden before the end of 1348, and the government of Strasbourg
argued stridently that the Jews should not be killed on hearsay evidence. The
conference overlooked the protests of Strasbourg and adopted the motion of
the Bishop of Strasbourg (who had been expelled from the commune earlier)
which recommended that the Jews be expelled in order to avoid a general
uprising. This was the signal for several smaller towns to show their Jewish
communities the gate and to abandon them to piecemeal massacre in the
countryside. 27 Popular hostility was so high that several communal governments felt compelled to stand by while their Jewish communities were massacred, or they trumped up charges based on the Chillon pattern and extorted
confessions 10 give the proceedings a legal tone. A contemporary chronicler
branded the trials an offense to the majesty of the Almighty. 21 A major motivation for these show-trials was to forestall attempts of the leading guildsmen
to exploit popular rage to bring themselves to power: such managed trials took
place in Hagenau, Memmingen, Nordlingen, Ulm, Zurich, Breisach and
Frei burg im Breisgau. 29
The Strasbourg patricians, on the other hand, seriously studied the available evidence and found it unconvincing. Transcripts of purported Jewish confessions were gathered from at least nine towns, but the net impact still did not
overwhelm a ystematic doubt. There were other voices as well: on 12 January
1349, the town council of Cologne wrote Strasbourg that popular agitation
might be aimed at Jews now, but that it spelled trouble for all property-owning
groups and all governments. 10 Strasbourg's officers refused to be shaken, and
they even drafted a cogent defense of the Jews' innocence to the government of
Wiinzburg.ll When confronted by angry questioners, the patrician chief of
the Strasbourg government, Peter Swarber, replied that the attacks on the
Jew was a cynical ploy by the bishop and the rural nobles to recover lost influence over the internal affairs of the town." The patricians paid heavily for
their stolidity. On 9 February 1349 a guild revolt overthrew the patrician
regime, stripped Peter Swarber of his property and prepared to destroy the
city's Jews. The Jews were burned en masse in their own cemetery on 14 February, St. Valentine's Day.JJ In Basel, the patricians had been overcome by a
guild revolt in mid-January.3' The popular attack on Jews in Augsburg was
interpreted by the government as an attempted coup dWal. n Attempts by
princes or governments to protect Jews frequently failed. Although many fugitives found refuge, al a stiff price, with various countryside lords, mobs could
take even fairly formidable fortresses if they wanted to badly enough. 36 Many
Jewish communities preferred to undergo martyrdom by mass suicide. 31
The second act of the struggle came over the disposition of the physical
property and t.he loan contracts the Jews had left behind them. In most cases,
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mob had plundered houses and burned the bonds by the time order was
restored, but their next step was usually to demand that debts be voided and
property distributed or sold to the public. Governments u ually countered that
both bonds and property had to go to the public treasury, though they usually
had to pay something to King Charles for the rights. In many towns, compromises were quickly worked out between the populace and the municipal government. In Freiburg im Breisgau, where the patrician government had survived the storm by sacrificing its Jews, debts were forgiven if they amounted to
less than live pounds. Above that sum the debt was to be paid to the town
treasury.n The settlement provoked an attempted coup against the government by the patrician cltief judge, who allied with a group of patricians and
guildsmen to try to void all debts.,, Here, as elsewhere, divisions witltin the
town leadership could provide an opening for popular uprisings even when
there was no obvious "opposition" leadership. Popular hostilities, of whatever
origin, could be manipulated by virtually any leader to improve his political
position.
The de truction of many Jewish communities in Germany did not bring an
end to the social protests of the plague years, since the social protests had only
been interested in Jews as first course. The flagellanl processions which started
to parade through German towns in late winter of 1348 and early spring of
1349 were the kind of thinly-veiled social critique urban governments knew
from long experience. Many Jewish communities which had been spared the
poisoning accusation were now ravaged by the penitential columns. But the
flagellants' bitter criticism of the existing social and moral order inevitably led
them on to attack other targets as well. A drop in public enthusiasm for the
flagellants gave the authorities their opening, and they were excommunicated
by the Church and run to the ground by the secular governments. • 0 When the
Black Death itself finally swept through Germany, so few real Jew were left
that baptised Jews were assaulted. Here as elsewhere governments gave way to
popular demands and produced culprits to lit public expectations.••
This review of the shock-wave which ran ahead of the Black Death shows
us that Germany was seething with social tensions in the mid-fourteenth century which happened to be formalized in towns in terms of conflicts between
the noble-merchant coalitions on the one side and guildsmen on the other.
Guildsmen were the best situated in 1348 to ride the tiger of mob violence to
power, but they were not the only persons who could do so. What sealed the
fate of the Jews of the German Southwest was not a specious tale of poisoning,
but rather the fact that they were the one part of the propertied classes the
patricians and guildsmen could agree to sacrifice to the ill-focused rage which
the deprived directed against an overpopulated society driven by intense class
exploitation. When the Jews returned to German towns, often within a very
short time, they had ceased to be real residents and had become a restricted
minority whose every right was a concession. • 2
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Up until now there has been a tendency to portray the Black Death as an
elemental blow at an essentially passive, even primitive society. This approach
is blighted at the outset, since disease is never a purely "natural event" and
never could be. More LO the point, the longer we examine the detailed record of
the advent of the plague, the more modern and complex the society of the
fourteenth-century becomes. Germany emerges as a land with a highly developed net of communications, labyrinthine politics and a true "informed public
opinion." In the end, the pogroms of 1348-49 give the researchers an unparalleled chance to see a surprisingly sophisticated body politic under stre .
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Violence and the Plague in Arag6n, 1348-1351
by
Melanie V. Shirk
Univer ity of New Mexico, Los Alamos

As Philip Ziegler has noted, "Statistic alone cannot provide an adequate
picture of the Black Death." ' To say that one-quarter or one-third or one-half
of Europe's population perished within a few years gains the reader's attention, but does not convey what such a brutal calamity meant to the average
person at the time. The fourteenth century suffered many calamities, but the
sudden and mysteriou appearance of the Black Death, with no known cau e
or cure, must surely have been the most terrifying.
In a previous article, l discus ed the economic and administrative upheavals caused by the 1348 epidemic.' Using the same documents concerning the
realm of Arag6n, I wish to how some of the violence and social dislocation
suffered by those caught up in the disaster. The illustrations are drawn from a
collection of 157 documents published in 1956 by Amada L6pez de Menesis.i
They span the years 1348-1384, although all but 27 are dated between 13481351. All were issued by Pedro IV of Arag6n (1336-1387) in response to
various petitions or emergencies evoked by the plague. We can thus gain an
idea not only of how the Black Death touched the lives of Aragon's inhabitants, but also how the king tried to deal with and mitigate the violence and
lawlessness which followed in the wake of the epidemic.
The Corona de Arag6n in the mid-fourteenth cemury was composed of
mainland Catalonia, Valencia, and Arag6n plus the island realms of Sardinia
and the Balearics. earby Sicily eem to have served as the "carrier" which
introduced the epidemic to Arag6n and the re t of Europe.• In Arag6n the epidemic was at its most virulent in the spring and summer of 1348; it lay dormant
through the winter and reappeared briefly in spring, 1349.'
Bubonic plague was only one of the evil suffered by Arag6n at this time.
Civil war between the king and disaffected nobles lasted from 1347 to 1349; a
revolt in Sardinia occurred in 1348; and MalJorca endured a short-lived invasion in 1349. Adding to the peoples' woes were a series of bad harvests. There
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were already man-made mi erie and famine in this realm when the latest and
most devastating blow feU .
Pedro IV of Aragon was an intelligent and pragmatic monarch facing
political, economic, and social turmoil. He tried to deal with the treatable
after-effects of the epidemic rather than spend futile efforts to prevent the
inevitable. For instance, in July, 1348, he issued an order to authorities in
Teruel to screen carefully all those claiming to be doctors or surgeons. Fraudulent medical practitioners were causing further injuries and deaths, so that any
found by officials were to be thrown out of Teruel or denied entry Lo it.• Of
course, it could be argued that treatment by a genuine or fake medieval doctor
might look much the same, but at least the king was re olved to tackle the
problems from what he perceived to be a praclical basis. Any atlempts to stem
the epidemic were left to local officials; the king simply tried Lo move ahead of
or away from it. The plague did not prevent Pedro from successfully carrying
out his own political-military plans, but the extreme mortality caused by the
Black Death forced him to rely on an ever-narrowing pool of local and royal
officials. Replacement of the e officials posed great difficulties for the king and
enabled lawbreakers to operate with more and more impunity.
The first examples are of what might be termed non-violent crime, usually
involving fraud or attempts to use the confusion and lack of officials to bend
the law to a particular advantage. This was especially true when an inheritance
was at stake and rightful heirs had themselves perished or the deceased had not
had lhe time or an available official to leave a will. The great mortality among
notaries made wills more scarce as the weeks went on, so that loopholes for
false claimants became correspondingly larger.
In Huesca the bailiff was ordered to settle the quabbling of three heirs over
a legacy because the deceased had left no will, 7 a situation that wa only too
familiar to over-worked officials. Before the plague, a merchant of Barcelona,
Jaime de Rocafort, had supplied a fellow merchant with various goods. The
debtor, who kept putling off payment, died during the plague, along with his
wife and mother. His heirs likewise dragged their feet on payment of the debt.
In 1354 the long-suffering lender finally sued, and the king ordered a magistrate in Zaragoza to arbitrate and see that the debt was paid.• o doubt the
debtors hoped that the confusion caused by the epidemic would allow their
loan to fall through the bureaucratic cracks, something which must have often
occurred. If the lender himself bad died in the Black Death, the debt could
have likewise gone unpaid. Many debts must have been "liquidated" in either
or both ways.
Five other towns with a serious shortage of officials reported that many
people were illegally occupying the homes of plague victims by claiming to be
the heirs. The lack of wills and deaths of some of the rightful inheritors made
such claims impossible to disprove, so in June, 1349, the king simply ordered
that settlements were to be made with the "squatters. "9 This made the new
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residents legal and taxpaying and a boon to the Crown. A wrangle had occurred over the ownership of a house in RoseU6n before the Black Death. One
claimant fled town during the epidemic, but tbe other stuck it out in the disputed building, evidently hoping to trengthen his claim. In 1350 the district
magistrate was ordered to confiscate the house and finally settle the quarrel. 10
In the districts of RoseU6n and Cerdaigne, many goods belonging to "certain minor and other who had fled" during the plague were stolen. Four
years later (1352), the king appointed two lawyers 10 inve ligate the case and
ee that the stolen goods were returned to their rightful owner . 11 Not only
must it have been difficult to gather information so long after the crime, it is
likely that some of the victims died or had left the area, making justice almo t
impossible.
A similar hiatus occurred in Calamocha. This unfortunate village had been
left so depopulated after the plague that only four dwellings were being occupied. Tbe neighboring settlement of Gascony took the opportunity in 1349
to confiscate Calamocha's woods and pastureland. In 1352 one of Calamocha's
inhabitants was empowered by the king to open legal proceedings and levy
penalties again t Gascony. 12
Eight years after the epidemic, a property theft in Borja came to the king's
notice. A vineyard belonging to Moslcms who had died from plague was taken
over by some Franciscan "without legal license and with no legitimate cau e"
and then sold to Christians. At the request of the Islamic community of the
town, Pedro ordered the bailiff general of Arag6n to ettle the case.' l
The seven examples show not only the confusion caused by the Black
Death, but the serious time lags which such disruption caused in the settling of
dispute begun before and during the epidemic. That of Borja, for instance,
took eight years to come to the king's notice. How many more unpaid debts,
lost inheritances, and frauds must have occurred without coming to light at all.
There is another case in these documents of theft committed by one of the
king's own officials, a sub-magistrate in Monistol. He not only unjustly imprisoned a French pilgrim returning from Monserrat, but kept the man's jewels,
gold, and silver. EventuaUy tbe Frenchman was released, and after returning
home, sent a petition to the king. In 1351 Pedro ordered the magistrate of
Manresa to investigate and not only sec that this victim's valuables were
returned, but to find out if this official had committed other such crimes.,.
This incident would certainly not have been an i olated one; the many mortalities, loss and discontinuity of records, and slow reaction of the central authorities made it easy for officials themselves to steal, especially when there was
such a good chance that the victims of their crimes would themselves die of
plague. This Frenchman was lucky enough to survive and reach the ear of the

king.
ot all deception were sinister. Three craftsmen from a monastery in
Vernet used tbe plague as a means of escaping the jurisdiction of their old
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overlord and ettled in the town of Villafranca de Confleot. The abbot complained to the king in 1351, but Pedro ordered a magistrate to defend the men's
right to stay in their new location.'' He also advised the official to warn the
three men that they could not be defended if they moved from Villafranca to a
third location, the plague evidently providing one of the few legitimate excuses
for their action.
None of the above documents describe destruction or physical harm, but
the next illustrations provide an escalation in the levels of crime. As Gabriel
Jackson has noted, "The sheer massiveness of such mortality entailed a complete breakdown of established authority. Robbery and hysteria became
normal occurrence . . . ""
The empty homes of those who had fled the Black Death or become its victims proved easy and irresistible targets for thieves. Already in June, 1348, a
member of the royal hou ehold reported that after his wife and parents died of
plague in Barcelona "their movable goods were left without protection and, no
one knowing to whom they belonged, the valuables were carried off by people
unknown ."" The city magistrate was ordered to recover what he could,
although chances of success were slim, despite the unusual speed with which
this petition was answered.
Another royal retainer and his niece had fled Valencia during the height of
the epidemic and returned to find the rest of their family dead and the home
looted and derelict. 11 A citizen of Puigcerda had been in another town when
the Black Death struck their area. He returned to his town to find his wife dead
and their home ransacked. In this case, the man pointed to his stepson a one
of the looters.' ' In Vizcarra those who had looted the home of Pedro Garces'
deceased father and sister brazenly claimed to be relations of the victims and
refused 10 return goods which they claimed were rightfully theirs. 20 When the
mistress of a large manorhouse in Villafranca del Panad~ died from plague,
her terrified servants fled. The heir to the estate was him elf ill with plague in
Manresa and hired local men to guard the dwelling. De pile, or perhaps
because of, this, the home was robbed. 2 1
In all of these cases, the king ordered officials to investigate, find the guilty
parties, and return stolen goods. But such orders were issued one to two years
after the crimes had been committed, amid a critical hortage of officials and a
still-disrupted administrative and legal system. The chances of success must
have been slim to none. Such crimes were doubtless common, particularly
when the criminals had little or no fear of retribution.
In one place mentioned in the documents, violence went far beyond looting. A petition from the citizens of Prades described how "at the time of the
plague, in this town and the surrounding area, many robberies, homicides, and
other crimes and injuries were committed" with no fear of capture or punishment. All of Prades' officials had fallen victim to the epidemic, leading to a
complete breakdown of law and order amid the hysteria caused by the Black
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Death itself. With no surviving authorities and terrified at the lawlessness, "the
inhabitants themselves, upper and lower class alike, were moving out of their
homes to other locations."n The scope of this anarchy is more clearly seen
when the date of the petition is considered: ovember 16, 1353.
In ovember, the king appointed a royal official to aid Prades' new bailiff
and sub-magistrate in seeking out and punishing the guilty and to try and stop
the population drain. Here, indeed, is the "complete breakdown of established
authority" of which Jackson spoke, and it lasted well beyond the plague year
of 1348. There is no mention of other Prades in these documents, but it is not
unreasonable to assume that such lawlessness did occur elsewhere, in towns
where the remaining population might simply abandon this kind of area or
themselves succumb to either plague or homicide.
The hy teria noted by Jackson and others led to a more ominous development in Arag6n, as it did in other plague-stricken areas: the effort by many to
seek a scapegoat on which to blame the disaster. Reactions were varied at first.
The mass of people did not need a learned treatise to tell them that the plague
was somehow spread by contagion, although no one knew why or by what
means. Many reacted, as we have seen, by fleeing their own viUages and towns
to try and escape the epidemic; while others indulged in excesses of religious
fervor. Solemn processions were held in every community, and wills were
changed leaving pos essions to the Church. 1t didn't take long, however,
before people realized that neither priests, doctors, officials, or cholars could
stop the disea e. In their desperation, mobs fell easy prey to those who suggested that the Black Death was being deliberately induced by evil men, usually
through poison dumped into wells and water supplies.
A Spanish physician, Alfonso of Cordoba, was one who gave respectability
to such an idea in a medical tract which speaks more highly for his imagination
than hfa learning. He admitted that, while the epidemic's initial cause had been
astrological and, thus, unavoidable, it should have ceased within a year and
was being "unnaturally prolonged" by men of malice. Worse, this inequity was
especially directed toward Christians. n
These documents illustrate some of the results of such paranoia. Among
the various groups accused of poisoning were pilgrims. In their travels from
shrine to shrine, they were in the dangerous position of being conspicuous outsiders and prime suspects of "spreading" the plague. In June, 1348, a royal
official had to reque t a safeconduct from the king on behalf of a Portuguese
pilgrim and his companion, who were en route to the shrine of St. Francis of
Assisi when the epidemic hit Arag6n . "Because of widespread rumors that the
water is being poisoned by such as they, they cannot continue their trip without danger to them elves" 2 ' and had prudently decided to return immediately
to Portugal. In October, the king was also ordering that the Moslem community of Huesca be guarded against possible auack.H Neither pilgrims nor
Moslem seem to have been objects of actual violence, however, possibly
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because they were soon overshadowed by a much more prominent target:
the Jews.
At the time of the Black Death, accu at ions again t the Jews for spreading
the plague covered a wide area of Europe. Religion and wealth had always
made them a tempting target and their separate living quarters and reclusiveness attracted renewed suspicion as paranoia and panic increased. This was not
the first time Jews had been accu ed of plotting to poison Christians, but previous charges had been local. 26 As theories grew more elaborate, the entire
"plot" was believed to have sprung from the black arts of the Jewish community in Toledo." ot everyone believed this absurd story, but protests and
even official actions, such as taken in Arag6n, proved of little avail in stemming either the stories or the reactions they provoked.
Arag6n had a highly visible Jewish population prominent in government
and finance. The kings of Arag6n traditionally favored and protected the Jews
of their realm, using them as servants of the Crown and impo ing enough
financial obligations on them to ensure the king a steady income. 21 They were
in the unenviable position of being the "King's people." Such prominence was
a dangerous thing in the best of times; now it would prove fatal to some. Ironically it only added to their woes that Pedro IV was one of the most liberal
Aragonese kings in his attitude toward the Jews. He genuinely appreciated
Jewish intellectual ability and had in his service Jewi h doctors, translators,
astrologers, astronomers, and cartographers. 29 He was also unusually lenient
in the religious freedom he allowed. 10 During the king's attempts to keep ahead
of the epidemic, one of the people he con ulted was a Jew of Huesca named
Jucef, whom Pedro requested to search his district and find a place free from
plague where the king could spend a few days. 1 1 Obviously the king of Arag6n
took no notice of the stories of plague-spreading by the Jews. Unhappily, others
did, if only to have a good excu e to attack wealthy and conspicuous nonChristians who seemed to have a special relationship with the ruling class.
In 1348 there were successive attacks on the Jewish communities in Barcelona, Cervera, and Tarrega, the kind of chain reaction which the king had
wanted to avoid. ln every case, Jews were killed, their homes looted, and their
loan records destroyed, defaced or stolen. Other studie describe these attacks
in detail, 32 but several of the documents in this collection supplement what is
already known.
Violence against the Jews first occurred in Barcelona, soon after the first
incidents of plague. As in other towns, religious procession had been held to
try and tum aside the wrath of God; H their failure only increased the peoples'
frustration and anger. On May 17 the funeral of a plague victim was held in
the plaza of St. James, which bordered the Jewish ghetto. When someone at
the service made a disparaging reference 10 the Jews, angry members of the
funeral party, joined by passers-by and street rabble, broke into the ghetto.
Some assaulted their victims with swords and "many Jews perished.""
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Royal reaction was swift and furious. Only five days after the attack, the
king ordered local officials to "diligently and carefully make inquiries into the
charges and find those guilty . .. " » and Lo guard the ghetto against further
attack . On May 29 royal officials in five towns, all near Barcelona and all with
considerable Jewish communities (including Cervera and Tarrega), were
warned to "protect and defend" the ghettos "courageously and strongly. " 16
But , as we have seen, the king's orders and good intentions were to no avail.
The casualtie in Tarrega were particularly high because the town bailiff blatantly disobeyed royal orders to protect the Jews and actually egged on the
rioters. The result was several hundred Jews killed.l'
The king was equally stymied in efforts to puni h the guilty; his desire for
justice was not shared by the Christians in the towns involved. An unedifying
spectacle occurred in Tarrega when the king's prosecutor opened hearings to
try and uncover the rioters. The citizens began to accuse, denounce, charge,
and counter-charge one another before the royal official. Verbal violence soon
gave way to physical, and by October, 1348, "armed bands had formed, brawls
were taking place, hatred and malice were everywhere."ll By simply dragging
their feet, local officials mounted an effective campaign against royal intentions. One suspect in the Barcelona attack finally came to trial, but not until
1351 and only by order of the king. n In Cervera, the king again had to appoint
his own official to try one group of accu ed rioters in June, 1351.' 0
II is doubtful if the guilty suffered any real punishment for what was committed in 1348. The king did exact revenge of a sort by making determined and
successful efforts to re tore the devastated communities to a healthy economic
state. This often meant siding with Jews against their Chri tian debtors or
taxing Christian communities."
The actual number of these documents dealing with crime and violence is
relatively small, but they run the gamut from fraud to looting to murder and
mob violence and illustrate the many reactions provoked by the Black Death.
Gabriel Jackson has estimated that it required a minimum of two years to
re-establish police, court, and notarial ervices." We have seen that the social
disruption could last much longer, the example of Prades being a dramatic
case in point. Certainly, as Carolly Erickson has stated," .. . medieval people
tolerated a degree of anarchy, violence, and loss of life that is difficult for us
to comprehend."'' The crimes noted here were nothing extraordinary; theft,
fraud, murder, and the like were pre ent before and after the epidemic and
attacks on outsiders like the Jews were nothing new. But the Black Death was a
"catalytic element of the first order"" and the number and intensity of such
violence was raised to an unprecedented height.
De pite his earnest efforts, the king of Arag6n could deal with only a fraction of the wrongdoings committed during the plague because of the dreadful
mortality among royal and local officials. The increasingly slow reaction of
authorities coupled with a corresponding escalation in lawlessness must have
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dramatically increased that "underlying climate of in ecurity" which was so
much a part of medieval life. 45
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Chaucer's Physicians :
Their Texts, Contexts, and the Canterbury Tales
by
Elizabeth Penley Skerpan
Southwest Tex.as State University

In t.he Canterbury Tales, the pilgrim Chaucer li5ts an impres ive series of
medical authors whom his fellow pilgrim the Physician is supposed to have
read . As we continue past t.he General Prologue, we discover that these writers
do not merely embellish the Physician's claims to a well-rounded medical education: two are actually mentioned in the course of story-telling, though,
oddly, not by the Phy ician, but by the Pardoner and Parson. These two pilgrims' references appear in tales more concerned with spiritual than physical
healing and health , and indeed the Parson preaches on the "cure" of sins as a
necessary part of the journey to "Jerusalem celestial." For his part, the Physician leaves citation of medical authoritie 10 representatives of the Church and
attempts to tell a "moral" tale that unintentionally calls into question his
morality. The effect of his procedure is co make one suspect that a connection
is being established between physical and spiritual health and doctors, and the
comparison does not cease there: other pilgrims refer 10 physicians of the soul,
and both physicians and surgeons give suspect advice in the pilgrim Chaucer's
philosophical Tale of Melibee. Moreover, the pilgrims are traveling 10 Canterbury to thank St. Thomas a Beckett for helping them when they were sick,
and, at the end of his tale, the Parson envisions t.he heavenly attainment of
both physical and spiritual health. Thus, the whole matter of healing and the
moral problems attendant upon healer provide a unifying theme for the Canterbury Tales, as various claimants compete for the position of true physician. 1
The suggestion that both the physical process of healing and the moral
character of medical doctors were subjects of debate may be traced 10 many
sources, including patristic works, the writings of Italian Humani ts, and
medieval encyclopedists: these alone may provide a significant context for
Chaucer's physicians. But, more important, that same suggestion also appears
in the works of the physician-writers listed in the General Prologue, as well as
in other medical texts of Chaucer's day. Medieval medical texts reveal the
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physicians' own ethical and moral concerns and allow us in ight into their ways
of thinking and of evaluating human beings. Taken together, the profe sional
and lay writings on medicine permit us to reconstruct the context of the debate
on healing and healers which appears in and around the Canterbury Tales, and
offer new perspective for literary interpretation.
The relationships they perceived between soul and body led the Fathers of
the Church to connect physical health and sickness with spiritual. In De
universo, Rabanus Maurus assigned figurative meanings to all the diseases appearing in the Bible. Thus, weakne s is a disease of vices; fever, of carnal
cupidity; and paralysis, of a soul dissolute with vices. Leprosy in its various
forms takes on a multiplicity of meanings, primarily representing blasphemies
against Christ. Leprosy on the whole body, for example, means a blasphemy
against the whole of the scriptures; swollen leprosy shows swollen pride. 2 The
figurative nature of scriptural diseases extended to physical, worldly diseases
as well. In the Dialogus adversus pelagianos, St. Jerome connected the health
of the body with that of the soul. He wrote that a healthy body is the result of a
sinless soul; that a body that never becomes sick of that recovers rapidly from
illness must be possessed of a soul that never sins, and that never lap es from
virtue. 3 Whenever they fall sick, therefore, people should call upon Christ, the
true physician (vero medico), who will give them help in all illnesse , including
the hidden ones, the cause of which only God knows (so/i Deo cognitis causis). •
Medieval encyclopedists retained the evocations of the "true physician"
when they defined the medicus corpora/is. In the thirteenth century, Bartholomaeus Anglicus (fl. 1225) wrote in De proprietatibus rerum that a good physician "needil> to knowe causis and occasiouns of eueles, and tokenes, signcs,
and accidentis of al maner yueles, for medicynes may neuer be sikerliche itake
3if 1>e cause of i,e euel is vnknowe. "' The physician must be especially careful
to search out the hidden illnesses: "And for inwarde yueles greue1> more t,an
outwarde eueles, a wise leche take!> hede of t,inges t,at schal be fongede and be
put of [sic] of inwarde akynge, and cure!> j>e matiere i,at is hard and corrupt
wit,inne. " 6 The necessity of searching out and knowing the causes of "evils"
established overtly the link between medici corpora/es and spirituales. The
function of curing, as a result, was increasingly extended metaphorically to
include many kinds of moral behavior, both good and bad. In his fourteenthcentury encyclopedia, Pierre Bersuire (ca. 1290-1362) gave live definitions of
medicus, only the last concerning a medicus corpora/is. The other types were
all scripturally based, and included I) the saver of souls, Christ, who rescued
all the faithful from eternal death; 2) the teacher or public speaker who by
means of words and example shows people how to live well; 3) the governor
or repairer of injuries who corrects the evils and infirmities of society; and
4) the defrauder of many, the hypocrite who knows about vices but who
makes no effort to avoid them. 7 A medical man could thus evoke a range of
associations. Bersuire, in fact, uses the behavior of the good corporeal physician
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as a metaphor for his portrayal of the good priest. The searching out of hidden
wounds, the administration of medicines, and the unhesitating devotion to the
sick become examples for the proper care of the soul:
lsta omnia possunt applicari ad bonum praelatum,
praedicatorem & confessorem; quia pro certo ad illos
pertinet pro peragendo praedicationis officio terras &
patrias visitare. & in confessione morborum, i. e. peccatorum, causas & circumstantias investigare, & contra
diversa crimina medicinas & remedia varia praeparare,
vulnera occulta & horrida, i. e. peccata enormia & horrida, non debet abhorrere, sed ipsa tangere & abstergere
benigniter & tractare, spemque veniae & salutis promittere, & sectionem & usturarn poenitentiae suavem &
facilem affirmare, & pro dolore & infirmitate partis dexterae, sc. animae partem senistram, sc. camem percutere, & ne pars ana, i. e. anima pereat, partem putridam, sc. corpus debet per poenitentiam vulnerare.
All those things can be applied to the good prelate,
preacher and confessor, because certainly it pertains to
them in their carrying out of their duty of diagnosis: to
visit lands and countries and to search out in confession
the causes and occasions of diseases, that is sins, and
prepare medicines and various remedies against diverse
faults; one must not shrink from hidden and horrible
wounds-great and horrible sins-but touch and willingly wipe off and handle those arne and promise the
hope of forgiveness and health, and cut away the infected
section - the left part, to be understood as the flesh-as
a penitence for the right part- the soul- so that the
healthy part, the soul, might not perish, one must injure
the rotten part, the body, through penitence.•
The body and its caretaker were not necessarily the enemies of the soul. At his
best, the physician of the body provided a model of behavior for the physician
of the soul: both could heal with the same method.
Conversely, in any situation in which the interests of the body conflict with
the aspirations of the soul, the estimation of the physician's role suffers. In
De civitate Dei, St. Augustine emphasizes the value of faith by indicating the
limitations of medici corpora/es. He tells the story of a woman with cancer of
the breast, a disease which her physician has told her was incurable. To stres
the earthly, human quality of the physician's wisdom, Augustine quotes from
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Hippocrate , who is clearly the source of the progno is. The woman, however,
prays to Jesus, who becomes real medicine; she is cured. Hippocrate is reduced to nothing in the face of divine mercy., More than an example of the
power and love of Christ, St. Augustine's relation of the miraculous healing
reveals the impotence of the highest human learning. Augustine's physician
becomes a mere mortal who cannot po ibly cross the gulf between human and
divine wisdom .
Petrarch refers to Augustine as the great physician of souls (magnus medicus animorum) in his lnvectivarum contra medicum quendam libri IV (13.52),
in which he attacks the physician as a representative of the uninspired soul, the
person who cares nothing for the pursuit of vinue or spiritual health. Petrarch
ranks Augustine with the poets, who ee the beauty of fields, hear songs, and
write works which lift the spirit; the physician, in contrast, is limited by his
senses: he uses his eye Lo examine diseased bodies, his ears to hear the rumbling of an upset stomach, and his hands Lo administer purges. 10 To Petrarch,
and other Italian Humanists who continued the theme, perfect health and the
study of medicine do not bring one closer to God or a more virtuous life; they
in fact limit an individual to the knowledge of only the functional aspect of the
total human being.' '
For their part, most of the phy icians listed by Chaucer in the General Prologue to the Canterbury Tales and medieval surgeons also were concerned
about the education, practice, ethics, and spirituality of the members of their
professions. Both the practically trained surgeons and the university trained
physicians defined the ideal man of medicine as a consummate scholar, rhetorician, and philo opher, sensitive to other people and ideas, and to God." The
surgeon Lanfranco of Milan (d . 1306), whose Science of Cirurgie was translated into Middle English around I 390, repeated a common dictum of medieval
medicine when he wrote that the surgeon "muste studie in alle pc parties of
philofie [sic] & in logik, j:,at he mowe vndirstonde scripturis; in gramer, j:,at he
peke congruliche; in arte, j:,at techij:, him to proue his proporciouns wij:, good
resouo."1> Thi argument supplemented the teachings of Galen, who frequently argued that the physician must know all aspects of the body, including
the four humors and their combinations, anatomy, diet, exercise, and the
senses. To Galen, the best physician was one who did everything for the right
reasons, rather than one who tried to cure haphazardly." Rufus of Ephesus
associated correct procedures also with sensitivity towards the patient. In On
the Questioning of the Sick, he lated that a physician can discover many more
things about a patient's condition by carefully questioning and watching him,
than by merely relying on medical texts and one's own unaided diagno is. 15 To
Hippocrates, this combination of logic and feeling rendered the physician godlike, the epitome of dignity, virtue, rectitude, and equanimity. "
These writers' concern with theoretical training and philosophy becomes all
the more important when we realize that most medical texts of the Middle
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Ages contained very little theory amid compendius descriptions of di eases
and infirmities. The major works of Avicenna, John of Gaddesden, Rhazes,
Serapion, and Dioscorides-all authors mentioned in the General Prologuewere arranged in "divisions," which began at the head and ended at the foot,
providing minute analyse of every part of the body, together with its diseases,
their causes, and cures. 17 The writers of the e "divisions," at least as they appeared in medieval redactions, encouraged readers to think of cause and effect,
rather than to construct a whole evaluation of the patient's problem . A typical
example appears in Diuisiones Rasis fi/ij Zacharie under the heading "De
dolore capitis," a chapter concerning fever:
cau on sine apostemate in cerebro. [et) signa eius sunt:
quoniam commoeutur cum est caliditas febris. et quiescit
cum ipsa declinat. Et cura eiu est cura causa febris. 1
Et fit ex apostemate in cerebro et panniculus eius. Et
signa ei' unt assiduatio doloris capitis a principo ingritudinis vsque ad eius determinationem vet diminutionem: et quod excitatur ante vehementiam febris et vehementiam rubedinis oculorum [et] exhuberatio venarum
et alienatio et commixto rationi . Et cura eius est cura
frenesis calidae ex his que ego dica .
Headaches can occur without swelling of the brain, and
the symptoms are: when the patient is restless when
there is fever and becomes less o when the fever
declines. The cure of the headache is the resolution of
the cau e of the fever. Let us uppo e that there is swelling of the brain and its membranes. The symptoms are a
continuous headache from the onset of the illness until
its resolution or decre, venous congestion and mental
confusion and derrangement occurring before the intensity of the fever and the intensity of congestion of the
eyes. Their cure i the cure of the febrile frenzy from the
methods I shall discuss. 11
In curing, surgeons relied on cutting and burning, while phy icians depended
upon drugs to correct the imbalance of humors. Most "divisions," meant to be
read by physicians, included a section on all known pecific drugs, among
which were wine and most metals. Serapion, like Chaucer, classified gold as a
"cordial," especially effective for melancholy or weak hearts. " Wine was a far
more universal remedy. Dio corides recommended it for helping the digestion,
curing insomnia, and moving the urine. 20
The habit of thinking of cause and effect was reflected in physicians' and
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surgeons' discussions of profe sional ethics. Very few mentioned any need to
be a moral per on, but all who wrote of ethics stre sed the importance of appearing to be virtuous in order to obtain the respect of the public. John of
Gaddesden (12807-1361) warned the reader not lo associate much with prominent people until he knew hi books thoroughly. 21 The surgeon John Arderne
(0. 1307- 1370) advised abstinence from "harlotrie" in order to avoid "vnworship of yuel vsage." 12 Lanfranco of Milan especially condemned gluttony,
while the Flemish surgeon Jehan Yperman (12607-13107) cautioned against
flattering oneself within the hearing of others. 21 Hippocrates suggested a dress
code, although he claimed that slight eccentricity might enhance one's reputation.•• Most limited their advice about fees to the recommendation that the
healer make them measurable to the financial condition of his patient, and
treat the poor only for the love of God. One author, Constantinus Africanus
(d. 1087), commented that physicians should only work to help a patient to
recover his health, and not for the hope of money." On the other hand, John
Arderne and others reminded their readers not to give too lowly a drug to the
rich. Arderne frequently offered two recipes for the same drug. For his ointment sanguis veneris, he used a base of olive oil tinted red for most patients,
while for the rich he substituted "pe blode of a maiden virgyne or of a maiden
damisel about 19 or 20 3ere," and charged accordingly." The Hippocratic
oath aside, Chaucer's Physician's lay contemporaries probably expected him to
think ethics a matter of public appearance and effect.
De pite the perception that they had only a shallow concern with ethics,
medieval physicians and surgeons did comment upon their relationship to God
and the limitations of their art, although their discussions did not approach the
depth or frequency of those of the lay writers. In his poem on medicine, the
physician Avicenna reminded his readers that the soul was the realm of the
poets, while the physicians' concern must only be the body." The anonymous
medical poem Flos medicinae advised that finally the matter of health rested in
nature, and that no medicine could cure death.'* According to the Flos,
Arderne, and Yperrnan, the only physician able to rule nature was God himself, whom the Flos addressed as "Deus Omnipotens Medicus summus Medicorum. "" Echoing the lay writers and their multiple definitions of medicus,
John Arderne described the spiritual dimension of healing:
It is redde in the last lesson of matyns of the natiuit~ of
oure lord that oure lorde lhesus criste come into this
world for the helthe of mannes kynd to the maner of a
gode leche and wise. And when he cometh to the seke
man he sheweth hym medicynes, som li3t and som hard;
and he seil> to the seke man, "3if j>ou wilt be made hole
l>ise and l>ise shat thou tak.">•
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The same perspective, said Arderne, may be applied by the medicus corpora/is
to a wayward patient who refuses or is wary of particular treatments. There
were thus practical reasons for the healer to have the extensive, broad training
which the medical writers urged.
Medieval lay writers on medicine, while they alway reminded their readers
that medicine was instituted by God, tended to use the corporeal physician as
the starting point for their di cussions of spiritual healing. The e comparisons
tended to stress the physicality and humanity of the medicus corpora/is, and
the insignificance of bodily health in relation to the neces ity of spiritual health
for salvation. Yet the medical texts reveal that their author were not simply
mechanics for the body. While they argued that the body wa the physician'
true sphere, that ethics need only be a superficial concern, and that every disturbance of the body was the result of an imbalance of humors, the medical
writers also recognized that their relationship with God was somewhat uneasy.
Their was the realization that they walked a thin line between total faith in
their authorities and their own abilities to heal, and total dependence upon the
will and grace of God: too much reliance upon themselves and they turned into
butts of attack by lay writers; too much reliance upon God and they ceased to
be physicians. As a re ult of their training and daily practice, the physicians
probably came down on the side of their authorities, yet for all that they would
not have ignored their opponents' arguments. Limited by the requirement of
their profession to a merely physical universe, the medieval medici corporates
neverthele s must have remembered that they should at least appear, and
probably be, otherwise.
Within the scope of that debate Chaucer locates the characters of the
Canterbury Tales. From the moment he tells us that his pilgrim are traveling
to Canterbury "The hooly blisful martir for to seke,/ That hem hath holpen
whan that they were seeke" (General Prologue, lines 17-18), Chaucer establishes the connection between physical and spiritual health. 31 The inclusion of
several literally diseased or physically abnormal characters, as well as members
of the clergy, and the Wife of Bath, who knows remedies for love, suggests to
us the need for evaluating pilgrims in terms of their spiritual condition. Having
read his "Serapion, Razis, and Avycen" (line 432), and moving in a group of
pilgrims, the Phy ician could reasonably think that his pirituality might come
under question. His tale represents his effort to demonstrate piritual health,
and hi failure as a medicus spiritualis.
As we know from its appearances in Livy's History, the Roman de la rose,
and Gower's Confessio amantis, the story of Appius and Virginia may be told
as a straightforward exemplum. 32 In all of these versions, the emphasis is
placed on Appius and the crimes he commits to gratify his lechery. Wanting to
heighten the morality of the story by also praising virginity and urging virtuous
behavior, the Physician shifts his attention to Virginia and her father, thereby
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creating a new story which does not fit its conclu ion. As we know from the
medical writers' di cussions of ethics, lhe Physician characteri tically insens
material which concern the outward appearance of virtue-the description of
Nature, the address to governesses, and the behavior of Virginius-and overlook words, phrases, and events which, if pur ued, would have given his new
story a truly spiritual dimension. The failure of the Physician's tale arises from
the conflict between what this pilgrim knows and what he attempts.
Lanfranco of Milan explains that medicine concerns the elements and
humors which constitute "alle bodies pat ben medlid vndir pe ercle of pc
moone."ll That is, medicine is concerned with living, natural things. It is not
surprising, then, that the Physician describes hi heroine as one of the fine t
works of ature, whom God has made
his vicaire general,
To forme and peynten erthely creaturis
Right as [her] list, and ech thyng in [her) cure is
Under the moone, that may wane and waxe. (20-23)

" ure" can mean both "care" and "remedy," so the Phy ician e tablishes as the
context for his tale a decidedly "sublunary," physical world. As such, he presents Virginia's flowering in virginity in terms of outwardly discernible traits.
She behaves:
With alle humylitee and abstinence,
With alle auemperaunce and pacience,
With mesure eek of beryng and array.
Discreet she was in an weryng alway;

She spak, and alle hire wordcs, moore and lesse,
Sownyngc in vertu and in gentillesse.
Shamefast she was in maydens hamefa tnesse,
Constant in herte, and evere in bisynesse
To dryve hire out of ydel slogardye. (45-48, 53-57)
She also stays away from "occasions of daliaunces" (line 66), and takes such
good care of herself that "hir neded no mai tresse" (line 106). The de cription
is detailed and effective, if we judge by Harry Bailly's respon e to the tale, yet
it concern for proper deportment and appearance also echoes the medical
writers' advice about ethics, from John of Oaddesden's warning to avoid social
gatherings until one is sufficiently educated, to Hippocrates' dress code and
Arderne's suggestion to preserve one's reputation by abstaJning from "harlotrie."
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The Physician concentrates his narration on those aspects of behavior with
which he is most familiar.
The same may be said for the address to governesses. The advice the Phy ician
gives, from setting a good example to punishing bad behavior, is sound enough,
and certainly it explains both the nature of Appius' offence, since "sovereyn
pestilence/ls whan a wight bitrayseth innocence" (lines 91-92), and Virginius'
desperate action to save his daughter from degradation. Governesses are warned
to take proper care of their charges "That they ne perisse" (line 99); Virginius saves
his daughter's purity from perishing. But the context of the story makes the
events it describes simply pathetic. Virginia is a victim, with no sins to forsake,
her death in fact occasioned by her virtue and the rigid morality of her father.
These facts reveal the inadequacy of the Physician's vision. Hi choice of
the words "perisse" and "pestilence," as well as his presentation of virtue, show
that his thought is firmly rooted in the physical world, and that his transformation of his tale from Appius' to Virginia's story must forever be incomplete.
Simple cause and effect apply to the moral of the story: the proper cure of horrible sin is death. The Physician, however, aims at something beyond cause
and effect. Because of the way he begins his story, its real subject becomes
virtue under assault, a matter with ramifications beyond his habitual process
of thought. As the Second Nun demonstrates, the theme is the stuff of saints'
legends, and that is the direction the Physician tries to take. He gives his tory
a Christian context, establishing it with the Christian value of virginity, the
plea to teach children "for Cristes sake" (line 81 ), Virginia's references to God
and the Bible, and finally with her cry "ls ther no grace" (line 236). Within the
moral context the Physician has tried to create, the answer should be yes, but
Virginius says only ''No, cenes, deere doghter myn" (line 237). Significantly,
Virginia also asks "is ther no remedye?" Limited by his studies in the physical
world, misunderstanding the relationship between outward effect and inward
cause, the Physician can think of none. He tells his tale from his own perspective- physical and practical-rather than from that which his subject
demands-spiritual and transcendent. In the course of his tale, this medicus
corporalis reveals that he cannot look beyond the body into the souJ.
Chaucer also uses the medicus theme elsewhere in the Canterbury Tales,
reinforcing the comparison between corporeal and piritual physicians in order
to prepare pilgrims and readers for the eventual recognition of the nature of
true health. Both the Summoner and the Second un identify religious figure
a physicians. The Summoner refers to "hye God, that is oure lyves leche" (line
1892), and has his competitive friar ask
What nedeth yow diver e freres eche?
What nedeth hym that hath a parfit leche
To sechen othere lcches in the toun?
(Summoner's Tale, 1955-57)
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Ln the prologue to her tale of St. Cecelia, the Second
Mary, who

un invokes the Virgin

Nat oonly helpest hem that preyen thee,
But often tyme, of thy benygnytee,
Fu! frely, er that men thyn help biseche,
Thou goost biforn, and art hlr lyve leche.
(Second un's Prologue, 53-56)l•
The Pardoner, who sets his tale during a "pestilence" and mentions the physician Avicenna (lines 889-92), not only sells indulgences, but also miracle cures.
Among his relics is a shoulder-bone which cures "pokkes . . . cabbe, and
every soore" in sheep, swelling in other cattle (lines 353- 60), and "jalousie" in
human beings (line 366).
More significant than even these is the appearance of physicians and surgeons in the pilgrim Chaucer's Tale of Melibee. Brought in to heal Melibee's
daughter, one of the surgeons explains, "we shulleo do so ententif bisynesse
fro day to nyght that with the grace of God she shal be hool and sound as
soone as is possible" (line 1015). The physicians agree, but add "that right as
maladies been cured by hir contraries, right so shul men warisshe werre by vengeaunce" (line 1017). The surgeon is aware of the scope of his art; in his advice,
he reflects the ethics of contemporary surgeons who remind their readers that
God is the ultimate healer, "Medicus surnmus Medicorum ." The physicians
also express common medical beliefs, yet their advice is misleading when taken
at face value; dame Prudence must direct Melibee to its correct meaning. She
reminds hlm that the medical men gave sound recommendations; they are
good medici corpora/es who speak "wisely and discreetly" (line 1271), and, as
the surgeon's answer shows, know their limitations. Melibee misinterprets the
advice about contraries, taking the physicians at their word and resolving upon
vengeance. Dame Prudence instead applies the advice to moral values, incidentally showing that the physicians attached the wrong meaning to their
own words:
But certes, the wordes of the phisicians sholde been
understonden in this wise: / For good and wikkednesse
been two contraries, and pees and werre, vengeaunce
and suffraunce, discord and accord, and manye othere
thynges./ But certes, wikkednesse shal be warisshed by
goodnesse, discord by accord, werre by pees, and so
forth of othere thynges./ And heerto accordeth Seint
Paul the Apo tie in manye place . (Tale of Melibee,
1287- 90)
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The physicians in the Tale of Melibee, like the Physician in the Canrerbury
Tales, fail to see the correct application of their words. They too make a faulty
comparison between physical and spiritual knowledge. The balance can be
restored only by spiritual physicians, in this case dame Prudence aided by
St. Paul.
In the Canterbury Tales as a whole, the pilgrim with the strongest claim to
being a spiritual physician is the Parson. Chaucer tells us in the General Prologue that the Parson, like the Physician, tends the sick; nothing prevents him
from taking care of the souls in his parish (lines 491 - 95). He follows the Phy ician's advice to governesses to shepherd their charges, and
. . . dwelte at hoom, and kepte wel his folde, So that the
wolf ne made it nat myscarie. (General Prologue, S 12- 13)
The Parson indicates that his tale transforms the physical pilgrimage, undertaken to give thanks for physical health, into a spiritual pilgrimage to "Jerusalem celestial" (Par on's Prologue, line SI). Like the Physician, who insists
that he tells no fable but "historial thyng notable," the Parson says that he will
tell "fable noon" (line 31) since St. Paul criticizes storytellers. In the cour e of
his tale, however, the Parson upsets the balance between body and soul by
using the words of the corporeal physicians to dismiss the body altogether.
The talc itself, though it does imitate the procedure of the medieval devotional manuals, also recalls the typical structure of the "divisions" in a medieval
medical book. The Parson's repetition of the phrase "after x comes y" at the
beginning of each "division" of sin assigns the sins a definite order, like the
parts of the body. Each sin, moreover, is described in all its manifestations and
causes, and each is followed by a cure, or "remedium." The similarity is far
from coincidental, as the Parson makes clear when he discusses pride in
"goodes of body":
As for to speken of heele of body, certes it passeth ful
lightly, and eek it is ful ofte enchesoun of the siknesse of
oure soule. For, God wool, the Oessh is a ful greet
enemy to the souJe; and therfore, the moore that the
body is hool , the moore be we in peril to falle ./ . . . the
Oessh coveiteth agayn the spirit; and ay the moore
strong that the fie sh is, the sorier may the soule be.
(458- 59)
The Parson takes this point further when he gives the remedy for gluttony. The
Physician is measurable of diet, as the medical writers recommend. The Parson knows this fact, but disagree with it:
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The Parson Lakes this point further when he gives the remedy for gluttony. The
Physician is measurable of diel, as Lhe medical writers recommend. The Parson
knows this fact, but di agrees with it:
Agayns Olotonye is the remedie abstinence, as seilh
Galien; buL that holde l nat meritorie, if he do it oonly
for the heele of his body. Seint Augustyn [the Physician's "doctour"] wole that abstinence be doon for vertu
and with pacience./ "Abstinence," he seith, "is litel
worth, but if a man have good wil therlO, ... and that
men doon it for Oodes sake, and in hope to have the
blisse of hevene." (831-32)
When the corporeal and spiritual physicians appear together, the corporeal
one becomes actually a threat to spiritual health. It is not enough, the Parson
says, to do the right things for the wrong reasons: one must believe in a moral
life and try to follow it in order to be moral. Without the belief, the action is
nothing. The Physician reads the Bible, and is aware of the spi ritual dimension
of health, yet, as he reveals in his tale, he does not understand it.
In the concluding words of his tale, the Parson describes true health and
the only place where it can be achieved. Through penance, one cures the spiritual sicknesses of the soul in order 10 enable it to enter Heaven, and "ther as
the body of man, that whilom was foul and derk, is moore cleer than the
sonne; ther as the body, that whilom was syk, freele, and fieble, and mortal, is
inmortal, and so strong and so hool that ther may no thyng apeyren it" (line
1078). Only in heaven can the body gain everlasting health; on earth, by
comparison, all health is transitory, and even the best of corporeal physicians
cannot prevent the decay and death of the body. Only the soul is truly worth
saving, and only a spiritual physician can minister to it.
By opposing the body to the soul, the Parson in effect stands St. Jerome on
his head. While St. Jerome saw physical health as a sign of spiritual health, the
Parson regards it as a threat. His suspicion of bodily health also denies the traditional identification of God and Christ as healers of both physical and spiritual illness. As the Church Fathers and encyclopedists remembered, medicine
was one of God's gifts since the body as well as the soul was to be resurrected.
We must, therefore, regard the Parson's Tale as a corrective to, but not a
substitute for, the attitudes expressed not only by the Physician, but also by
the tellers of fabliaux and pilgrims like the Pardoner.u For this reason, too,
Chaucer does not retract all of his fictional works, even though the Parson
condemns all fiction. The retractions themselves thus balance Chaucer's most
vigorous poems; like the varieties of physician, the individual works form a
totality in which none of the pans may serve for the whole.
If the spiritual pilgrimage is one major movement in the Canterbury Tales,
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then the debate about healing and physicians has an important function to perform wilhin it. Tbe pilgrim must understand the meaning of his pilgrimage,
which must be to achieve spiritual health. Along the way, he must learn the
proper relationship between body and soul. The context provided by the
medieval medical texts and lay commentators suggests that Chaucer presents
us with several physicians who attempt to teach their own versions of that relationship. The Physician, with his list of authorities, represents the height of
man's knowledge about his body. Through his tale, we discover how little he
knows about the soul. Through the Parson's Tale, we confront another view,
also extreme, yet through the Parson's character- he tends the sick and guides
his flock like a good shepherd- we ee a pilgrim who is much less severe than
his tale would lead us to expect. Chaucer's physicians reflect the many facets of
the debate on the nature of healing and healers carried on in lay and medical
texts. That debate is never fully resolved; perhap the Canterbury Tales suggests that constant re-evaluation of the debate is in itself healing.
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(1961), 600-12.
13. Lanfranco of Milan, Lon/rank's "Science of C/rorgie," ed. Robert V. Fleischhacker (London: Triibner, 1894), I. I . 2, p. 8; see further Jehan Ypcrman, Lo Chirorgie
de Moftre Jehon Yperman (1260?- 1310?) livres I el II, trans. A . de Mets (Paris: ~ditions Hippocrate, 1936), I . 3--4, pp. 29- 30; and Guy de Chauliac, The Middle English
Tran.slot/on of Guy de Chouliac's A na1omy, with Guy's Essay on the History of Medicine, ed. Bjorn Wallner (Lund: CWK Oleerup, 1964), p. 2S . The ideal ofa broad education for physicians was shared by several Church Fathers and other writers; see for
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example lsidorus Hispalcnsis Episcopus, Etymologiae, PL 82: 198. I have confined my
examination of medical texts 10 1ho c listed by Chaucer supplemented by medieval teJtts
readily available in modern editions.
14. Galen (Claudius Galcnus), "De constitutione artis medicac," in Opera omnia, ed .
Karl Goulob K0hn (Leipzig: Libraria Car. Cnoblochii, 1821 - 33), I : 259; "De sanitate
tuenda," Opera, 6: 40; "Quod optimus medicus sit quoque philosophus," Opera, I:
59-60; "Dcfinilioncs mcdicae," Opera, 19: 355: "Optimus medicus est qui omnia in
medlcina rccta rationc cffccit." Sec further Avicenna, Canonis fiber (Hildesheim: Georg
Olms, 1964), I. I. I, sigs. A- Av; and Constantinus Africanus, L'Arte universale de/la
medicina (pantegnl), parte 1-libro I, trans. Marco T. Maisto and Umberto de Martini
(Rome: lstituto di Storia delta Medicine dell' Universitl di Roma, 1961), p. 39.
IS. Rufus of Ephesus, Oeuvres de Rufus D'Ephtse, ed. and trans. Ch(arles] Daremberg and Ch(arles) Emile Ruelle (1879; rpl. Amsterdam: Adolf M. Hakkert, 1963),
pp. 195-96, 200-202.
16. Hippocrates, "Decorum," in Hippocrates, trans. W. H. S. Jones, Loeb Classical
Library (London: Heinemann; cw York : Putnam, 1923-27), 2: 287: "medicine possesses all the qualities 1ha1 make for wisdom. It has disinterestedness, shamefastncss,
modesty, reserve, sound opinion, judgment quiet, pugnacity, purity, sententious
speech, knowledge of the Lhlngs good and necessary for life, ... freedom from superstition, pre-excellence divine."
17. Avicenna, Canonis fiber; John of Gaddesden, Rosa anglica, trans. Winifred
Wulff, Irish TeJtts Society, 25 (London: Simpkins, Marshall, 1923); Rhaz.es (Amt
Bakr Muhammad ibn Zakanyi al-Rlzi] , Diuisiones Rasisfi//j Zacharie (Venice, n.d.);
Serapion (Ylilianna ibn Sarlffiiyiin) Practica jo (Venice, 1497); Pedanius Dioscorides
of Anaz.arbos, De med/ca mater/a libri sex(London, 1546); all arc arranged in divi ions.
See further Bariholomaeus Montagnana, Consi/ia Bartholamei Montagne (Venice,
1497); Flos medicinae scholae salernl, ed. Baudry de Balzac, (Charles) Darembcrg, and
Salv)atore) de Renzi, 2nd ed. ( aplcs: Typographic du Filiatic-Sebczio, 1859).
18. Rhaz.is, Diuislones, 3, sig. A3, my translation, as i ted by Dr. Gucntcr B. Risse of
the Department of the History of Medicine and Professor David Lindberg of the
Department of the History of Science, both of the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
19. Scrpaion, "De simplicibus ex (mineralibus)," Proclica jo, 425, sig. V7 : "Limatura
auri confcrt cardiacc melaacolicc: (ct) debilitati cordis."
20. Dioscorides, De medica mater/a, S. S, ig. Cc2 ff.: " ouum inftat, acgrc coquitur, insomnia parit grauia, & vrinam ciet."
21. John of Gaddesden, Rosa anglica, p. S.
22. John Ardernc, Treatises of Fistula in Ano, Haemerrhoids, and Cyl.sters, ed. D'Arcy
Power, EETS, 0 . S., 139 (London: Kcgan Paul; Henry Frowdc, Oxford Univ. Press,
1910), p. s.
23 . Lanfranco of Milan , Science o/Cirurgie, I. I. 2, pp. 8-9; Yperman, Chirurgie, I.
4, p. 31.
24. Hippocrates, "Precepu," Hippocrates, 1: 327; sec also his "The Physician,"
Hippocrates, 2: 311; Guy de Chauliac, Anatomy, p. 27; and Galen, "Quod optimus
mcdicus," Opera, 1: 61, for similar comments on ethics.
25 . Constantinus Africanus, L'Arte universale de/la medicina, p. 41 : "Laborct autcm
circa infirmi rccuperandam sanitatem. ncquc hoc facial proptcr pecunie spem." Sec al o
Yperman, Chirurgie, I. 4, p. 3 I.
26. Ardcmc, Fistula in Ano, p. 89.
27. Avicenna, Avicenna's Poem on Medicine, trans. Haven C. Krueger (Springfield,
lU.: Charles C. Thomas, 1963), p. IS .
28. Flos Medic/nae, 10. 2. 2, lines 3443-45:
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Contra vim mortis non est mcdicamen in honis;
Si Medicus cunctos aegros posse! medicari
Divinus magis deberc1 jurc vocari
on phisicus curat vitam, quamvis bene longat ;
atura, qua conservans, dccendcs [sic) corpora sanat.
29. Flos medicinae, epilogue, lines 3510-14; Yperman, Chirurgie, I. 3, p. 29.
30. Arderne, Fistula In A no, p. 7.
31. All quotations from Chaucer arc taken from F. N. Robinson, eds., The Works of
Geoffrey Chaucer, 2nd ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1957).
32. In Le Roman de la rose, lines 5559-5628, Jean de Meun uses the story to illus1ra1c
injustice; Gower, in Confessio amamis, 7, lines 5131 - 5306, makes the story an example
of lus1.
33. Lanfranco of Milan, Science of Cirurgie, I. I. 2, p. 9.
34. Cf. Chaucer's "An ABC" to the Virgin Mary:
Now, queen of comfon, sith thou an that same
To whom I secche for my medicyne,
Lat not my foo no more my wounde entame;
Myn hele into thin hand al I resygne. (77-80)
35. On the Parson's overcorrccting for the other pilgrims, sec E. Talbot Donaldson,
Speaking of Chaucer ( cw York: onon, 1972), p. 165, in which he points out that
"The Parson's Talc alone, which is, of course, all about sin, accounts for 416 uses [of
the word "sin"), 85 per cent of the Chaucerian total and 89 per cent of the Canterbury
total."

Medieval Materials and Methods
for Teaching French in England
by
Carol J. Harvey
Universily of Winnipeg

Following the Conque t of England in 1066, the Norman dialect of French
was in use as both a spoken and a literary language of England. Immigration
continued sporadically for over two centuries, facilitated by the fact that the
kings of England were also dukes of Normandy. Indeed, when Henry II married Eleanor of Aquitaine in I 152, the whole of western France from Normandy to the Pyrenees was for a time under the sway of the English kings.
Although John Lackland lost many French possessions in 1204, migration
may actually have intensified as he encouraged the many Frenchmen who disliked conditions in France LO make their home in England. 1 Henry W married
Eleanor of Provence and lavished favour on her compatriots; it was during
their reign that the Bishop of Winchester, Peter des Roches, provided lucrative
offices for many Poitevins and Bretons. The court was French speaking; the
bighe t positions in court and the Church, in law and education were during
much of this period held by followers of William the Conqueror and his decendants or by subsequent immigrants. 2
The French of England - or Anglo- orman- evolved rapidly, cut off from
the mainstream of development in France and open to the influence of English.
Transplanted onto a foreign soil, subject to evolutionary influences which were
quite different from those at work in Continental French, Anglo-Norman
began to differ markedly from the mother-tongue. Gervase of Tilbury, writing
in the late twelfth century, notes that parents often sent their children to
France "ob linguae nativae barbariem tollendam," or to correct their form of
the language.> The insular, dialectal form of French used in England was so
far removed from the native fluency and accent of Parisian French as to be
considered inferior. Such expressions as "Marlborough French" or French
"after the scole of Stratford at the Bowe," which Chaucer's Priore s is said to
have spoken, draw attention to the difference between the French of England
and that of Paris. Chaucer's gentle mockery of the Prioress' French in fact
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reminds us that by the fourteenth century the use of French as a vernacular
had died out in England and it invariably had to be learned. Though replaced
in many contexts by English, French nonetheless remained as the language of
law (although pleading in English was allowed after 1362), of records and of
official correspondence. It was still the language of the court and of diplomatic
and commercial exchange. French was at that time "a widely-used language of
culture .. . a written language of educated men."• For some, learning French
was a practical nece ity and for others it was a fashionable accomplishment.
In response to the continuing need to acquire some knowledge of French,
various books and treatises were produced on different aspects of the French
language, such as spelling, pronunciation or vocabulary.• As early as 1250,
Walter of Bibbe worth composed a treatise for one Lady Dionysia of Munchensy "pur a prise de langage," o that she might teach her children French. 6
The author's aim is clearly expressed in the Prologue: "E tut issint troverezvouz le dreit ordre en parler e en respundre, qe nuts gentils homme conveint
saver." In fact, there is some ambivalence of purpose, for Bibbesworth starts
by giving advice on the child's delivery and subsequent nurture. Such advice is
reminiscent of that furnished in the child-care manuals which date from the
twelfth century. 7 It is interesting to speculate that in the absence of pedagogical models designed for language instruction, Bibbe worth turned for inspiration to more general treatises like Vincent de Beauvais' De eruditionefiliorum
nobilium which offers a comprehensive regimen of child-care from the delivery
of the baby through to his formal education.
Bibbesworth's primary purpose of language instruction becomes more
apparent as the work progresse and develops into a nominate, or vocabulary.
book, Ii ting words according to categories, for example the parts of the body,
occupations in the country or children's games. As the child' world expands,
so must his command of the French language, as he learns the words for the
birds and the beasts, the daily tasks around the home and the work of the
field . As he leaves boyhood so he leaves the names of children's games and is
to be taught, for example, the French terms for building a house. The treatise
is obviously an ambitious project and Walter of Bibbesworth wisely uses one
or two ploys to make this huge dose of learning more palatable. The entire
treatise is written in rhyming couplets, an easy scheme to compose and one
which has the merit of facilitating memorization. Further, difficult or rare
words are glossed by an Engli h translation ("Dount tut dis troverez-vous
primes le fraunceis e puis le englei e amount"). Thus the first lines read:
Femme kc aproche sun tein
De enfaumer moustre eins
Quant se purveit de une ventrere
Qui seit avise cunseillere .. . (vv. 1-4)
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and une ventrere is glossed by midwij. De pite such aids, those who managed
to struggle to the end of the 1134 lines of rhyming couplets must have breathed
a sigh of relief and agreed wholeheartedly with the conclusion:
En i vous finist cest sarmoun;
Car du fraunceis i ad assez . . . (vv. 1130-1131)
Lady Diony ia must have had some elementary knowledge of French for
Bibbesworth states:
E n'e t pas me ter tut a descrivere
Du fraunceis ki chescun cit dire,
Du vemre, dos, ae de l'escine
Espaul, bras, oe la peitrine
Mes jeo vous frai la mustreisoun
De fraunceis noun pas si commun. (vv. 81 - 86)
The work is obviously intended 10 build upon this basis of simple French and
10 provide advanced or specialized terminology in many spheres of everyday
activity. Such a concern might seem redundant if Lady Dionysia's children
were more likely to use English than French in their daily duties. However,
Albert C. Baugh has shown (art. cit., 33) that in l 247 the step-daughter, Joan ,
was married to a young French nobleman, William de Valence; she would consequently require the more sophisticated vocabulary provided by Bibbeswonh's treatise. Lady Dionysia's own son, William de Munchesy, heir to vast
estates, would also be likely 10 derive benefit from the political and social
advantages conferred by extensive knowledge of French.
Little is known about Bibbesworth himself, other than that he was a knight
and a man of property who turned his attention to composing verse on more
than one occasion. He obviously moved in well-bred circles for one of his
poems i a debate between himself and Henry de Lacy, Count of Lincoln, "pur
la croi erie en la terre seinte."• This is a reference to the Crusade of 1270 led by
the Prince Edward; de Lacy took the Cross but did not join the Crusadeaccording to Bibbesworth, becau e of his love for a lady. 9 The author also
composed a long piece in prai e of women (B.L. MS. Addit. 46919, ff. 93 •95 •) and a poem in honour of the Virgin. This last is extant in two mss (B. L.
MS. Addi!. 46919 and Corpus Christi College MS. 450, pp. 263-264) and
shows a penchant for the pedantic, being written in grammatical rhymes .
As a pedagogue, Bibbeswonh's success was considerable. Hi treati e was
popular and apparently filled a wide pread need, for it is extant today in no
less than sixteen rnss . It is frequently found 1oge1her with a later, anonyrnou
work composed around 1415 and entitled Femina. •0 The omewhat puzzling
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title is explained in the introduction to the work: "Lyber iste vocatur Femina,
quia sicut femina docet infantem loqui maternam ic docet iste liber iuvenes
rethoricae loqui gaUicum prout infra patebil." It is amusing to see that fuUy
five centuries ago teachers were trying to render the difficult task of learning
French more acceptable. To this end, Femina is written like Bibbesworth's
treatise in rhyming couplets:
Beau enfant pur aprendre
En franceis devez bien entendre
Ffayre chylde for to lerne
lo Frensh ye schal wel onderstande (vv. 1-4)
Femina is, in fact, another classified vocabulary-book, teaching similar groups
of words: animals and birds, clothing, cooking, agriculture, the weather, building a home and educating a child. The pedagogical apparatus provided is however considerably more extensive than that furnished by Bibbesworth. The
simple, one-word, interlinear glosse have been dispensed with and a complete
Engli h translation foUow each French complet. The work end with an alphabetical glossary in three columns giving the literary French, the Anglo- orman
vernacular form and the English tran lation. Such a diversity of aid would lead
one to conclude that the easy familiarity with simple, everyday French assumed
by Bibbeswonh is no longer in the early fifteenth century, even among those
classes of society who deemed it important or advantageous to know French.
Vocabulary books conceived 10 teach "fyz de gentyls home" the French
essential for managing their estates or participating in life at court are very
different from the works produced for older students and others requiring
French for busine purposes. In the fourteenth century, Manieres de /angage' 1 were composed which taught conversational French and collections of
model letters were elaborated for teaching composition and correspondence
skills. Such works should be considered within the general framework of the
rise of urban life, which was increasingly dependent on teaching and training
to support a more sophisticated and commercialized ociety. Youths were
apprenticed with skilJed trade men and artisans or learned the skills necessary
to becoming clerks and scribes in the schools. The works composed al this time
should also be set in the particular linguistic context of England, where French
remained the written language of records at home and the indispensable
language of commerce and diplomacy abroad.
The Manieres de langage repre em an early attempt to teach French by the
direct method, entirely in French. There are no notes on grammatical constructions, no translation or interlinear glosses, no end-vocabulary. A brief
narrative thread runs through the Manieres de langage but the main text comprises model dialogues-a method currently much in vogue for the teaching of
oral skills. The text is as intere ting as the method and is doubtless intended to
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be realistic. The Englishman learning French for practical purpo es is treated
to an imaginary journey in France, during the course of which a variety of
situations arise. For example, having wined and dined in a hostelry, the young
Englishman is to join in the post-prandial carousing, singing a drinking-song:
He! he! le bonne vinee
Sera cest annee
Pour les campaingnons
Je leur ai donnee
Mon cuer, ma pansee
Pour tant qu'ils sont bons. (p. 53)
The Mani~res de langage is then no basic phrase-book but a comprehensive
conversational manual intended to teach a sophisticated level of participation
in French life. The linguistic knowledge is complemented and augmented by
hints on savoir-faire, as in the following scene where the Englishman, having
invited a French girl to sup with him, woos her with a love- ong and asks:
"M'amie, enne ai je bien ct parfaitement fail
ce l chanson?
-Oui, vrayemem, mon signeur, tres bien a poynt, car
vous m'avez enravoice tout le cuer et le san,g."
Doncques prent le signeur la fillette par la main,
et s'affiance overtement de la foy de son corps,
qu'il n'aura ja autre fame que Ii duram sa vie,
ainsi di am:
"M'arnie, jc vous prenne icy a ma compaigne, et sur
ce je vous affiance."
Et puis le signeur s'esbat et s'esjoit atant avecque
s'amie, qu'en tout manierc de solace, desduit et
esbatement son cuer s'embat; et ii donnc a dame de
l'ostel et a tous ses siergeans, charnbrere et
baissellettes biaucoup de biau douns .. . (p. 65)
Here the French language is the key which opens the door to social and
amatory success in France and tantalizing glimpses of French life afforded by
the Mani~res de langage must have revived the flagging interest of many a
weary student.
The same direct method is used in some shorter dialogues which are extant
in three mss. 12 This time, however, the scene is set in England: two gentlemen
meet and after exchanging a number of formuJae of pleasantries, di cus current events. One gentleman says he has just returned from France, where the
King of England is "en bon point" and "en sanitee" having successfully beseiged
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Honfleur and won the day at Agincourt. With nationalistic hyperbole the
traveller asserts that whereas 11,000 Frenchmen were killed at Agincourt,
English casualties totalled a mere sixteen. Although these figures are not
exactly corroborated by historians, 1' the news allows us to establish a terminus
post quem for the Dialogues, for the Battle of Agincourt was fought on
September 22, 1415.
The two gentlemen decide to travel together to Oxford where they take
lodging in an inn. On enquiring, "Ore beele dame, qu'avrens a souper?" the
travellers are regaled with a veritable gourmet's menu which includes such
gastronomic delights as larks and bluebirds; for dessert "de poires et pomes
j'ay plentee; formage et noes vous ne faillerez point, et puis des cues, bon candelle, et a vostre lyt une damoy(se)le beal." This is not, however, the young
rake of the Manieres de langage, for the traveller replies sternly: "Dame, grant
mercy de vostre soper, mes de nostre lyt lessom parler . .. " The innkeeper
himself is absent, having gone to Woodstock market-providing an excellent
opportunity for the author of the Dialogues to introduce a long list of all the
innkeeper has 10 sell. The list includes every possible animal and a variety of
different fabrics, and would be extremely useful to the potential merchant of
the day.
This latter work attempts to combine the specialized vocabulary-lists of
earlier works with the dialogue form . It is apparently intended for businessmen or business students who had little or no knowledge of the language and
who had to assimilate the simple, everyday patterns of speech at the same time
as they learned the names of products for sale. Whether they are likely to
travel in France to market their wares or discuss their merchandise with French
businessmen travelling in England, it is evidently advantageous to have some
basic knowledge of the language-modes of greeting, remarks about the
weather, simple discussion of the political situation-together with the technical vocabulary indispen able to their business. The concentration on realistic
situations and emphasis on lists of fabrics and other merchandise provide further evidence that the Dialogues were composed for actual or potential merchants of the day. Such people may not have had the opportunity Lady
Dionysia's children enjoyed to learn the language from a parent or tutor; however, the Dialogues provided a realistic linguistic framework for the students'
commercial purposes.
The narrative thread running through the Dialogues furni hes further clues
about the teaching of French in Medieval England. The innkeeper's wife is
anxious that the travellers take her son to London to be apprenticed and to
learn a trade. The boy is summoned and an interesting conversation ensues:
- Moun fiz, avez vous este a l'escole?
-Oy, sire, par vostre conge.
- A quel lieu?
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-Syr, a l'ostelle de Will. Kynge mylle Esc'uen.
-Beau fyz, comben de temps avez vous demurez
ovesque luy?
-Sire, for que un quart de an.
- Cella n'est que un poi temps; mes qu'avez vous apriz
la en ycel terme?
-Syr, mon maistre m'ad enseigne pur escrire, enditer,
acompter et ffraunceys parter.
- Et que savez vous en fraunceys dire?
-Sir, je say moun noun et moun cors bien descriere.
- Ditez moy, qu'avez a noun?
-J'ai a noun Johan, bon enfant, beal et sage et bien
parlant engleys, fraunceys et boo normand. Beneyt
soil la verge que chastie l'enfaunt et le bon maistre
qui me prist taunt! (p. 56)
It should be noted that young Johan did not learn French by means of dialogues, but from imple phrases and vocabulary such as the parts of the body.
French was, however, taught at different levels in the schools and it is evident
that the Dialogues were developed as instructional material for young merchants or clerks whose needs were quite specific. The Dialogues were in all
probability composed by the same William of Kingsmill who e school young
Johan says he has attended. If so, we must note his discreet advertising practices and his commendable attempt to flavour the linguistic teaching with some
concern for his students' morals. Professor M. Dominica Legge reconstructed
his course for teaching French and concluded: "lt is legitimate to suppose that
he kept a grammar-hall or school in Cat-street, where to small boys like the
twelve-year-old Jehan Boun Enfaunt of the Dialog11es, who was going to London as a 'prentice, he would teach elementary French; to young merchants,
conversation and perhaps accountancy; to the clerks, monks, civil-servants
and lawyers ... French grammar, the drafting of charters and letters, and the
art of pleading."•• French was not merely a language of considerable importance in the commercial sphere, it was also the preferred language in which
political and legal documents were recorded.
Kingsmill's programme for advanced students owes much to the work of
his predecessor, Thomas Samp on, who lived and worked in Oxford during
the second half of the fourteenth century. He taught the medieval equivalent
of bu iness studies, particularly the art of writing letters and drawing up deeds.
The historian H. G. Richardson says of him:

ot only did Sampson teach all of the subjects mentioned .. . but he dealt also on occasion with accounting and perhaps heraldry. IL would seem certain, too,
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that he gave instruction in the elements of Latin, French
and arithmetic."
Richardson qualifies him as a "vigorous, assertive and original-minded man."
He was fond of quoting the proverb "sicut Sampson in fortitudine, Salamon in
sapientia." 16 Sampson obviously took his work seriously, developing much of
his own course-material, for many mss survive which contain model letters
composed by Sampson. They serve the eminently practical purpose of teaching
the rules governing the composition of letters in French and Latin, such as the
mode of greeting and farewell suitable for different degrees and ranks of
correspondents-a concern which will strike a familiar key with those who
have wrestled with the correct degree of deference or condescension to express
in the salutation of a letter in French. Thus a father writing to his son may
start, "En manere come vous avetz deservi el nient autrement, aluz" (letter 2),
while a son might write to his mother with due respect: "Honours et reverencez
ensemblement de lous maneres filials obeisancez, vostre benesone humblement
en priant" (letter 8).
Though form and formulae may have been the uppermost concerns in
Samp on's mind, the actual substance of the model letters, revealing aspects of
life in fourteenth-century England, is of more interest today. One father writes
to his son urging him to abandon the arts and learn business skills-obviously,
under Thomas Sampson (letter 70)1 Another father writes to entrust his son 10
a schoolmaster in Oxford, bidding him look after his learning and his money
"quar si la summe demurroit en son burse desmeine y les degastreit" (letter S).
Many letters are from impecunious students writing home for money-and
occasionally receiving aid from the mother without the father's knowledge.
There are letters addressed from scholars to patrons and a letter in Latin (letter
ll) from a scholar about to proceed to the degree of bachelor of canon law asking that money be sent to defray the cost of a copy of the Corpus Juris Canonici
and of the graduation breakfast. An orphaned student appeals to a kinsman
for help in continuing his studies and the response is a letter from the kinsman
offering £20 per year for even years. Some letters furnish model applications
for jobs, couched in deferential language yet stressing the qualifications of the
"humble et pover escoler" for the vacant post.
Other leuers show that student life was not all work and worry, as they
touch upon the holidays and attendant festivities. A number of letters supposedly from anxious relatives to not-so-serious students admonish them to
pursue their studies diligently and to eschew evil companions who might lead
them astray. One father expres es his concern with righteous indignation:
Salus comme vous avez deservy. Pour ce que j'ay entendu
par voz. compaignons et plusieurs autres entrevenanz
que vous hantez. putaynes bordel et aultres plusieurs
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ordes cho es, que ne sont pas convenables, et despendez
mon argent et mes biens en vain degastez, si vous mande
et comande, en forfaicture de ma benicon, que vous
laissez voz malvaises manieres el vostre ribaudrye."
(letter 71)
Obviously, the irate father, whose offspring was wasting his substance on
riotous living, was a familiar figure to Thomas Sampson .
Numerous copies of Sampson's works have survived, attesting to the popularity of the professional training he provided. The prefaces to ome of his
treatises indicate that many of his students were young men who were 10 enter
the service of lords and nobles and who would require knowledge of business
correspondence of all types. They had to learn simple procedures like the
dating of letters and documents and had to acquire familiarity with the keeping of rolls, ledgers and accounts; they needed to learn to draw up charters and
deeds for property transactions. It is doubtless with these requirements in
mind that Sampson composed imaginary agreements and appeals or drew up
hypothetical deeds. Many of the documents concerning business and administrative procedures would be recorded in French though for certain purpo es, for
example ecclesiastical correspondence, Latin would be the preferred language.
The method of learning these skills seems to have been to copy out the
model letters Sampson wrote for the purpose and then to learn them by heart.
instruction was presumably given by Sampson in French or Latin, depending
on which language was more suitable for his purpose. Certainly the prefaces to
some works are in Latin, to others in French: "C'est la forme coment Thomas
Sampson, enformour d'escrire et diter, enforme un son prive escoler pur diter
en fraunceys a Louz degrees. " 17 The many letters written from the scholar's
point of view are evidence that Sampson realized that the tedious task of learning rules and formulae, particularly in a econd language, could be mitigated
somewhat by the interest of the subject matter.
The different materials which were elaborated during the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries for the teaching of French in England are interesting from various points of view. They have frequently been cited in establishing the socio-linguistic status of French in England. They have provided
the social or linguistic llislorian with evidence as to the role of Anglo-Norman,
tile extent to which bilingualism was prevalent al a given time, the penetration
of French into different levels of society and the nature of the French language
written and spoken in England during the Midd le Ages.
The texts also enable the modern linguist to understand something of the
methods used centuries ago for foreign-language teaching. The emphasis on
vocabulary, with particular reference to concrete vocabulary, has played a
dominant part in French-language instruction since Walter of Bibbesworth's
day. The basic French learnt by Johan Bon Enfant-"je say moun noun et
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moun cors bien descriere"-does not differ much from that of an elementarychool child today . Memorization of phrases which, learnt in association with
a context, may be recalled when the actual situation pre ents itself, is a logical extension of vocabulary-building. However, the use of dialogue which
aro e in the fourteenth century to teach young adults, clerks or apprentice
merchants, may eem to be a surprising innovation. Why did this particular
method of learning a language by studying and imitating-perhaps even
acting-realistic dialogues appropriate for different situations disappear, to be
re-invented in recent years? The number of dialogues still extant today would
argue that the direct method was used successfully in Medieval England; one
would wonder why in later years English became the language of instruction
for teaching French and translation assumed a dominant role in languagelearning. Despite centuries of developments in curricula and methodology, we
may note that there are cenain constants in language-teaching and learning;
the Mani~res de langage in particular reveal an almost modern concern for
relevance in the curriculum and for personal benefit as motivation. It is notewonhy too that French for practical purposes - business, commercial, secretarial, legal - is again today receiving the allention afforded it five hundred
years ago in the schools of Thomas Samp on or William King mill.
In addition to the interest of second-language methodology, the materials
used for vocabulary-lists, conversation or compo ition afford a fascinating
glimpse of everyday life in the Middle Ages, from children's games in England
lo the young traveller paying court to the innkeeper's daughter in France.
Walter of Bibbeswonh offers a digression on English ale-"Serveise fet miracles et merveilles" (v. 497)-and the letters Thomas Sampson composed to
hold his students' attention centuries ago, hold the modern reader's attention
too. Political information, social gossip and student life are all ingredients
which found their way into Samp on's business and ecretarial courses and
which enrich our knowledge of the daily concerns of medieval man. As regards
both methods and materials, the works elaborated for teaching French in
England are an invaluable source of information for social history in general
and for the history of language-teaching in particular.

NOTES
I. The external history of Anglo- orman is discus cd by J . Vising, Anglo- orman
Language and Literature (London: Oxford U.P ., 1923), pp. 8-27.
2. The position of French is discus cd by W. Rothwell, "The Role of French In
Thinecnth-Century England," Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, S8 (1976), 445466. A reappraisal of the situation is to be found in a recent ankle by Ian Shon, "On
BiUngualism in Anglo- orman England," Romance Philology, 33, o. 4 (May, 1980),
467-479.

3. Most recently quoted by Shon, art. cit., 471, who al o quotes the expression
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Cambrensis, concering his idle nephew who refused to learn French and comments that
for bolh Walter Map and Giraldus Cambrensis, "Anglo- orman eems to have been a
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and of social inferiority" (472).
4. Rothwell, art. cit., 455 .
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Medieval England," Modern Language Review, 63 (I 968), 37-46. In Le Tralte de Walter
de Bibbesworrh (1929; rcpt. Geneva: Slatkine, 1977), pp. 169- 171, A. Owen lists some
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London in I 530: l 'E.sclarci.ssemenr de la langue /rancoyse compose par maistre Jehan
Palsgrove, A ngloys, naty/ de Londre.> et gradue de Paris; despite its French title, it was
written in English . By contrast, the first grammar produced in France, which appeared
the following year, was written in Latin : lacobi Syluii Ambiani in linguam gallicum
lsagwge, una cum eiusdem grammatica latino-gallica, ex Hebraaeis, Graecis et latinis
authoribus (See Charles Bruneau, Petite Histoire de la langue /ranraise. 2 vols. [Paris:
Annand Colin, 1955] , p. 118).
6. Le Traile de Walter de Bibbesworth. See also A. C . Baugh's article, "The Date of
Walter of Bibbesworth's Traite," Festschrift fur Walther Fischer, ed. H . Oppel (Heidelberg, 1959), pp. 21 - 33. The Traite is discussed at length in Rothwell's article "The
Teaching of French in Medieval England ."
7. Sec David Herlihy, "Medieval Children," Essays on Medieval Civilization, ed .
Bede K. Lastner and Kenneth Roy Philp (Austin : University of Texas, 1978), pp. 109141.
8. Ed . T. Wright& J. 0 . Halliwell, ReliquiaeAntiquae. 2 vols. (1841 & 1843; rpt. New
York : Ams Press, 1966), pp. 134-136.
9. See M. Dominica Legge, Anglo-Norman Literature and its Background (Oxford,
Clarendon, 1963), pp. 348- 349.
10. Described by P. Meyer, "Les Manuscrits fran~ais de Cambridge," Romania, 32
(1902), 43-47. Femina was edited by Aldis Wright for lhe Roxburghe Club (London,
1909).
11. Ed. J. Oessler , Les Manitres de langage (Brussels, Louvain, Paris, 1934).
12. Ed. P . Meyer, art. cit., 47- 58.
13. Sec, for example, C. W. Previtt-Orton, The Shorter Cambridge Medieval History,
2 vols. (Cambridge: University Press, 1971), Vol. 2, p. 978: "The death-roll of lhe vanquished was enormous, some 7,000, that of the English 500."
14. "William of KingsmiU - A Fifteenth-Century Teacher of French in Oxford,"
Studies in French Language and Mediaeval Literature presented to M. K . Pope (1939;
rpt . Freeport , . Y.: Books for Libraries, 1969), pp. 241 - 246.
IS . See H. G. Richardson, "Lellers of the Oxford Dictatores" in Oxford Formularies,
ed. H. E. Slater, W. A. Pantin & H. G. Richardson. 2 vols. (O~ford : Clarendon, 1942),
p. 335.
16. I. D. 0 . Arnold, ''Thomas Sampson and the Onhographia Gallica, " Medium
Aevum, VI (1968), 193- 210. Discussing the Orthographia Gall/ca copied by one John
Jeppc, a Cistercian who had studied secretarial work under Sampson around 1383-5,
Arnold notes: "If lhe theoretical text did not leave much room for professional selfadvenisement, Sampson managed at all events to introduce a favourite simile: 'sicut
Sampson in fortitudine, Salamon in sapientia' (I 94).
17. Quoted by H. 0 . Richardson, op. cit., p. 334.

The Image of the Child
m the English Mystery Cycles
by
Marilyn utton
Ca li fornia State University, Dominguez HilJs

Recen t studies in family history have largely reaffirmed the commonplace
that, prior to the Renaissance, children were seldom seen and rarely heard. 1
Philippe Aries and Lawrence Stone, for their parts, have traced the evolution
of the concepts of childhood, privacy, and the conjugal family; the point of
origin for each, they fix in the Renaissance. But encyclopedic as Aries and
Stone have been in research ing their respective theories of "undiscovered childhood" and "conscious limitation of affection", 2 they, nevertheless, have
slighted the testimony of the popular literature of the English Middle Ages, an
oversight that has led them to establish arbitrary beginnings.
To be sure, the social historian regards t he testimony of li teratu re as reflective rather than primary evidence. And the reflections found in the celebrated
works of English medieval literature tend more to confirm than contradict the
thesis of invisible children: Pearl, perhaps the most conspicuous child in
English medieval literature, was "taken ful yong and tendr of age" to be the
Bride of the Lamb, so she is more a disembodied image of perfection than she
is a real child; the few children who are developed in the Canterbury Tales, if
earthbound to begin with, hasten to their ends; 1 and the heroes of the Romance
tradition, whose childhoods are more fully developed for their own sake, are
better understood as "after child" images, examples of adofescens rather than
pueritia. So, when the scope of inquiry is limited to pre-adolescence, it would
seem that the aristocratic literature of the English Middle Ages is indeed typified
by the detachment of an Abelard who barely mentions the birth of his son,
Astralabe, or the ambiguity of a Chaucerian narrator who knows Criseyde so
well, yet "rede it naught wheither that she children hadde or noon."
But to look for fully developed portrayals of children in the e works is to
seek domestic realism in fic tive worlds that, in most cases, are posited on the
canons of philo ophical Real i m: Pearl is not so much precocious a she is
symbolic. Our search will be more productive if we turn to the drama whose
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identity as ludus populi is secu red by the reciprocity amongst actor, audience,
and text. And nowhere is drama more a product of the people than in the
English mystery cycles which played out spiritual hi tory from Creation to
Doomsday in a manner so compelling as to draw audiences back to annual production over a more than two-hundred year period.• Though surely intended
a instructional and devotional, the effectiveness of the cycles rested on their
ability to create recognizable and compelling situations: the kerygma of the
Mystery Cycles was incarnated in a continuing series of families confronting
challenges. The conflicts, and fo r that matter the outcome, of particular incident were determined by Scripture, o it is in the externals of repre entation
that medieval a umption are reflected. With extensive dome tic records for
the period prior to 1500 almost wholly lacking, the exi tence of such a large
body of regularly played dramatic material affords remarkably persistent
reflections of family relationships.
The drama/is personae of the mystery cycles were spiritual counte rparts to
the abundantly diversified audiences of the English medieval towns.' The
members of the a udience sha red spiritual parentage with the character in the
plays: together, they were children in the Family of God, given birth at Creation, eparated at the Fall, and de tined for reunion with the Father at
Doomsday.• Together, they were charged with working through the implications of alvation in the temporal order. Such universal scope naturally gave
rise to a varied array of character types, callings and ages. In a modern production , the inclusion of children would eem quite natural; as it did, for
instance, to Patrick Garland in the summer of 1980, when he vi ually recreated
the bu tie of a medieval street scene by filling hi spaciou et among the ruins
of t. Mary's Abbey with townspeople of all age and children of all sizes. But
the medieval "producer" was hampered by extreme limitations on space
(whether one follows the processional pageant wagon, or the raised playing
space theory) as well as very practical pressures for economy in playing time.
The challenge of holding an audience from the Fall of the Angels to the
Last Judgment clearly called for compression; and, given instruction as an
avowed purpose of the drama, the medieval lacked Garland's freedom to
excerpt. Together, these pressures encouraged the playing out of scenes with
the smallest possible number of character . Very few of the scriptural sou rces
for the basic cycle tructure' actually dictate a ch ild character, so we can infer
that, natural as the inclusion of children might seem in a modern production,
the appearance of child characters in medieval productions resulted from conciou deci ions undertaken against con iderable constraint. When these practical concerns are set within a context provided by Stone' hypothesis of
psychological di tance and Aries' opinion that Middle Age lac ked a concept
of childhood, we are led to anticipate a dearth of children in the cycles.
In fact, the evidence suggest a quite different conclusion. The gap between
script and performance i alway a quandary, and particularly so in the case
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of these early my tery cycle " cripts"; but, even textual analy is of the extant
cycles indicate the presence of some children in the plays.• The Infancy
sequence, for instance, not only centers on the Chri t child but offers amplification of detail, with the presentation of toys; and the Towneley variant offers
an extended subplot couched in domestic realism. In the Abraham and Isaac
plays, though in some cases Isaac is a "man of thirty elde"; in others, he is
clearly played as a child.
Besides these central child characters, the cycles present other characters
who seem to have been "written in" gratuitously, and would seem to have most
appropriately been played as children: these characters include Abraham's servants (York), Herod's son (York), the servant in the Towneley Second Shepherds' play, and the child offered for "insaumpill eere" in the York Play of
the Baxteres. In a still more tentative mode, several roles, by reason of dialogue or context, might well have been played by children: the servant in the
Towneley Caesar Augustus, the groom in the Towneley Journey of the Magi,
the angel in the York Play of the Carpenter , and Titivillus in the Harrowing
of Hell serve as example .
Distingui hing marks of any kind are rare for minor characters in the
cycle , so it shou ld not surprise us if our sense of children derive more from
an accumulation of brief sightings than from fully developed portraits. In his
tudy of the changing nature of man, J. H. van den Berg warns that the student seeking information on the nature of the relationship between young and
old in earlier times, "has to be satisfied with hints, allus ions, and side remarks,
which su ddenly, almost by accident, allows us to catch a glimpse of how elders
treated the young in those days." 9 But even tho e brief glimpses, David
Herlih y notes "may be enough to dispel some large misconceptions concerning
medieval children and aid us toward a sound reconstruction of the history of
children in the western world." 10
The context of children in the mystery cycles is indeed built of glimp e ,
hints, allusions, and side remarks. Mute in the historical records, children are
demonstrab ly present in the extant English cycles, and the individual value
placed on them is irrefutable. Amid t the homey details of quickening, midwifery, swaddling, "babes peeping and weeping," playthings, and "bairns crying with hunger," there resides a domestic con ciousness seldom acknowledged
by hi toria ns of childhood. Thi con ciousness is established through an accumulation of direct statements on the care and nurturing of children, 1 1 of
indirect statement implying the presence of children, 12 of attitudes expressed
by a rare fully developed child character, of the dramatic interaction of a child
with adult and, in at least one instance, of the expressed attitudes of adults
toward children who remain silent in the text. Wrapping Biblical incidents in
layers of domestic reali m urely made them more vivid and memorable, thereby
enhancing the pedagogic purposes of the plays. But there is more. The appearance of children in these plays is so frequent (albeit brief) and so consistent
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(in thematic as well as structural terms) a to urge inquiry into Lheir dramatic
function . The following analysis of the dramatic interaction between Abraham
and Isaac (in an episode where Isaac is poignantly played as a ch ild) together
with a review of the texts of Jesus and the Doctors and the Slaughter of the
Innocents will demonstrate that, in their immediacy, child characters offered,
the medieval dramatist a means of powerfully underscoring the pattern of
redemptive sacrifice.
The Sacrifice of Isaac (played in each of York, Chester, Towneley, and
Ludus Coventriae as well as the single Brome and orthampton episodes) " remained one of the most popular scriptural incident from the early Church
through the Renais ance. Prized in large part because of the figural qualities of
the situation-a loving father offering his son as a acrifice on a hilltop-the
episode was often the subject of Biblical commentaries, ermons, and artistic
renderings in a wide variety of media. A survey of the Princeton Index of
Christian Art readily identifies the episode as one of the most frequently portrayed in Christian art prior to 1400. As for literary recreations, Rosemary
Woolf judges the episode to be one of the "most consistently well-told of all
those in the Corpus Christi cycle."•• But no matter how instructive the
episode-and Ambrose, Augustine, Origen, Tenullian and Isidore all found it
so •• - the human dimension of the conflict between love and duty recommends
it to the dramatist.
Traditionally, Old Testament commentaries followed their sou rce (Gene is
22:1-18) by emphasizing the test of Abraham's faithfulness: symbolically,
Isaac may have been a spotless victim but, dramatically, he was little more than
a foil. To the mystery cycle dramatist, the episode was crucial in foreshadowing
the redemptive sacrifice, but it posed a potential conflict between the interests of
theology and drama: to emphasize Abraham's faithfu lness, the difficulty of the
divine command must be clear, but shorn of the Old Testament familiarity with
child sacrifice 16 that command could seem so inhumane as to raise questions
about the deity. By expanding the role of Isaac and shifting the focus from
Abraham's dutiful obedience to Isaac's puzzled responses (in questioning the
motivation for and everity of the command, Isaac gives voice to fully human,
indeed audience-like reactions), the medieval dramatist avoided a blasphemous
image of a vengeful God while bringing dramatic tension to a peak.
In the York Play of the Parchemyners and Bokebynders, Isaac is a fully
grown man, and in Ludus Coventriae, though age is not specified, Isaac's
restrained, analytical responses lead some to conclude the role is played by an
adult. 17 But in Towneley and Chester (as well as in Brome and orthampton),
Isaac is portrayed as a child. Since irony and pathos increase as the age of
Isaac decreases, the decision to play Isaac a a child is generally con idered to
produce superior drama. 11
Because any indicator of domestic realism in a cycle play are embedded in
the interaction between characters (script instructions being minimal), a close
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analysis of the equence of action in a single text will best demonstrate the
impact of the decision to play Isaac as a ch ild . In the Towneley Abraham,
Isaac, the child " o lufand" is never explicitly told that the command for his
sacrifice comes from God, 19 so the full burden of his obedience must rest on
the filial tru the places in his father. In the eyes of the audience then, the act of
sacrifice is justified on two quite different grounds: ultimately, in terms of a
divine command known from the scriptural tradition; and more immediately
within the play, on Abraham 's command "ffor certan skyllys and encheson."
For his part, Abraham is weary after a hundred years of life, and ready to
become a thrall to death if only his forebears were not till barred from paradi e. Deus hears the world weariness of his true servant and, underscoring the
unity of the Family of God, promises that "Adam and his kynde" will be
helped if Abraham proves true in one last test: the te t, of course, is the acrifice of I aac. Abraham initially responds with extravagant willingness to obey:
Both wife and child if he bid spi ll;
I wille not do agan his rede . (87-88)
But generalized avowals of obedience are replaced by per onal pain when
Abraham turns 10 carry out his promise in the human sphere. Oblivious of his
father' promise, Isaac enters in a sprightly fashion:
All redy, fader, Lo me here;
ow was I commyng unto you;
I luf you mekill, fader dere. (93- 5)
Abraham responds to Isaac's greeting:
And dos thou so? I wold wit how
Lufi thou me, son, as thou has aide. (96-7)
Is Abraham te ting his son's faithfulness? Planning his strategy? Or, simply
basking for a moment in the richness of his son's love? Another testimony
from I aac shows him an affectionate and welJ-taughl on:
Yei, fader, with all myn hart,
More then all that ever was maide;
God hold me long youre life in quart! (98-100)
Upon which Abraham reflects (perhaps with a knowing nod to parents in the
audience) on the pure joy of such affection:
Now, who would not be glad that had
A chi ld so lufand as thou art?
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Thi lufly chere makis my hert glad,
And many a tyme so ha it gart. (101-4)
The tension between Abraham's love for his son and his duty to God, set in
play by Deus' opening command, has been growing throughout the exchanges
between Abraham and Isaac. Ab raham's strain becomes clear when Isaac
departs the playing space, leaving Abraham free to vent his feelings:
ow well i me that he is past!
Alone, ryght here in this playn,
Might I speke to myn hart brast. (108 - 10)
The conflict is complicated by the fact that Abraham is son a well as Father;
as son of Deu , Abraham owes filial obedience, and those obligation being
atemporal, take precedence over the obligations of human paternity. God's
command has set the two systems of duty on a collision course, and the path of
higher duty is particu larly hard for the Abraham of this play who has shown
himself to be a man of tender heart. 20 The dramatic vehicle of the mystery
cycle encourages amplification of character throughout and probably far more
so than the text reveals. Surely, then, the audience would have understood
when Abraham let protective concern override literal truth in reassuring Isaac:
"We shal com home with grete lovying." Even that reass urance is fleeting and
Abraham is soon led to confess his intent: "Now, son, I may no longer layn."
To this hard but honest truth, Isaac replies as both a model of fi lial devotion
and a highly credible child, trying one approach after another in the hope of
quitting the crisis with both obedience and life.
First, Isaac cries mercy. Abraham i resolute. Isaac promises to repent.
Abraham i resolute. Isaac questions the severity of the punishment: "Shall ye
me slo?" Then Isaac realizes that he doesn't remember having done anything to
merit any punishment at all. Abraham remains re olute. If he is not at fault,
ponder Isaac, then he, alone, cannot remedy the situation. So, Isaac goe to
work on his father. Knowing full well the depth of his father's love, he begins
to probe:
when I am dede and closed in clay,
who shall then be you re son? (I 93-4)
And , more pragmatically:
ir, who hall do that I was won? (196)
Still, a resolute (if reclutant) response from Abraham. I aac looks to the
moment :
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The shynyng of youre bright blayde
It gars me quake for ferde to dee. (201-2)
Resigned LO the fact of hi death, Isaac still balk at the irrationality of it:
the ituation violate hi expectations of justice from hi father: "What have I
done, fader, what have I saide?" (205). H is father chooses his words with care,
under taLing to conlrol his emotions: "Truly, no kyns ill to me" (206). The
basic injustice confirmed, Isaac concludes: "And thus gyltles shall be arayde"
(207). Rationa l inquiry at an end, I aac returns 10 the bedrock of his relationship with his father. o ma11er what is LO happen, their love remains:
Isaac
I luf you ay.
Abraham

o do I the. (209)

Suddenly, with wonderful spontaneity, Isaac hits upon a last-ditch effonhe will invoke his mother. That shou ld stop Abraham! And ii does. Stricken
with emotion, Abraham turns away with the feint "I mys a lytyll thyng, I
weyn" (214). This line with its prophetic/pathetic pun on "lite! thyng", provide Abraham a moment of delay to cover his emotion (215-16).
To be ure, Abraham is moved by the trusting and indefatigable hope of
his comely son, but perhaps Ab raham has not yet considered how he will
explain the disappearance of Isaac to Sarah: "What shal I to his moder ay."
He knows "!for 'wher is he,' ty1e will she pyr;" and he knows, too, 1ha1 his be 1
equivocation, "ron away,'' will not stand a moment with her. Perhaps, he is
fearfu l of her anger (if so, he would be akin to Noah); but assuredly, he cares
deeply for her. T he truth of Isaac's death, he fears, will be devastating to her:
"And I am ferd hir for to slay" (229).
Was the audience 10 assume that Sarah would not recognize the uncompromi ing nature of divine command? If so, she would be ope rating within the
ame cluster of misogynistic values that had earlier urrounded Eve and Uxor.
Or imply, that the loss of her on wou ld be unbearable to her, as a mother? 21
In that case, she wou ld prefigure Mary in the later plays. Though the details of
dome tic realism and the degree of ampl ification differ from text to text, the
affective tie among father, mother and son are affirmed in all variants and are
most fully articulated when Isaac is ca t as a child." Once the character of
Isaac i cast as a child, realistic convention and contemporary a sumptions
amplify the role.
In Jesus and the Doctor (the closing play of the Nativity equence in all
four cycles), the spiritual meani ng of the pattern of action is off et by perceptions wholly under tandable on the human plane. The scriptural source for the
episode is relatively brief, suggesting little dialogue. It does, however, pre ent
that puzzling exchange in which the young Jesus appears to chide his parents
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with more than a hint of insensitivity as He emphasizes the importance of His
divine mission. The episode challenges the dramatist : the young Jesus must
appear human enough to warrant His parents' concern when He is lost, yet
divine enough 10 convince the Doctors of His wisdom. And His chiding must
be painfully right.
In the York play of the Sporiers and Lorimers, the incident opens in
domestic representationalism with Mary lamenting the lo s of her "bairn,"
"her lovely lad," her "seemly son" (43 - 45) . The Doctors, likewise, begin by
considering Jesus a quite human lad who will urely interrupt their work:
Sone, hense away! I wolde pou wente,
For othir haftis in hande have we. (75- 6)
Jesus, however, operates from the beginning as the divine child He i , extending a blessing, and later becoming more direct:
To lerne of you nedis me no thing.
For I knawe both youre dedys and sawes. (87- 8)
Still, the Doctors respond from their temporal vantage point as they mock His
seeming arrogance:
Nowe herken 3one barne with his brandyng,
He wenes he kens more pan we knawes! (88-90)
Jesus continues consistent in Hi s divine perspective:
The holy ghost has on me light,
And has anoynted me as a leche (101 - 2)
So, the first Master turns to his store of learning, recalling what the prophet,
David, has said of children ("Ex ore infancium et lactancium perfecisti
laudem"):
And of ther mouthes, he wa1e full welc,
Our lord has parformed loving. (115-16)
Even though the Master grants the wisdom of David, he relies on his human
instincts, warning Jesus:
For where maistiris are mette
Childre wordis are no3t to charge. (119-20)
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He ends by encouraging the young Jesus to study the law so that one day He
too will have the wisdom of a clerk.
ot until Jesus demonstrates His knowledge of ihe law despite the fact that
He "lered neuere on boke to rede," doe the Master find him elf beaten at his
own game. Then, the Doctors as a group become concerned about concealing
the incident in order to conserve their power, the innate wi dom of a child an
obvious threat to the established order. 23
When Mary and Joseph arrive after three days still searching for their on,
the emphasis is on the humanity of the Christ child. Seeing Jc us in the company of the Doctors, they are at first reluctant to approach, but Mary urge
Joseph on, insisting that the Doctors will accept him because "of elde." Joseph
counters with his own brand of homey wi dom insisting that Mary accompany
him because Jesus will surely listen to His mother. Upon seeing their son,
Mary pours forth maternal concern . Jesus again re ponds in terms of Hi
divine mission:
Wherto shulde 3e seke me soo?
Ofte tyme it hase ben tolde you till,
My fadir werkis, for wele or woo,
Thus am I ente for to fulfyll. (257-60)
Still Mary and Joseph remain on the plane of human response, with Mary
reflecting on the gap between them and their son (261 - 2), and Jo eph sighing
with paternal relief (265 - 6). Throughout this play of the Sporiers and Lorimers, the audience has witnessed the Biblical kerygma embellished with
domestic detail. The hard ambiguity of Jesus' reference to His Father's work
(259-60) has been elaborated in an extended interaction which operates on two
planes of understanding simultaneously. In the process, the medieval audience
witnes es a child wiser than He seems, the very human challenge of raising a
God-Son, and a host of realistic details revealing family relationship . It is not
hard to imagine children in the medieval audience finding very familiar such
rebuffs, as, "we haue other tales to tent."
Jesus and the Doctors closes the Nativity sequence, a series of plays that
from the first has stressed the humanity of the Christ child. The shepherds
have offered homey gifts of hat and horn, a ball of tin, a cob of nuts upon a
band, and, in their comment , have reflected the babe they ee "Lo he merry
is," "he laugh ."In the Towneley variant, the household of Mak has provided
a doubling of the childbirth motifs. Familial lore and dome tic detail have remained before the audience in the Flight into Egypt where Mary has worried
about her young son:
My chyld how shuld I bere
So far from hame? (Towneley 129- 30)
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Earlier in the sequence, the Slaughter of Lhe Innocents has shown the hopes
that mothers invested in their children even when those children were two years
of age and vulnerable to a host of dangers and di eases. As with Jesu and the
Doctors, the Biblical source for the Slaughter of the Innocents (Mat!. 2: 13- 19)
offer little basi for elaboration of dome tic relation hip . The mother of the
slaughtered innocents enter the Biblical account only in fulfillment of the
prophecy:
A voice was heard in Ram a, wailing and loud laments: it
wa Rachel weeping for her children, and refusing all
consolation because there were no more.
For the medieval "dramatist" the inclusion of the mother as characters in the
play was good drama: for u their inclusion affords a bright glimp e into contemporary entiment and belief about children.
In a society con tinually confronted with the accidental death (and even
murders) of children, 2• the Biblical incident cou ld have been played in an
atmosphere of futility and resignation, or it could have been lightly reca t to
emphasize Herod's act rather than the infants' deaths. Mirk's sermon for the
Feast of the Innocents, for instance, moves in the direction of idealization,
stressing the qualities of innocence and sacrifice, while emphasizing selfdamning acts. The over-arching theme or moral of the ermon is that he who is
without mercy will find vengeance. 25
In all four cycles, however, the prophesied "weeping and lamenting" is
made concrete. The mothers are active characters resisting the soldiers with
cries of anguish born of personal bonding in pregnancy and nursing:
gon is all my good game
my lytyll chylde lyth all lame
~at lu lled on my pappys
my ffourty wekys gronynge
hath sent me sefne 3ere sorwynge.
(Ludus Coventriae, 98- 102)
In all four variants, the mothers attempt to match the soldiers' hacking and
hewing with proud blow of di taff and boots (Chester), bodkin a nd nails
(Towneley), or pot and ladle (Coventriae) a they prate I the injustice:
my love, my lord, my lief, my Ieefe!
did never man nor woman greefe,
to suffer uch torment! (Chester, 330- 2)
and the pain:
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Mercy lord, I cry!
IL i myn awne dere son. (Towneley, Herod , 350-1)
Uncertai n as life expectancy may have been, maternity, it would seem, maintained certain hope. Herod's soldiers recognize the personal investment the
mother have made in their infant sons. One soldier vaunts (in what might be a
biting pun on "pryde"): "I shaU reyfe Lhe thy pryde/ kyll we these boyse"
(Towneley, Herod , 336)! The mothers respond with hopelessness as meaning
falls from their lives with the loss of their babes (York 226-30; Chester 245 -8;
Towneley 388-91).
Their cries foreshadow the cry of the ideal mother who is soon to witness
the death of her Son in the Crucifixion play . There, Mary will sigh: "Me thynk
now that I lyf to Jang/ to e my barne thus blede" (Towneley, Crucifixion,
407). There, Mary will cry with the anguish we have come to recognize as the
special cry of a parent losing a child . And though the Son will be a man of
thirty-three years, Mary and tho e who seek to comfort her will continually
refer Lo Him as the "ble sed bairn," the "fairest child." Dramatically, these
metaphors ensure emotional immediacy: spiritually, they underscore the doctrine of Incarnation ; for, it is in the act of God entering His creat ion a a child,
that the hope of Salvation is won.
By the time Lhe Crucifixion play manifests the connections between Incarnation and Salvation, the domestic realism of the cycles has established the
figure of the child as an emblem of great value and the death of the child a the
epitome of sacrifice. More than an embellishment, more even than a spi ritual
correla tive for children in the medieval audience, the children of the mystery
cycle betoken ultimate value. Unquestionably, their pre ence and their
characteri tic identity had been acknowledged by English audiences prior to
their reported di covery in the Renaissance.

NOTES
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8. References in this paper will be drawn from the following editions: The Chester
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law yil is it myrk." Towneley, II. 85-8.
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13. Norman Davis eds., Non-Cycle Plays and Fragments, EETS, 1970.
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XVI, 32, PL XLIV, 511 ; Origen, In Genesim, IX, PG XII, 208; Tertullian, Uber Adv.
Judacos, X, PL II, 626; Isidore, Allegoriae, n. 20.
16. With child sacrifice practiced among Semitic, Egyptian and Ayran peoples, it can
be argued that it was astounding that Abraham's God should have interposed to prevent
the sacrifice, not that He shou ld have asked for it, cf. Shalom Spiegel, The Last Trial:
On the Legends a11d Lore of the Command to Abraham 10 Offer Isaac as a Sacrifice:
The Akedah, trans. Judah Goldin (New York, 1979).
17. Medieval narratives offered ample precedent for interpreting Isaac as a man of
thirty years. Minnie Wells presents evidence from the South E11glish Legendary, MS
Lambreth 223, fol. I0B ; Josephus, cited in R. Morris ed., Ge11esis and Exodus, EETS,
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wo ." 11.157- 88.
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do." II. 196-9.
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Willard R. Trask, European Literature in the Latin Middle Ages ( ew York, 1953),
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inclusion under the category of venial sins by John Mirk, l11str11ctions for Parish
Priests, ed. Edward Peacock, EETS.os. 31, 1868, I. 1479; Richard H. Helmholtz, "Infanticide in the Province of Canterbury during the Fifteenth Century," History of Childhood
Quanerly, vol. 2. 3, Winter 1975, p. 314. Helmholtz demonstrates that the legal punishment for infanticide was no more or less severe than for sex offenses; see also Barbara A.
Kellum , "Infanticide in England in the Later Middle Ages," History of Childhood
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A Case of Double Inscription: Carlos de Siguenza y

G6ngora's lnfortunios de Alonso Ram(rez
by
Lee H. Dowling
Universi1y of Hou ton

Among the early works of Latin American prose literature, Carlos de
Siguenza y G6ngora's lnfortunios de Alonso Ramfrez has a11racted a relatively
large share of critical attention.' uch of this has stemmed from an interest in
tracing the antecedents of the Latin American novel- the novel believed to
repre em a prestigious literary genre whose comparatively late appearance in
Latin America ha been the theme of much discus ion.' While such interest led
a number of critics to reread Infortunios and other compa rable early works
with renewed interest, evaluations stemmi ng from the search for a nucleus of
characteristics derived from the study of the European noveP saw the chronicle of Indies-text inscri bed under the rubric "history" but reminding the
modern reader much more of fiction-almo t alway de cribed in concessive
terms.• For example, Fernando Alegria had the following to say on the
matter:
lnc6modos por la falta de novelas en la colonia lo
critico modernos se han dado mana en inventar una
"tradidon novelesca", atribuyendo calidad de creaci6n
artistica a obra hist6ricas y didacticas. A pe ar de que
la pro a hi t6rica de la conquista po ee cierta imporiancia indirecta como antecedente literario para el
futuro de arrollo de la novela regionalista hispanoamericana, y aunque los cronistas de la colonia pudieran
aparecer como precursores de la novela en el sentido de
que narraron sus propias experiencias no siempre ateni•
dos a la verdad hist6rica y describieron costumbres,
pai ajes y espectaculares acciones, la verdad es que en
H ispanoamerica no se escribi6 novelas antes del siglo
X I X. '
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Antonio Curcio Altamar' opinion was simi lar:
Es verdad que todas las cr6nicas de Indias, bien asi
como mezcla de historia y fabula, hacen paralelo a las
mas grandes de las novelas hist6ricas, hasta el punto de
llegar a merecer el calificativo bastante adecuado de
"novelas disfrazadas". Si bien, intr!nsecamente, de encajan del genero, por su carencia de sentido universal y
de creaci6n de una vida personal. Elles, lo cron istas,
quisieron ser veraces; y su actitud informativa, a pe ar
de la imaginaci6n afiebrada con que miraban el Nuevo
Mundo, fru tr6 la invenci6n de un caracter y sofoc6 la
expressi6n de un modo de ver y de sentir la vida. Son
hi toriadores que no ienten desde adentro de su personajes el desenvo lvimiento de los sucesos. 6
The result of this line of criticism was that works lik e Garcilaso de la Vega's La
Florida de/ Inca, Alvar Nu ez Cabeza de Vaca's Relacion, Juan Rodriguez
Freyle's El camera, and others tended to be relegated lo a sort of literary limbo
in which "antecedent of the novel" apparently represented the best label
available. '
Recent developments in the phase of literary semiotics concerned with
readers and their expectations, however, point to a shift away from emphasis
on the novel and fiction in general to, as Paul de Man has written, an interest
in "hybrid texts considered to be partly literary and partly referential. " 1 The
focus of attention is thus no longer such elements a pilot and character development, but rather the tension between element today identified with fiction
and the reader's knowledge that the work he is reading is classified as history
and is or has been employed by historian in an effort to recreate and understand past events of the real world.• If Jonathan Culler is right in his statement
that "an account of genres should be an attempt to define the classes which
have been functional in the processes of reading and writing, the sets of expectations which have enabled readers lo naturalize texts and give them a relation
to the world . . . ," then it is probably right to look upon early Latin American
historical writings as a genre distinct from the novel for which expectations
hould not be the same at an. 10
A concept essential to a critical model capable of providing true insight
into the ecriture of uch work i that of story vs. discourse. Of the severa l versions of this antinomy, a fruitful one for chronicle analysis is elaborated in two
studies by sociolinguist William Labov as a result of his work with some 600
recorded narratives of black youngsters in Harlem during the I 960 . Labov's
purposes in this project made him desirous of formally isolating the part of the
narrative that wou ld indicate the ways in which his young subjects evaluated
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the personal experiences they narrated. Through careful analysis based on syntactic as well a semantic criteria, he succeeded in providing a useful typology
of narrative evaluators and an interesting commentary on their use. He eventually concluded 1hat 1he evaluator was not, as he had at first believed, confined to the purpose of suspending narrative action between 1he complication
and the resolution or denouement. Instead he found that "the evaluation of the
narrative forms a secondary structu re which is concentrated in the evaluation
section but may be found in various forms throughout the narrative. " 11
Labov' work on the evaluator is highly useful in characterizing some
important and di tinctive features of several chronicles of Indies. In La
Florida def Inca, for example, the narrator Garcilaso de la Vega makes himself
a principal character in the work by constantly counterposing to the story of
Hernando de Soto's unsuccessful odyssey in North America-in which Garcilaso himself did not participate-intriguing bits about his own colorful life in
Peru and Spain. His depiction a a mestizo who feels loyalty to Indians as well
as Spaniards make him a pivotal figure and spotlights his extensive evaluative
commentary. In his Historia de la conquista de Nueva Espafla, Bernal Diaz de!
Castillo first plants firmly the hypothesis that as one of the eyewitnes es co
Hernan Cortez's triumphant exploits in Mexico, he is more capable of upplying a true account of 1he facts than are cllronicler who were not present. Yet
he enhances 1he cellability of several incidents by recounting portions of them
he did not actually witness, and he evaluates the events in part through allusions to fantastic literature. " Both La Florida and the "Verdadera historia" as
it is often called, are primary documents for the s1udy of historical events, and
both are accordingly classified as hi Lory, but their literary value is important
too. The interes1 of the literary critic in these works may appropria1ely center
upon the varied and often ingenious ways events are evaluated by their respective narrator and the effect of the e evaluations upon the modern reader.
lnfortunios de Alonso Ram{rez tells the tory of a Puerto Rican carpenterturned-mariner who involuntarily circumnavigates the globe in the company
of a band of repulsive English pirates. After finally being released and landing
with a small group of men in Yucatan, he finds his ship under embargo by
Spanish authorities who uspect Ramirez himself of piracy. He i directed to
Siguenza y G6ngora, then "cosm6grafo y catedratico de ma1ematicas del Rey
nueslro senor en la Academia mexicana y capellan mayor del ho pita! Real del
Amor de Dios de la ciudad de Mexico,"" by none other than the Viceroy, to
whom he ha appealed for acquittal from the charges of spy and 1raitor. The
story of Ramirez' infortunios, as recorded by Sigiienza, aids the former in
gaining the help he needs from the Inspector of the Royal Treasury. The written work is approved for publication by the "Licenciado D. Francisco de
Ayerra Santa Maria, Capellan de) rey nuestro senor, en su convento real de
Jesus Maria de Mexico," who also claims to be the compatriot of Alonso
Ramirez (pp. 5-7). Con idering the strictures against the writing of fiction in
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New Spain during the era, as well as the close connections between Siguenza
and high officials of both church and state, there is no sound reason for assuming the tory of Ramirez to be an inven ted one, despite its many novelesque
qualities. ••
As in the case of La Florida de/ Inca, the reader of lnjortunios is confronted with a story that is retold by someone who did not experience it first hand , and the supposed underlying discourse on which the narrator ba es his
text is unavailable. Yet in La Florida the narrator plays a prominent and oven
part in the text, stating his intentions, expressing concerns over what to include
or justifying hi editorial decisions . The writer of lnfortunios, Carlos de
Siguenza y G6ngora, opts for another strategy altogether. After a brief
foreword or proemio addressed to the Viceroy and signed "D. Carlos de
Siguenza y G6ngora" (p. 4), in which the narrator does refer to Alon o
Ramirez in the third person, the reader is plunged in Chapter One into the
following discour e:
Quiero que se entretenga el curioso que esto leyere por
algunas horas con las noticias de lo que a ml me cau 6
tribulaciones de muerte por muchos aiios. Y aunque de
uce os que s6lo subsistieron en la idea de quien los
finge, se suelen deducir maximas y aforismos que enrre
lo deleitable de la narraci6n que entretienen cultiven la
raz6n de quien en ello se ocupa, no sen\ lo que yo aqui
intente sino solicitar lastimas que, aunque posteriores a
mis trabajos, haran por lo menos tolerable su memoria,
trayendolas a compailfa de las que me tenia a mi mi mo
cuando me aquejaban. o por esto estoy tan de pane de
mi dolor que quiera incurrir en la fea nota de pusilanime
y asi omitiendo menudencias que a otro menos atribulado que yo lo estuve pudieran dar asunto de muchas
quejas, dire lo primero que me ocurriere por ser en la
serie de mis sucesos lo mas notable. (p. 9)
The yo here as well as in the six chapters that follow i apparently that of Alonso
Ramirez. The reader seems to hear the latter directly as he recounts his birth to
humble parent in Puerto Rico, his decision to move on to Mexico and seek his
fortune, his experiences under a number of ma ters, his brief marriage to a
young woman who dies in chi ldbirth, and his despair of ever finding succe s
that results in "self-exile" to the Phi lippines (p . 15). Here he becomes a mariner
who one day is entrusted with a boat and a crew of some twenty-five men to
fetch provi ions from Jlocos needed by the pre idio of Cavite. But an attack by
English pirates results in his capture and voyage around the world as the
latter's slave. Finally released by the.se barbarians, Ramirez and his ailing men
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wander ashore on an unidentified trip of land the narrator first fears 10 be la
Florida, but which proves instead co be a largely un euled region of Mexico
itself.
Since the tory told in lnfortunios de Alonso Ramirez i claimed 10 be
true-a historical event- the use of the fir I person in the di course conveys
the impression that the reader is listening to Alonso Ram irez recite his own
adve ntures, ju I he doe when reading the chronicle of Bernal Dfaz and A Ivar
Nunez. The device camouflages the mediation of Siguenza in presenting the
story 10 the reader, suggesting 1ha1 he has accepted the role of scribe or, at
best, amanuensi . But this is not the case. Where it may be upposed that the
events of the story remain as Siguenza may be inferred 10 have heard them, to
assume that the evaluator are also Ram frez' strains the reader's credulity for
several reason . Fir 1, if the reader proceeds to ln/ortunios following a reading
of uch seventeenth-century historical works a
uilez's Relacion or Bernal
Diaz's Historia, he will probably be truck by the marked extent 10 which its
syntax and vocabulary differ from theirs. In a study entitled "Alguno rasgos
de la prosa de Carlos de Sigiienza y G6ngora" Joaquina avarro notes that the
sentence in ln/ortunios "adquiere a vece en este 1exto Iongitud y dificultad;
pero no para volver a la intaxis barroca sino para introducir formas imensificativas del encimiento con la reiteraci6n y las enumeracione . "" avarro
cite the following sentences from Jnfortunios as an example of this (the reference being 10 a particularly repugnam captor):
o hubo trabajo intolerable en que nos pusieran, no
hubo ocasi6n alguna en que nos maltrasen, no hubo
hambre que padiecemos, ni riesgo de vida en que peligrasemos que no viniese por su mano y direcci6n hacienda gala de mostrarse impio y abandonando lo cat6lico
en que naci6 por vivir pirata y morir hereje. (p. 45)
If it is remembered that Ramirez ha depicted himself as a man of little or no
formal education, it is logical to suspect 1ha1 the elaborate yntactic parallelism of the piece is the contribution of the erudite implied author, Professor
Siguenza.
Second, beginning at the end of Chapter One and continuing into Chapter
Two of lnfortunios, detailed chart-like account of the navigational routes
taken by Ramirez in the Philippine trade are included within the text. The
following i an example:
Hacese e ta salida con la viraz6n por el Oesnoroeste,
que emonces entra alli coma a las once del dla; pero
iendo ma ordinaria por el Sudoeste y saliendose al Sur
y Sursudueste, e nece a rio para excusar bordos esperar
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a las tres de la tarde, porque pasado el sol del Meridiano
alarga el viento para el Oe noroe te y oroeste y se consigue la alida sin barloventar.
Navegase desde alli la vuelta del Sur con las virazone de arriba (sin reparar mucho en que se varien la
cuartas o se aparten algo del Meridiano), hasta ponerse
en 12 gr. o en algo menos. Comenzando ya aqui a variar
lo vientos desde el orde teal orte, as! que se reconce
el que Haman del Lesnordeste y Leste haciendo la derrota al Oessudueste, al Oeste y a la cuarta del oroeste,
se apartaran de aquel meridiano quinientas leguas, y
conviene hallarse en 13 gr. de altura. (pp. 16-17)
In her recent study of lnforrunios, "Mapas y texto: para una estrategia de]
poder," Ester Gimbernat de Gonz.ilez, noting Sigiienza's designation in the
work' title and elsewhere (p. 75, for example) as "co m6grafo," remarks:
La relaci6n compue ta por Siguenza es una recreaci6n
de la repre entaci6n que el mapa le ofrece de un itinerario posible. El co m6grafo que tiene acceso a la lectura del mapamundi, comprende las cartas de marear y
trabaja en u estudio-biblioteca .. . e cribe la aventura
de lo in trumentos. En el exceso de los detalles de su
lectura se engendra la fisura de la artificio idad de su
texto. 16
These elements, as Gimbernat de Gonz.ilez ob erve , appear unnecessary to
Ramirez' story, since his being a navigator or pilot is merely a detail of his
history; and he seems to lose what experti e he has acquired by Chapter Five,
in which he drifts about LOtally disoriented in the Caribbean. Both the language of /11/ortunios and the inclu ion of the details of Ramirez' navigational
routes are of the type of evaluator that Labov designates as i111e11sijier, with the
latitudinal readings being a type of quanrijier. 11 While these devices may be
common within any narrative, it is difficult to see the manner in which they
contribute toward making the point of Ram(rez' story.
Finally, there i the element of what Alan Soon has described as the "peculiar tone of Catholic religio ity" within the work. 11 A early as Chapter One,
the narrator refer to hi late wife's uncle a "de.in de la iglesia metropolit.ana,
quien renunciando la mitra arzobispal de Manila, por morir como Fenix en su
patrio nido, vivi6 para ejemplar de cuaotos a pira en a eternizar su memoria
con la rectitud de sus procedere " (p. 14). Thi tatement seems likely to be
perceived as high-flown and even pompou coming from a very young man
ponrayed, a is Ramirez, as being of no education or professional di tinction,
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an itinerant carpenter before his kidnapping. Regarding the decision to move
on to the Philippines follow ing the death of his wife, Ramirez is made to say:
De espere entonces de poder ser alga, y hallandome en
el tribunal de mi propia conciencia, no s61o acusado,
sino convencido de imitil, quise darme par pena de este
delito la que se da en Mexico a las que son delincuemes
que es enviarlos desterrados a las Filipinas. (p. 15)
The suggestion here is that Ramfrez' tribulations in the company of the
pirates-to follow in the narrative -wi ll constitute a penance for his sin, even
though up to this point there has been little indication of any particular
religious devotion on his part. The same note appears again in Chapter Six
when Ramirez attends his dying companions in the role of priest:
Abrazandose de mi, me ped!an con mil amores y ternuras que no les desamparase, y que pareciendo imposible en lo natural poder vivir el ma robusto ni aun
cuatro dias ... quisiese coma padre que era de todos,
darles mi bendici6n en sus postreras boqueadas ... .
Convencieronme sus lagrimas que asf lo hicie e .. .
De hecho en lagrima , y con mal articulada razone ,
porque me las embargaba el sentimiento, le dije lo que,
para que murie e conformando e con la voluntad de
Dio y en gracia suya, me pareci6 a prop6sito y poco
antes de l media dia rindi6 el espiritu. (pp. 60-61)
Maria Cristina Quiii6nez-Gauggel observes with respect to this passage that
"Don Carlos de Sigiienza y G6ngora crea un personaje que por medio de un
acto de virtud, purga otro acto: la desesperaci6n , el pecado mas serio que
puede cometer un cristiano. " 1
According to the evidence, it will be remembered, Siguenza did 1101
"create" Alonso Ramirez, who upposedly really did perform each act related
within the text. However, the readers of other chronicle -or perhaps most
modern readers in general -will probab ly agree that the language in which the
preceding passage is ca t as well as the evidence of awareness on the part of the
character that he has assumed the role of priest in his act of assisting his dying
companions, are difficult to attribute to the carpenter/ mariner Alonso
Ramirez. Rather, they are much more likely to be the elaborations-once
again - of an implied author haring many of the interests of Carlos de Sigiienza
y G6ngora, a would-be priest who had excelled in sacred theology in the Colegio
de Tepotzotlan and who spent many years begging for rein tatement to the
Jesuit order from which he was dismissed following a youthfu l indiscretion. 20
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One common type of evaluator de cribed by Labov, the comparator, is
said to draw upon "a cognitive background considerably richer than the events
observed ." 21 While most fully developed narratives contain this element, the
usual case is that the narrator recounting the events i also the one who evaluates them. The cognitive background he draws upon, therefore, i logically
his own. In Infor/Llnios this is not the case. The ten ion in this narrative is produced by its double inscription. The story whose ab tract appear in the work's
title derives from one individ ual , while the cognitive background drawn upon
to evaluate the events derives from another. The narrator and the evaluator
appear fused within the text, their pluralne s masked by the deceptive singu lar
shifter /.
E ter Gimbernat de Gonzalez' tudy of the work cleverly reveals the double
request structure concealed behind Infortunios' claim to be merely the story of
Alonso Ram irez' misfortunes. 22 While Ramirez' plea for clemency has already
been granted at the time of writing, as the work's coda reveals (p. 75), Siguenz:a's
own appeal to the Conde de Galve (the Viceroy) which frames Ramirez' has not:
Si uele ser con ecuencia de la temeridad la dicha, y es
raro el error a que le falta disculpa, s6branme, para presumir acogerme al sagrado de vuestra excelencia esto
motivos a no contrapesar en mf (para que mi yerro ea
inculpable), cua ntos aprecios le ha merecido a su compren i6n delicada sobre discreta la Libra astronomica y
filosofica, que a la somb ra del patrocinio de V. E. en
e te mismo ai\o entregue a lo moldes. Y si al relatarlos
en compendia quien fue el paciente, le dio V. E. grato
ofdos, ahora que en relaci6n ma difusa se lo represento a lo ojos, lc6mo podre dejar de a egurarme atenci6n igual? (pp. 3-4)
The element discussed here as evaluator - language, erudition, and religious lOne-are signs that point to Siguenz:a's evaluation of himself as deserving
of the Viceroy's auention. While they contribute liule to the point of Ramirez'
history, they are extremely important in emphasizing the point of Siguenza's
since they are the only overt ind icators that there is uch a hi slOry . The narrative element of Ramirez' hi lOry come to ymbolize the missing ones of the
implied author's, with their imposed themes of erudite worthiness, pilgrimage,
and penance. The presence of two identities or referents within the narrating
"I" comes closest to overt acknowledgement on the last page of the book in a
sentence containing two parenthetical phrases-explicatives in Labovian
terminology. 2 l The first is reasonably attributable to Ramirez, the second
much less so. The latter seems to proceed, in fact, directly from "Carlos de
iguenza y G6ngora," the professor who speak briefly in the foreword. ll
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serves as a final reminder to the addressee (the Viceroy) that Siguenza's own
petition also merits approval:
Mand6me (o por el afecto con que lo mira o quiza porque estando enfermo divirtiere sus males con la noticia
que yo le daria de las muchos mlos), fuese a visitar a
don Carlos de Siguenza y G6ngora, co m6grafo y catedratico de matematicas del Rey nuestro senor en la Academia mexicana, y capellan mayor del hospital Real del
Amor de Dios de la ciudad de Mexico (tltulos son estos
que suenan mucho y valen muy poco, y a cuyo ejercicio le
empei\a mas la reputaci6n que la conveniencia) . (p . 75)
Had iguenza y G6ngora been writing a novel rather than recording the
biography of a contemporary, he would have enjoyed the freedom to manipulate the plot and other elements of the story to a much greater extent. As it
was, even though a number of factor saw him constrained in his writing by
what actually happened to Alonso Ramirez, a historical personage and not a
fiction , Siguenza's literary creativeness found its outlet in his subtle and clever
evaluation of the tale. It is the evaluative structure of Infortunios as well a of
a number of other chronicles of Indies that results for today's reader in an
overwhelming intertextuality with fiction- a fact seized upon by critics concerned chiefly with the novel. Yet this is but one dimension of these works . The
other, equally important, is their long acceptance and use as history. To ignore
either aspect of the chronicle is to impoverish it. For today's reader it is precisely the tension that results as he perceives the combination of two systems of
discourse he has learned to regard as mutually exclusive that is the defining
characteristic of the chronicle as generic type. Each chronicle usually read as literature displays a serniologically interesting evaluative structure. 2 ' In any typology of these structu res, the one elaborated by Siguenza in lnfortunios de Alonso
Ram(rez would undoubtedly show up as one of the most subtly sophisticated.

NOTES
I. For a recent compilation of this criticism see David William Foster, Mexican
literature: A Bibliography of Secondary Sources (Metuchen, .J.: Scarecrow, 1981 ).
2. See, for example, Fernando Alegrla's Historia de la novela hispanoamericana
(Mexico, D.F.: de Andrea , 1966); and Juan Loveluck' La novela hispanoamericana
(Santiago de Chi le: Editorial Universitaria, 1969). Another work in this vein is Luis
Alberto Sanchez's America: Novela sin novelistas (Santiago de Chile: Ediciones Ercilla,
1940); in a later study, Proceso y contenido de la nove/a hispano-americana (Madrid:
Gredos, 1953) Sanchez, while still studying the chronicle in terms of the novel , states:
... 1oda vida y toda obra de aquellos 1iempos encierran germenes de novela. El 1ratar
de 'aislar' tales germenes al traves de una relectura de las cronistas, me ha resultado
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tarea irritantemente ociosa: deb/a haber 'aislado' obras cnteras" (p. 87), a conclusion
that is somewhat more in line with the view presented here.
3. Edna Coll write of this tendency in her lndice informativo de fa novefa hispanoamericana (Barcelona: Editorial Univer itaria, 1974, I, 15). In line with current literary
trends, Coll sees labels as often arbitrary and argues, "Si es cierto que en la novcla cabe
todo, coma afirman los crfticos actuales, y la libertad del novelista cs ilimitada, por quc!
no aceptar entonces como novela las excelentes cartas de Cones ... ?" (I , p. 12). The
point of view developed by the present writer, however, is that this kind of critical revision would st ill result in the semiological impoverishment of the chronicle.
4. While fnfortunios is not a chronicle of Indies in the narrow sense of the term, the
fact that it is in the true history of a journey through the Indies and tha t it dates from
the same century (the seventeenth) as a number of other chronicles makes it one in a
broader sen e.
5. Alegria, "Origenes de la novela hispanoamcricana, " in Loveluck, La novefa hispanoamericana, p. 65 .
6. Curcio Ahamar, "La ausencia de novela en el Nuevo Reino," in Loveluck, La
novefa hispanoamericana, pp. 52- 53 .
7. In his 1971 tudy, The Early Spanish American Novel (New York: Las Amfricas),
R. Anthony Castagnaro speaks of lnfortunios enthusiastically as "the first proto-novel
in Spanish American literature" (p. I I) . Willebaldo Bazarte Cerdan goes further, as the
title of his study makes clear ("La primera novela mexicana," Humanismo (Mexico),
os. 50-51 (1958), 88- 107. While it is natural to study the chronicle partly in terms of
the novel, an approach that does not diminish the former is that taken by Julio Ortega.
See his "Borges y la cultura," Revista lberoamericana, Nums. I00-101 (1977), 257-68.
8. de Man, Affegories of Reading (New Haven: Yale, 1979), p. 3. ll should be noted
that whereas recognit ion that the chronicle is hybrid is not new, current model seem
capable of providing a more equitable evaluation of it than has been prcviou ly found.
9. Chronicle criticism along this line includes Enrique Pupo Walker's "Los Comentarios reafes y la historicidad de lo imaginario," Revista fberoamericana, urns. 104105 (1978), 385-408; and his "Notas para una caracterizaci6n formal de El fazariflo de
ciegos caminantes," Revista lberoamericana, Nums. 120-121 (1982), 647- 70. See also
my "Story vs. Discourse in the Chronicle of Indies: Alvar Nuiiez Cabeza de Vaca's Relacion," forthcoming in Hispanic Journal.
10. Culler, Structuralist Poetics (Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Pres, 1975), p. 136. This idea
is developed for works in many ways resembling the Latin American chronicle by
Mas'ud Zavarzadeh in his The Mythopoeic Reality: The Postwar American Nonfiction
Novel (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois, 1976).
11. Labov, "The Transformation of Experience in arrative Syntax," in his Language
in the Inner City (Univer ity Park: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1972), p. 369. The
earlier study, co-authored by Joshua Waletzky, is entitled " arrative Analysis: Oral
Versions of Personal Experience," in Essays on the Verbal and Visual Arts: Proceedings
of the 1966 Annual Spring Meeting of the American Ethnological Society, ed. June
Helm (Seaule: University of Washington Press, 1967), pp. 12-45. Labov's work may be
seen as compatible with Hayden White's conclusions concerning the writing of history,
expressed in his Tropics of Discoueye (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1978).
12. For examples of this, see Chapters Fifty-Six and Eighty-Seven of D{az de! Castillo,

Hisroria de fa conquista de Nueva Espana.
13 . Siguenza, "ln fortunios de Alonso Ramirez," in hi Obras histdricas, second edition (Mtxico, D.F.: Porrua, 1960), p. I. All page numbers refer to this same edition .
14. Irving A. Leonard, who has investigated both Carlos de Sigilenza y G6ngora and
the laws governing the importation and publication of books in New Spain, treats
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Alonso Ramirez as a historical personage. See Leonard's D011 Carlos Sigiie11w y G,fagora, a Mexica11 Savam of 1he Seve111een1/J Cenlury, University of California Publications in History No. 18 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1929), pp. 29-36; and
also his Books of 1he Brave ( ew York: Gordian Press, 1964).
IS. Navarro, "Algunos rasgos de la pro a de Carlos de Siguenza y G6ngora," in
Homenaje a A11dres !duarte, ed. Jaime Alzraki et al. (Clear Creek, Ind .: American Hispanist, 1979), p. 246. avarro points out that lnfonu11ios i much less Baroque than
Sigilenza's other work . Compared with the chronicles of Bernal Dfaz <lei Castillo and
Alvar Nunez Cabe.za de Vaca, however-men who e formal education was perhaps
greater than Alonso Ramirez' -its complexity is notable.
16. Gimbernat de Gonzalez, "Mapas y texto: para una estrategia de! poder," Modem
Language Noles, 95 , o. 2 (1980), 388-99.
17. The intensifier selects one of a linear series of cvenis and strengthens or intensifies
it. Gestures, expressive phonology, and quant ifiers are types of intensifiers (Labov,
"The Transformation of Experience in arrative Syntax," pp. 378-80).
18. Soons, "Alonso Ramirez in an Enchanted and a Disenchanted World," Bul/eti11 of
Hispanic Studies, 53 (1976), 202.
19. Quiil6nez-Gauggel, "Dos pkaros religiosos: Guzman de Alfarache y Alon o
Ramirez," Roma11ce Notes, 21 (1980), 93 .
20. Leonard, D011 Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, pp. 8-9.
21. Labov, "The Transformation of Syntax," p. 381.
22. According to Gimbernat de Gonzalez, the Conde de Galve, Viceroy of ew Spain
at the time /11fortunios was written, was noted "por su interes en apoyar el movimiento y
vida intelectual de la cabeza de! Virreynato" ("Mapas y texto," p. 388). Regarding what
Siguenza wanted from him, she notes, "El conocimiento se vuelve un capital cuyos objetos son intercambiable.s, canjeables, vendibles. Quienes fuesen capaces de entrar en este
clrcu lo 'mercantil' podian sobrcpasar en poder a aqucllos que quedaran al margen"
(p. 389). Sigiienza's request was thus for power, as the title of Gimbernat's study
("Mapas y texto: para una estrategia de! poder'? uggests. Ramirez' request parallels
Sigilenza's because with the ship donated by the pirates as well as the goods with which he
has escaped, the former will enjoy a higher position in Mexican society than previously.
23. Labov defines these as qualifications appearing in "separate clauses, appended 10
the main narrative clause or to an explicit evaluative clau e" ("The Transformation of
Experience," p. 390). The parenthetical expression is not specifically included in Labov's
definition of this element, probably becau e he was working with narratives originally
oral. My adoption here of the term is based upon semantic assimilation.
24. For a discussion of the ideas expressed in the concluding paragraph see my dissertation, "Reading the Chronicle: Garcilaso de la Vega's La Florida def Inca (Arizona
State University, 1982). See also Hugo Rodrfguez-Vecchini, "D011 Quijo1ey La Florida
de! Inca," Revista lberoamericana, Ntims. 120- 121 (1982), 587-620. I also have forthcoming a monographic study tentatively entitled A Semiolic Approach to Four
Chronicles of Indies in which the ideas outlined here are fully explored and applied.

An Unpublished German Manuscript
of the Sixteenth Century
by

Heinz Bluhm
Boston College

The ewberry Library has an unpublished German manuscript of 1562
that will be of interest to students of the sixteenth century. Since 10 my knowledge no one has called attention 10 the existence of th is manuscript, I am providing a transcription of the tex t together with a reproduction of the fir t and
last pages.
The piece is fourteen pages in length and is written in ink on very ordinary
paper that is darkened with age. It is bound in a peckled cover of heavier
paper. The book measures 15 1/2 cm. wide by 19 cm. long.
The text is a descriptive poem entitled Die Gans. It is writte in oct0syllabic
riming couplets, in which a number of irregu larities occur. In the poem a
goose is presented as the peaker, setting forth its serv ice and general usefu lness to man. These accompli hment include the saving of early Rome fro m
surprise attack, providing deliciou s food, furni sh ing a writing instrument,
supplying feathers for beds, and others. The text hard ly falls into any established category of animal lit erature.
What the poem lacks in literary quality is compensated for 10 ome extent
by a certain naive realism and touches of broad humor.
The author was one Hann von Saher, a he tate at the end of the poem.
He claim to be widely known as a writer, but I have been unable thus far to
find out anyth ing about him.
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DIE GANS.
Ich bin eins Gans secht mich recht an
Mein tugendt weys nit jder man
Wer mich veracht, vnd kendt mein nicht
Der nem auss diese m buch bericht

Bild (Federzeichung) einer Gas auf einem Stuckchen
Wiese mil Blumen

Eccl. 10

Non laudes virum in specie sua
Neque spernas hominem in Visu suo.
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An den leser diser Gans
Freund!, o diese Gans liese I du
Mercke eben wo sie diene1 zu,
ich nicht auff die schlechten won
Etlichs antler t zu deuten gehon
Die Algoria wol verstee
Auff wen ein id liches won hin geh
Die federn bleibet in irer mach1
Vor alien dieren mi1 irem bracht.

Die Gans spricht
lch weyss vorhin es steh nichl wol
Das ich mich selber loben sol.
Mich zwingt die not das glaub1 fur war
Vil mer dan ich wol klagen tahr
Den ich verachtet bin so sehr
Von aller well wo ich hin ker
Da machel mein einfelligkeil
Das ich ni1 wey viel sondern bescheidt
Zu brauchen auch kein bsondern Ii I
Daruon ein sprichwon worden is1
Es flog ein Gans wol vbern Rein
Es kam ein Gans auch wider hein
Es ist wol war ich straffs nicht fast
Aber das ich werdt darumb gehast
Das ich von na1ur einfeltig bin
Das dunckt mich gar es hab kein synn
Solt man ferach1en chlechte thier
So ge chechs ein andern ehr dan mir.
Dan Erstlich wil ich von Esl sagn
Der kan nichs dan seek in dmuhl tragn
Der win gehalten in groser ehr
Den noch bin ich viel be er dan ehr
Wie ich heroach erzelen wil
och fund1 man vnutzer 1hier gar vie!
Was konen Affen vnd Mehrkatzen
Oder die pappagey mil irem schwa1zen
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Nichs dan vnutz geh verzeren
Billich solt ich sie alle leren
So i I das prichwon an mir recht
Man heltet manchen aus en sch lech1
Und sieht in ganz fur alber an
Weys nicht was er inwendig kan
W ie daforn lautel der spruch
Auss des Jesu Sirachs buch
Rumb nicht des mans gross ausehen
Den geringen soltu auch nicht schmehen
Man zeucht ein hen nur vmb das ay
Die gatzt vnd machl ein gros geschrey
Das kan ich bass schweyg dennoch stil
Was ich mer th u !ch sagen wil
Erstlich wen ich bin gar noch klein
Das noch kru pel sindt mein gebein.
Mil federn noch nit be wachsen bin
Im Har 1regL man mich zu kauffen hin.
Die walhen die kauffen mich so bald1
Die lasen mich nit gem werden all
In wurtz vnd pruh machens mich ein
Bey in muss ein kostlich es en sei n
Wan ich dan ba ss verwachsen thu
So lest man mir auch kein ruh
Do kauffen mich die grosen herm
Die wol!en mein gar nicht empem
Die machen mich in Knoblauch ein
Mil wurtzen vnd mi l guten wein
Da ist dan auch ein ehr gut pei
Die nicht ein jder pauer weiss
So ich dan bin erwachsen gar
Bin ich nutz nimb eben war
Zu Rom jm Capitolio
Wurl ich viel zeil gehalden do
Im hoff gieng ich hin vnd wider
Ass vnd tranck schwang mein gefider
Viel feind t die lagen in der stadt
Hellen die Bru ck gem in gehabt
Wolten ins capitolio steigen
Da kunt ich gar nichL ver chweigen
Hub an ein Gack Gack vnd geschrey
Die do drynnen waren kamen herbey
Und sch lugen die feindt d ie latern nab
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Des hab ich stets bisher das lob
Und wen ich het sti l geschwigen
So wer das Capitolio erstigen
Die tadt vnd alles war verloren
Darumb ie drey Gen haben er korn
Die haltens stets weil stet die tadt
Das sel b mein geschrey erlanget hat
Dan ich kein schaden sehen kan
!ch warn daruor ein jdermann
lch hab der Lugendt noch vie! mehr
Die ich iezt will ertzelen her
An de r federn wi l ich heben an
Wil agen was die selbig kan
l zt wircket gar an ma nchem ort
Damit schreibt man das gottes wort
Kein Druckerey wurde nicht verpracht
Hat e mein feder nicht vor gemacht
Und vor gesch rieben auff papir
Wiewol man wenig dancket mir
Was sol ich viel redt dauon machen
Man braucht mein federn in alien achen
Wie dieser schreiber hie auch hat gethan
Da er d ie schrifft hat gefangen an
Dan man mein feder braucht zu handt
Damit beschreibt man leut vnd land t
In rechnen vbt sic grosen flei ss
Da praucht man sie auff manche weyss
Es wurdt wenig gelt auff zin s geben
Ehes mein federn beschreibet eben
AU verschreibung auff dieser erden
Wo d ie selben auff gerichtet werden
Da muss mein federn sein darbey
In alien sachen wie d ie sey
Geradt schlecht krumb oder ganz
Mein feder kan darein finanz
In alle weg von sich geben
So es dem chreiber ist eben
In bulschafften duth sie auch das pest
E wer nicht gut das mancher west
Was friedt vnd freundt chafft sic anricht
Das ist alhie zu melden nicht
Ob sie zu zei ten auch vnfal trifft
Das die gebrauchen wirdt zu gifft
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Das sie auch hader richtet ann
och hat sie gar kein chuldt daran
Die chuldt muss dem schreiber gepurn
Der hat sie nicht recht wollen furn
Mein feder zirt manchen man
Dem grose ehr wirdt an gethan
Wa sol ich mehr redt dauon dreiben
Mein feder dint zu allem chreiben
Vnd onderlich ist sie befleist
Mil ir vie! guter Kunst man Reist
In gantzer schrifft vnd truckerey
Im gsang vnd sonst auch vberal
Wirdt sie gebraucht manchmal
och mercke wa ich sag
Von den kleinen federn die ich trag
Die braucht man zu petten vnd kussen
Darauff die leut schlalfen mussen
V nd werden verkaufft vmb grosses geldt
Daraulf wirdt auch gemert die weldt
Kein ander thier aulf erden ist
Das ich darzu tuglich wist
Darumb wirt er ein panckart geacht
Der nicht auff meiner feder wirt gemacht
Wie wol e zu zeiten geschicht im beth
Das lass ich alhie unbereth
Dem elben sey nun wie im sey
Der guten feder trag ich drey
Grob klein vnd auch feder pflaum
Ein solcher vogel lebet kaum
Die pien sol ein edler fogel sein
Sie gleicht ich aber weit nicht mein
Dan sie honig vnd wach alein zuricht
Zu braden dauch sie endtlich nicht
Mein rechter flugel auch was thut
Der selbig ist den treschern gut
Den braucht man nun in Etlichem landt
Den niimbt ein trescher in sein handt
Damit macht er das Papir rein
Den lincken fliigel ich auch mein
Wirdt vie! gebraucht ganz vberal
Aulf dischen pancken vnd im sal
Noch sag ich eins mit kurzen worten
An beden flugeln an den orten
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Da werden kleine federn ausge chniten
Darumb die goldtschmidt ser fast biten
Die sie gebrauchen infil nothen
Sonderlich wen ie wollen lo1hen .
Damil tragen ie den purras auff
Das in da ilber nit ins feuer lauff
Mein federn praucht man offl vnd dick
Damit man auch die eyten zwickt
Auff der lauten so klingets wol
Dauon gibt es ein guten ha)
Ee ist auch mancher Handtwerck sman
Der meiner federn nichl empern kan .
Als wen gewest ist ein gro er hader
So prauchen die palbierer vnd bader
So einer verwundt isl ein gliedt
Dami! hebt man die andern mit
Das man sic wider heffen kan
Da mancher sonst vcrdurb daran
Wen ich den hab verrichten gar
o gieb ich meinen leib auch dar
Erstlich so nimbt man mein Ro1tfuss
Die mach1 man ein vnd schmeckel sus
Vnd sindt zu essen mechlig gut
Hort was man mit meinem agen 1hut
Den fullen die pauren mit zwiflen vnd speck
Wen sie den essen so werdens keck
Darzu mein flugel vnd den magen
Thut man in pfeffer zu tisch tragen
Au ch mein ander ingeweit
Wer das nit hat dem ist es leidl
Das essen pauren purger vnd herrn
Mein zue sen thut jderman gern
Und letzlichen nimbi man auch
Meinen pack vnd ganzen bauch
Der chmeckt gepraten also wol
Man full in mil ruben vnd pirn fol
Stost man in dan vol peiper kraut
Der chmecket gar wol vnd reuchet lau1
Und macht dem man ein frischen mut
Trutz einer fogel der mirss nach 1hut
Der pein ich nichl vergessen kan
Die auch ein sonder wirckung han
Und mancher weidtman sie fast lobt
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Da er die fogel damit lockt
Als wachtel, maisen, vnd den andern
Die fon vern zu im wandern
Die fecht er nach seines hertzen beger
Welches an mein pein nicht muglich wer
W ie dan das schmalz das aus mir treufft
vnd vnden in die pratpffannen leufft
Damit da sc hmilzt man ruben vnd kraut
Da fon full mancher man sein haut
Vnd schmeckct vie! pass wie ich dan mein
Den putter vnd speck mag sein
Es lebt kein vogel auff dieser erdt
Dem olche zu geniessen werdt
Die Juden die izt gantz allein
Vor aller welt mir Inn chein .
Sich rhumen irer reinigheit
Den wer e ga r ein groses leidt
Wo ich in itzt verboten wurdt
Noch eins nur itzt zu sagen geburdt
Wa ich begiebet alle jar
Bey alien Handwerckern furwar
Da tregt man mich zu thisch gar schnel
Als den erschrickt gar mancher gesel
Dan im win geben da zu pus
Da er beim licht erbeyte n mu s
Vnd haben wenig freudt vnd won
Kurt zweyl bei der Kindern um
Dazu bin ich in un er welt
Man kaufft mich nit vmb groses geldt.
Man sagt nun vie! vom Auerhan
Er d indt aber nicht iderman
Der fasan kostlich wilbret hat
Aber kein armer sich daran e et sat
Er zi mmet nur den reichen herrn
Die gleich wol mein auch nicht entbern
Dan ein gans vnd virzehn droschel
1st ein gut essen auff ein chussel
W irt fur ein gut mandel gezelt
Darinn man mich auch fur a ller weld!
Uber virzehen gen vnd ei n wachtel
Sindt vom schock zwey gutcr achtel
In summa es lebt kcin fogel auff erdt
Der mirs al o vergleichen werdt
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Den ich kan mehr den Gack Gack sprechen
Das kan ein jder wol auss Rechnen
Also bill ich all gut gesellen
Das sie mein in besten wollen
Gedencken vnd mein nich vergessen
Wen sie von einer praten gans essen
Dan ich lang bin gewest veracht
Aber nun wider an dag gebracht
Dan wer auss mir vor trieb den spot
Wirdt ich im itzt so danck er got.

Der aber hie mein tugent hat beschri_eben
Mit meiner feder kurtzweil trieben
Vnd dieses gedicht hat al o ge telt
Hat meiner art gar nichs gefelt
I t geschehen an der merles nacht
Hat an mir praten gans erdacht
Dan hie in diesen buchstaben drey
Stet sein namen klar vnd frey
Hans vom Saher ist er genandt
An vii orten ser wot bekandt
Der mein Feder stets gebrauchen thut
Dauon hat er offt guten mut
Ich gun im wot got geb ims zgut
vnd halt in stets in einer hut

Von Saher
Hann

1562

Heinz Bluhm

Courtesy of the Newberry Library, Chicago
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Old Wine in New Bottles :
Thomas Blenerhasset's Elizabethan Shepherds' Pageant
by
Lynn 1aley Johnson
Colgate Univer ity

Though it wou ld be impos ible 10 claim for Th oma Blene rha set's A

Revelation of rhe /rue Minerva (1582) a place among the major works of Elizabethan literature, the poem deserve more than the cursory references ii omelime receives a an early indication o f the influence of The Shepheardes Calender ( 1519) upon Engli h ver e. 1 01 on ly does Blenerhasse1's na rrative poem
sugge I ways in which an alert and cu ltiva ted reader might respond to
Spenser's fi rst published poem, but A Revelation co nt ains ta ntalizing clues 10
that rare metamorpho is accompli hed by English writers in the reign of El izabeth, a process by which Tudor poet , like their overeign, sought to estab lish
continuit y with the tradition s of the medieval past. 2 A Revelarion certainly
bespeaks its debt to the cla ica l and the contemporary pastoral trad ition a t fir I hand , it direct and intense debt to Spenser, at second, its broader,
more exten ive debt 10 the conven tion of the pa toral a pa ed on from
Theocritus through Virgi l 10 Mantuan and El izabet hans like Googe a nd
Gascoigne - but it hould a l o be een in relation to another, and indigeno u ,
variety of pastoral. In the medieval hepherd s' pageants that drama tized the
me age of the Incarnation in each of the four extan t English my 1ery cycles,
we may find yet another series of convent ion tha t underpin Blenerha el'
ela bora te compliment 10 Elizabeth, the inca rnation o f England' hope and
idea ls.'
Blenerhasset's handling of thi s eries of dramati c convention s can fairly
be called a transformation from one context and focu to another; whereas the
cycle manife t the twin urban impulse of spiritual devotion and civic pride,
A Revelation emerge from a more ecular or polit ical belief that in Elizabeth
lay the key to England' future prosperity a nd peace.• Recently, in fact, Roy
Strong ha uggested that the poem may well belong wi thin the framework of a
more particu lar on of convention, one belongi ng to the cult of Elizabeth 1,
which can be fou nd in it mo L di tilled form in the pa gea nt ry and ritual of the
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Acee ion Day tournaments . Strong goes so far as to speculate that , rather
than simply a verse encomium to the Queen, the poem is possibly "a highly coloured version of omething which actually happened ."' As some have speculated about the texts for the English my tery cycle , A Revelation may also
represent the ideal tate of an entertainment brought off with the usual mistakes, interruption , or perhaps cloudbursts that accompanied Elizabethan
fe tivities, just as they accompany our own.• Without new evidence, there is of
course no way of knowing if the poem reflects a lilt of the eighties or if Bienerha set, following the lead of Gascoigne, Chu rchyard, and Sidney, devi ed
both an entertainment and a commemorative publication. However, the
poem 's dramatic potential i thrown into sharp relief when it is juxtaposed
with the medieval shepherds' pageants, who e characteristic tructure was
inextricably joined to their common theme of revelation and renewal. 7 Not
only does Blenerha set seem to use the struct ural conventions of the shepherds'
play a the rhetorical scaffolding for his poem, but he inserts into a poem
mostly inhabited by Olympians a conversation among three shepherds that
echoe the earlier conversation of medieval hepherds keeping watch in the
darkness of Christmas Eve. Lik e the medieval pageants, A Revelation moves,
both rhetorically and actually, from complaint to revelation to joyous procesion, arriving at last at the ource of light and peace for its pastoral world,
Elizabeth, who possib ly stood in person to receive the process ion and its
acclaim . Whereas the pastoral drama of the my tery plays re ted in the babe,
the good shepherd-to-be, the pa toral drama of Blenerhasset's poem rests in
the figure of the Queen .
Blenerhasset, like his litera ry predeces or , fir t establishes the grievous
state of the world prior to revelation . The poem begins with a council of the
gods who lament Minerva' departure from earth and recognize the necessity
of ordaining a second inerva. Saturn, who speaks first, states that he fir t
gave men law and civil order, altering the bruti hness of their natures with
reason:
From wicked wilde euen I these men did drawe
To ciu ile life , by my good gouernment :
They were inclinde to knowe what reason menl.
(fol. A')
In spi te of his efforts, men are in danger of reverting to their former state,
indeed of declining from it, "As men before Sa111rnus time were rude,/ Nowe
muche more brute and sauage they will bee ... " (fol. A2 ' ). Significantly,
Saturn links hi own gift to men with reason, wherea the new Minerva will
offer "Sapiens d iuine," or knowledge which' aves the soul from sin.' (fol. A2 •)
ercury t hen verifie Saturn's gloomy view of the wor ld by describing it as it
now i : civi lization has disappeared; learning is fallen off; war claims the land.
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Mercury has been given the task of locating the "Phoenix rare," born of Mars
and preserved by Jove, who will alter the decline of the world. eptune next
comes forward ; and before he can speak , a crown appears on his head. The
description of the figures on the crown provides the prophecy which Elizabeth
herself will fulfill when they find her . The speeches of Saturn, Mercury, and
eptune thu describe the past, present, and future and establish the co mic
necessity for a new Minerva. The shepherds' conversation interrupts that of
the gods and point to more immediate necessities.
The shepherds' speeches intrude with all the immediacy of the miseries of
daily life, under coring the need for "Sapiens diuine" in their pastoral microcosm. The shepherds describe a world of chaos, speaking, like the shepherds
of the earlier mystery play , of taxation , war, poverty, and exile. Bembu
speaks fir t, complaining of hi extreme poverty: "my stocke, my store, my
houshold stuffe most deere, / I spend, and spoyle, and all to none auayle .. . "
(fol. A4 ') War has turned the shepherd's wor ld into chaos: formerly Bembus
played a shepherd's pipe, "But nowe the woes of wretched warre be uch / As
nothing els but howe in fielde to fight, / And howe to keepe the flocke from
souldiers sight . .. " (fol. B ') Colon then speaks, spea king also fo r hi wife ,
"careful Comma ." (fol. B ' ) Colon complains of the burdens of taxation added
to the ravage of war. The people are the victims both of greedy princes and o f
a greedy and cruel army:
My Bembus deare thou knowe t this Sommer la t,
Whose armie !aide all leuell with the grounde
Our corne halfe ripe , our vines were spoild as fast,
Our towne be burnt, our woods wort h many a pound
Be quite destroyde, and where may nowe be founde
One hedge, or ditch , not torne nor troden downe ,
This cursed crop we reape from hie renowne. (fol. B ' )
Colon' speech underlines the effects of greed upon the entire pa toral mic rocosm. The situation is made worse by the advent of winter, when armies cannot fight but still mu t eat. Bembus and Colon peak of a world in decl ine,
from prosperity to adversity, from summer to winter, from order to chao .
The third hepherd , Epi,enes, is Colon's hireling, and he speak of hi own
spiritual decline , of his abandonment of paradise:
For I Epizenes a pastor am;
Though nowe thy man yet I my selfe keepe men ,
With in my fielde kipe many a lu tie lamb e,
I dwell where beefe and bacon meate fo r men ,
Where milke and honie floweth l.ike the fenne:
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I dwell where want of warre and quiet rest
Doth plainely proue Brittaine to be the best. (fol. B ' )
He, like many a prodigal before him , left "paradise" in hope of per onal gain:
"Thus not content in paradize IO dwell, I Seeking for heauen, I founde out
hatefull hell . .. " (fol. B2 1 ). He provides another picture of the world because
he has traveled it, looking for omething be11er than Britain. Epizenes then
begin 10 describe the sta te of Britain, pointing out that Elizabeth restored the
island 10 good order by establishing Religion , Virtue, and Justice within the
land. Pan interrupts him and suggests that Epizenes be thei r guide; he and the
hepherd will seek El izabeth.• The shepherds depart in search of England,
alerting the gods themselves to the existence of this kingdom, home of peace
and true wisdom .
The shepherd s' conversation alerts us to the medieval antecedent of A
Revelation because it recalls the characteri tic structure and themes of the
English shepherds' play.• With the exception of Ludus Covemriae, the shepherds' plays dramatically enact the message of the Incarnation in the shepherds
1hemselves. 10 In the York shepherd 'play, for example, the shepherd refer to
the Old Testament prophecies of the Messiah, stressing their desires to move
away from darkness and to look upon "pat light. " 11 In the Wakefield cycle,
there arc two shepherds' plays: in the first, a group of d issatisfied and loutish
she pherd s becomes historically aware and articu late after the angels' pronouncement; in the second, the shepherd lament the cold, their bad marriages, and earthly instability, later speaking joyfully of the bondage of the
New Law as they gaze at the babe. 12 The Chester shepherds speak of sheep diseases, boast of their skill as leeches, and fight with their hired boy; the angels'
message brings harmony among them, even in piring them 10 take holy orders. 13
In each case, the hepherds' play illustrate the shift from Lhe Old to the
New Law by emphasizing the darkness, cold, chaos, or ignorance of time past
and pre ent. As V. A . Kolve note , "These opening soliloquies define a world
at its worst . .. in order that a dramatic (and theological) progress might be
made therefrom."" Both time and pace are miraculously altered by the revelation of Christ's birth. Both literally and figuratively, the shepherds move
from darkness to light as they progress from a hillside to a manger, focusing
the play upon the Incarnation. The final speeches in the e play affirm the piritual harmony and plenty of th is new world. The shepherds mirror the harmony of the new age by lov ing one another, singing in tune, or altering their
ways of life. These plays capture the special alchemy of that moment when the
possibility for pirituaJ harmony makes itself known on earth.
Like medieval shepherds before them , Blenerhasset's three hepherds prepare IO move from poverty to plenty; a movement adumbrated in the poem as
a whole. After the shepherds depart, the gods direct Mercury to Britai n to confirm Epizenes' description. His account of Elizabeth is strikingly visual:
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Ouer her head, angels with wordes in handc,
Betwixt her eyes doth right rernor e rernaine,
Before her face the feare of God doth stande,
Salornons bli e abideth in her braine,
Her eares bee stopt to mauer vilde and vaine:
From goodlie lips her learned tongue doth tell
The way lO heauen, where shee no doubt doth dwell.
(fol. B4 )
Elizabeth, or Mercury' picture of her, epitomizes the ideals of Prote tant
England. After ascertain ing her godliness, Mercury then links the queen with
perfect ju tice: she rule "by right," walk in righteou ne , tramples revenge
under her foot (fol. C •). " His account of Elizabeth i especially striking
becau e it 'fulfill ' the earlier picture of the new Minerva, foretold by
eptune's crown. On the crown, the new Minerva appears as a d ivinity:
The eat wherein this courtly Queene did sit
was Rubie rare, none seene for ice so great ,
a golden globe was vnder both her feete,
a comely cloude did compa e all the seate,
the sea in vayne the cloude and globe d id beate
with foming froth .... (fol. A4 •)
Here, the new Minerva sits on a throne of rubies, a globe under her feet; she is
urrounded by a cloud and protected from the fury of the sea. The crown portray Minerva 'in maje ty,' as divine; Mercury return with evidence of her
incarnation. Fiuingly, hi me sage inspires the compan y to 'go and worship.'
The final section of A Revelation describe the gifts the Olympians prepare
for Elizabeth; it i the dramatic preparation for a stage procession. In the shepherds' plays, the hepherd de cribe their gifts as they present them to the
Chri t-child ; here, the immortals de cribe their gifts as they gather them. The
oftentimes lengthy descriptions perhaps allow time for phy ical action as they
hape their tribute. Palla announce that he will frame "A comely Coronet of
goodly greene, / Which shaII right well become a maiden Queene" (fol. D•).
The coronet boast flower from Flora, evergreen branches from Sylvanu ,
pearl from eptunc, nine colors from the Mu es, and "Muske, Mirre, iuit ,
and Ambergreece" from the Graces (fol. D2 r). Once ready, the entire company, the Nine Worthies, seven Sages, and three Mariners move in procession
10 England to present Elizabeth with their gift containing sign of their own
immortality, which they now "resigne" to the queen (fol. E4 •). trong has
remarked that "the proce ion must have looked very like the masque proce ion in the mon Memorial Picture," 16 and the poem is certainly visual
enough to warrant uch a re pon e. The procession, like the movement of
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medieval hepherd from one part of the "SLage" to another, also has the effect
of shifting the company from old 10 new space, turning each member of the
company, and our allention, to the figure of the queen.
The importance of the symbolic (and possibly real) figure of Elizabeth to A
Revelation i reinforced by a figure who appears from the kies as Elizabeth
graciously accepts her gift. The figure come to verify Elizabeth' immortality,
and Blenerha et emphasize it lumine cence and purity:
And then forth from the slender suttel sk ie
All Angellike there did a shape appeare,
Euen as it is of ghost deuine the gi e
A heauenly humane forme shee did on there:
And yet shec was as Tytans beame o cleare,
Immaculate not hauing spot of inne,
All clad in whi te thus did her grace begin. (fol. fr)
Blenerhasset's language again recalls the nativity play and the star that comes
to rest over the manger. In both in tance , light points the way, underscoring
the miraculou nature of the event.
The final speeches reiterate Elizabeth's immortality, her as ociation with
peace and plenty, and the dawn of a new age. Finally, the narrator states that
Elizabeth ha been lifted from the realm of fortune to a position above chance
and malign change:
Thus shee who once was but a mortal! Queene,
And ubiect sate on fortune turning wheele ,
The greatest godde se nowe on earth i seene:
Who e hie estate can neither roule nor reele,
or fortunes force shall neuer hurt her heele:
For vertue did and due de art aduance
Her grace, and not the force of cha nging chance.
(fol. G •)
He identifies Elizabeth with stability and ete rnity. A Revelation of the true
Minerva thus explores Elizabeth's position as both mortal woman and queen,
suggesting her elevation to a symbol of peace and harmony, perhaps divine
sapience it elf. The ugge tion i e pecially j ust , since she is described, like
Christ, a possessing a dual nature. 17 Visually, A Revelation ends with Elizabeth surrounded by the company of gods, goddesses, and immortals, herself
the ource of their light and peace, the inheritor of their im mortality. They
magnify Elizabeth, and their worship recalls the earlier dramatic wor hip of
kings and shepherds around a manger.
Chronologically, it is not improbable that a hepherds' play should change
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its d ress and reappear as a tribu te 10 a queen, nor is it odd that Blenerhassel,
the author of The Seconde Part of the Mirrour fo r Magistrates (1578) should
avail himself of the po sibilities of another medieval form. Although we ca.II
them "medieval, " the mystery play were performed well into Elizabeth's reign.
Chester and Wakefield were last performed around 1575, seven years before A
Revela1ion was conceived and/ or performed. The Chester cycle was particularly
popular, and the officials of Chester attempted to continue its yearly performance de pite the ban of the Archbishop of York . Moreover, Lawrence Clopper
has suggested that the Chester cycle as we know it was not only an invention of
Tudor times, but possibly was revised between 1561 and 1572, while the Chester
shepherds' play was most likely composed in 1516 or 151 7. 1 • The facl that the
four extant English mystery cycles were not finally suppressed until the period
from 1569 10 1580 further atte t to the vitality of England's " medieval" past. 19
For Elizabethan England, Elizabeth herself marked the transition from one
set of customs to another. The cult of Elizabeth, in man y ways , filled the gap
left by the removal of aims' day and fe 1ivals from the calendar. Roy Strong
has pointed out that November 17, Accession Day, absorbed much of the
energy formerly d irected at religious pageantry. In particular, it absorbed
many of the traditions of Corpus Christi Day, the day which bad been the
occa ion for religiou s process ions and plays. The popular celebrations of
Accession Day seem to begin in the late sixties or early seventies 20 , just when
the mystery cycles were disappearing. Elizabeth herself thus became the focal
point for a good deal of amateur drama. The effect is sometimes startli ng, as in
the case of A Revelation. The poem's structu ra l debts to an earlier dramatic
tradition underline the message of the poem, hinting at an association between
Elizabeth and Christ, an association strengthened by her identification with
Sapience, traditionally the second per on of the Trinity. Elizabeth, and not the
babe, become the center of the poem. Elizabeth herself was not unaware of
the power of symbols. Upon her accession she chose the phoenix as her symbol
and had a medal struck to celebrate the event. 21 Her motto, semper eadem,
similarly lin ks her with timelessness. The Elizabethan rose trees are pictorial
imitat ions of the medieval trees of Jesse (see figure I). Ju st as Christ is the final
and perfect blossom on the tree which springs from Jesse's loins, so Elizabeth,
the Tudor rose, occupies that position on a tree springing from the loins of
Edward lII . Like such pictorial adaptations o f medieval genealogie of Chri t,
A Revelation, in which the Queen assumes the role assigned to the Christ-child
in the shepherds' plays, may strike us as a manifestation of a blasphemou or
idolatrous attitude toward Elizabeth. But the poem is better understood as a
product of the hope engendered early in Elizabeth's reign, an illustration of the
exaggerated mode of compliment that, for astute political as well as personal
reasons, the Queen demanded and received, and, most crucially, as an example
of the careful use of the symbols and forms of England's medieval past made
by Elizabethan writers and artists.
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Blenerha sec's poem thus provides us with one more insight inlo the
attempts, many of them official, to ca t the new age a the fulfillment of the
old. To our eyes, at lea t, these attempts can seem predicated on an unresolvable paradox: Elizabeth's England was to be at once an entirely new creation
and the heir 10 England's ancient laws, ritual, and rights . Thus English politicians, civil and eccle iastical historians , and writer all sought to find modes
of expre ion uited 10 the necessities of what they perceived as a new age.
Their search was a search for conventions that might serve as vehicle for the
theme and ideals of a nation that aw itself as distinct, if not elect. That both
politicians and writers found themselve drawing upon the wealth of their noto-di tant medieval pa I i borne out by a survey of the literary activity of the
1560's and '70's. From John Foxe's Acts and Monuments (1563) to the many
editions from 1559 to 16 10 of The Mirror for Magistrates, to Gascoigne's festivities in 1575 of Kenelworth and Woodstock, finally to Spenser's Shepheardes Calender, the fi r t twenty years of Elizabeth's reign suggest nothing o
much as an alchemical laboratory where writers of all sorts attempted to transform the iron of one age into the gold of their own.
A Revelation of the true Minerva should be seen as such an attempt to
translate the themes and st ructure of a medieval dramatic form into the drama
of Elizabeth herself. The shepherds' pageant upon which he drew comprised a
dist inct dramatic convent ion, where the form could not be disassociated from
the theme of revelation, renewal, and repatriat ion. For the Midd le Ages , that
theme was captured in the pastoral exchange on the hills outside Bethlehem,
where the realms of mutability and eternity converged, opening up possibilit ies
for man that had not before existed. The dramatic potential of Blenerhasset's
"revelation" heighten the se n e that the poem repre ent such a tran formation of a conventional form: not only could the poem be staged, but its dramatic movement would be a constant reminder of the poem ' dramatic antecedents, the shepherds' plays. As the shepherds once moved from complaint to
revelation, from an old , cold world to a new, ymbolized by the manger, so the
figures in Blenerhasset's poem suggest a similar transformation of dramatic
space. ln the case of the Wakefield Secunda Pastorem, the shepherds move
aero s whatever stage they used, going from Horbury Shrogs, just outside
Wakefield , to Bethlehem by taking a few steps." Similarly, in A Revelation,
the actors or participants might simply move from one part of a hall or ground
to another near the Queen, who e figure would then provide the closing
speeches with their focal point. The dialogue among the shepherds is but one
pan of Blenerhassel's poem, but the remainder of the poem elaborates upon
the progression from old to new, from darkne s to light, as the Olympians gain
wisdom from the mortals' conversation and move with their gifts toward the
Queen . Like the babe of an earlier pageant, Elizabeth, symbol and queen,
focu es A Revelation, offering a regeneration, or sanctification, of time and
space to her sixteenth-century Englishmen.
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NOTES
I . Thomas Blcnerhasse1, A Revelation of the true Minerva, intro. Jo cphine Wa1ers
Benne1 (Scholar' Facsimile and Reprints, 1941). All quotati ons from the poem refer to
this edition and will be designated in 1he 1ext.
2. For studies of 1he Tudor intercs1 in the medieval pa I-the focus of increasing
scholarly attention- ee particularly David Bergeron, English Civic Pageomry, 1558/642 (Columbia, Sou1h Carolina, 1971), Chapters I a nd 4; John King, English Reformation Literat11re: The T11dor Origins of the Protestant Tradition (Princeton, 1982),
Pro logue and Chap1er I ; Alice Miskimin, The Renaissance Cha11cer (New Haven ,
1975), Chapter I.
3. On the pastoral, ee Pa1rick Cullen, Spenser, Marvell, and Renaissance Pastoral
(Cambridge, Mass., 1970), Introduction: The Pas1oral Context. In reference to the
shepherd • plays , I use the term " pastoral" intentionally. For such a contemporary a O·
cia1ion be1ween the biblical in1erlude and 1he literary form , see "The Shepheards Song:
a Caroll of H imne for Christmas," in Eng/ands Helicon, /600, /614, ed. H yder Edward
Rollins (Cambridge, Mass., 1935), Vol. I , p. 131. For a more fullsome account of this
particular convention, ee Leonard Grant, eo-Lotin Literot11re and the Pastoral
(Chapel Hill, 1965), pp. 258- 266. I should also note that throughout 1his e say I intend a
di tinc1ion between convention and influence. For 1wo essa ys clarifying 1he distinc1ion
and ou1lining 1he critical prob lems posed by bmh 1ypc of inquiry into lhe methods and
themes of a literary work, see Claudio Gu illen, Literot1ire as Sy.stem (Princc1on, 197 1),
Chap1ers I and 2.
4. See my article, " Elizabeth, Bride and Queen : A Study of Spcn er's Apri l Eclogue
and the Me1aphors of English Protestanti m, " in Spenser St11dies, ed. P . Cullen a nd
T . P . Roche, Jr. , II (1981), pp. 75 - 91.
5. Roy Strong, The Cult of £li'l.Dbeth (London , 1977), pp. 146- 147.
6. Most recentl y in "Text and Performance: A Reasses ment," a paper delivered al the
1983 meeting of the Modern Language Association, Martin Steven s made such a sugges•
tion abou1 our ex1ant 1exts for the English mys1ery cycles.
7. Gu illen is pertinent here. Quoting Joh n Living ton Lowes, he remarks, "'Conven1ion, therefore, o far as an is concerned , represents concu rrence in certain accep1ed
methods of communication.' On such a level, as Harry Levin s1resses, 1here is no need
10 dilferen1iate between theme and form ."
8. Frequently the 'third' shepherd of a medieval shepherds' play has a sligh1ly different
ro le -either he alerts the others to the angels , or he precipita1es the appearance of the
angel by his own speech or action .
9. For discussion of the English shepherds' play see V. A. Kolve, The Ploy Coiled
Corpus Ch risti (Stanford, 1966), pp. 151 - 174; Walter Myers, A Figure Given: Typology
in the Wakefield Plays, Chapter 2; Ro emary Woolf, The English Mystery Ploys (Ber•
keley, 1972), pp. 182- 193 .
10. LudusCoventrioe, ed. K. S. Bloch (London , 1922) , pp. 146- 151. This cycle does,
however, have a prophets' play which establishes the darknes of the O ld Law and look s
forward to the light of the ew.
11. York Plays, ed . L. T. Smith (London, 1963), pp. 118- 122.
12 . The Wakefield Pageants in the Townley Cycle, ed. A . C. Cawley (Manchester,
195 ), pp. 29- 63 .
13. Th e Chester Mystery Cycle, ed. R. M . Lumiansky, D. Mills (London, 1974),
pp . 125- 156.
14.
. A . Ko lve, The Ploy Coiled Corpus Christi, p. 167 .
15 . For emblematic repre emations of Elizabeth, see Strong, The Cult of Eliwbeth,
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p. 73, pl. 46, 48, 49; H. A. Grueber, Meda/lie Illustrations of the History of Great
Britain and Ireland to the Death of George II (London, 191 I) , vol. I. Pl. VII, 1- 2,
shows Elizabeth on one side, on 1he other a woman, Justice, holding a sword and a
scale; the medal was struck in I 560 to commemorate Elizabeth's reforms in silver currency. See also Pl. VIII, 1- 2, and especially Pl. Xlll, which shows a medal struck in
1602: the reverse presents the Queen as Minerva, trampling all that is base under her feel
and pointing to a celestial crown, Elizabeth's future reward .
16. Strong, The Cult of Elizabeth, p. 147.
17. For the classic discussion of the ways in which analogies between Christ and a sovereign influenced European theories of kingship, see Ern t Kantorowicz. The King's
Two Bodies: A St11dy in Mediaeval Political Theology (Princeton, 1957).
18. Lawrence M. Clopper, "The History and Development of the Chester Cycle,"
Modern Philology 15 (1978), pp. 219-246 .
19. Harold C. Gardiner, Mysteries' End: An Investigation of rhe Lasr Days of the
Medie val Religious Stage ( ew Haven , 1967), p. 72.
20. Strong, The C11lt of Eliwbeth, pp. 118- 119.
21. See Grueber, Meda/lie f//11strarions, Pl. VJ, 7-9. The medal hows Elizabeth, on
the reverse a phoenix arising from its ashes.
22 . See D. W. Robert on's note 10 the Sec11nda Pasrorem in The Literarure of
Medie val England (New York , 1970), pp. 593- 4.

"Use and Abuse" in Romeo and Juliet
by

Maurice Hunt
Baylor University

ear the midpoint of Romeo and Juliet, Friar Laurence formulates an
authoritative-sounding concept which seemingly lends itself to interpreting
tragedy. Gathering "baleful weed " and "precious juiced flowers," the Friar
tates that everything earthly has a virtuou u e and a potential abuse:
0, mickle is the powerful grace that lies
ln plants, herbs, stones, and their true qualities .
For naught so vile that on the earth doth live
But to the earth ome special good doth give;
or aught so good but, strain'd from that fair use,
Revolts from true birth, stumbling on abuse.
Virtue itself turns vice being misapplied,
And vice sometime's by action dignified.

Enter Romeo .
Wirhin the infanr rind of this weak flower
Poison hath residence, and medicine power:
For this, being smelt, with that part cheers each part ;
Being tasted, stays all senses with the heart.
Two uch opposed kings encamp them still
ln man as well as herb : grace and rude will;
And where the worser is predominant
Full soon the canker death eats up that plant. 1
{II. iii. 11-26}
According to the Friar, the specific application of any object relea e either the
potential good or evil dwelling within it. A flower smelled is medicinal; ta ted,
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it is poisonous. Nothing is good or evil, in the Friar' opinion, but use makes it
so.' The speech comments indirectly upon the human will as well as upon the
properties inherent in things. ' The u e to which the will puts objects determines mankind's redemption or damnation; the truth of this observation appears repeatedly throughout this early tragedy. For example, the gold by which
the de pairing Romeo later procures poison from the Apothecary can also
obtain food for the starving druggist. Its right u e involves health and life;
misu ed, however, the gold becomes lethal. Romeo draws the moral :
There is thy gold- worse poison to men's souls,
Doing more murder in this loathsome world
Than these poor compounds that thou mayst not sell.
I ell thee poison, thou hast sold me none .
Farewell, bu y food , and get thy elf in flesh. (V . i. 80- 84)
The Friar's example of a flower smelled and tasted ugge ts that the moderate u e of an object is benign. He implies that temperance makes possible
grace's mastery of rude will.• This latter point illustrates the allegorical nature
of the Friar's thi nk ing; obviously the flower example is a metaphorical argument for human moderation in the use of virtues and faculties . Romeo enters
just as the Friar begins his horticultural lesson, clearly offering the viewer a
dramatic subject for the Friar's moralizing.' Shakespeare apparently encourages the viewer LO apply the Friar's doctrine to Romeo and his love. A key episode reveals, however, that ascertaining the true use of love is not easy in this
play. Entrusted with Friar Laurence's letter explaining hi complex plot, Friar
John cannot journey alone to the exiled Romeo becau e his religious order forbids it. Franciscan companionship exemplifies Christian love but, because the
brother whom John must seek is visiting the ick in Mantua, the letter never
gets delivered. John and the brother are quarantined in a house suspected of
harboring the Black Death. Not only sickness, a natural flaw, helps bring on
the tragedy; ironically, love, in one of its most praiseworthy expressions, al o
cooperates with the darker force . Given this irony (and several others in the
play), Shakespeare in Romeo and Juliet makes any judgment about the use
and abuse of love difficult. evertheless, the Friar's philosophy offers a provisional focus for evaluating Romeo's and Juliet's love and ruin . "Nor aught so
good but, strain'd from that fair use, / Revolts from t.rue birth, stumbling on
abuse. " This maxim provides the language for several important questions.
What is the "fair use" of Romeo's and Juliet's love-or of Juliet's beauty for
that matter? How in the play-if at all-are love and beauty immoderately
"abused?" What role doe the Friar himself play in the use or abuse of love
and beauty?
Hearing Romeo speak, a specta tor might th ink , on the contrary, that love
abuses the young man at the beginning of the play. "Augmenting the fresh
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morning's dew" with his tears, "adding to clouds more clouds with his deep
sighs ," melancholy Romeo suffers terribly from hi paradoxical love for the
cold Ro a line:
Why then, 0 brawling love, 0 loving hate,
0 anything of nothing first create!
0 heavy lightness, serious vanity,
i hapen chaos of well-seeming form !
Feather of lead, bright smoke, cold fire , ick health,
Still-waking sleep that is not what it is!
This love feel I that feel no love in this. (I. i. 174-80)
Love should be ennobling, after the Renaissance manner sketched by Berowne
in Lo ve's Labor's Lost (IV. iii. 285- 362). That it is not confuses the Renaisance youth Romeo. The Friar, however, claims that Romeo is at fault; the
lover abuses him self by being immoderate. That Friar Laurence's standard fo r
evaluation is temperance, the via media, is soo n apparent in hi fir t address to
Romeo :
Young on, it argues a distemper'd head
So oon to bid good morrow to thy bed .
Therefore thy earliness doth me assure
Thou art uprou 'd with some distemperatu re.
(II. iii . 29-30 , 35- 36)
Friar Laurence suggests at important moments in the dramatic action that only
the temperate soul find s the right use for each occasion . For example, the Friar
grieves over Romeo's ingratitude for the Duke's easing of the punishment for
killing Tybalt, and over the pa sionate lover's irrational equation of banishment with death (111. iii. 17- 23). He believes that a reasonable Romeo has the
opportunity, from his misfortune, to understa nd mercy's essence. At least that
is the right u e of Romeo's calamity according to the Friar:
Thy fau lt our law calls death , but the kind Prince,
Taking thy part, hath rush'd aside the law
And turn'd that black word "death" to banishment.
This is dear mercy and thou seest it not. (II I. iii. 25-28)
But for Romeo " 'Tis torture and not mercy" because " Heaven is ...
Where Juliet lives" (Ill. iii. 29-30). Romeo cannot grasp the mercy reflected by
his banishment because he believe so absolutely that Juliet is heavenly .
Regarded from the Friar's perspective, this absolutism is intemperate. Romeo's
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tea ring of his ha ir, his falling enseless upon the floo r, hi drawn-ou t a nd exaggerated self-pity- these acts and sentimen ts ugge t hi lack of modera tion.
Ro meo' coinin g of puns in the midst of des pa ir mildly troubles his a udi ence.
When the Friar announces, " I bring thee tidings of the Prince's doom, " Romeo
qu ibble : "What les than doomsday is the Prince' doom?" (Ill. iii. 8- 9) . Carried away by his rather tasteless imagi ni ng of fl ies cou rting the abandoned
Ju liet, Romeo still has the presence of mind to o b erve that "Flies may do this,
but I from this mu t fly" (III. iii. 41). He a k the Friar if he ha "no udden
mean of death, though ne'er o mean" (Ill. iii. 45). Since the puns appear so
calculated and inappropriate in the light of his di lemma , and since hi laments
are so digressive and unco ncerned with Ju liet's welfare , the audience i ju tified in detecting a d isturbing self-centeredness in Romeo's despair. In this
respect, he re emble Shake pea re' Richard II. In any event, Romeo uses his
predicament in a definite way - to call attention to his wittiness and the magnitude of his love. As long as Romeo has egoistical impulses, he cannot use the
pai nful occasion for spiri tual improvement. When Romeo offers to stab himelf, F ria r La urence exclaims that his "wild acts denote / The unreasonable
fur y of a beast" (Ill . iii. 109- 10) . " By my hol y order," the Friar swears, " I
thought thy d isposition better temper'd" (Il l. iii. I 13- 14) . While Romeo' pun
may tro uble a viewer, he or she, neverthele s, in large part accepts t he lover's
refu a l to use hi grievous ituation accord ing to the Friar's phi losophy.
Considered from a non-emotional viewpoint, the Friar's advice 10 the di straught Romeo pos esses co n iderable appea l. Regarded from the intensely
romant ic per pective, Romeo's tant rums a nd absolutism , however, at
moments gain the viewer' sympat hy. The los of Juliet is ca tastrophi c, and
Romeo' challenge-"Hang up philosophy ! Unles philosophy ca n make a
Juliet"- usually expresses most viewers' ulti mate react ion to the yout h's dilemma and the Friar' unu able advice. The exqui ite beau ty of Romeo' a nd
Ju liet 's lyrical entiments has co nvi nced count less aud iences that the character ' uncompromising love ca nnot be unqualified ly regarded as a n abu e-or,
if it i , that such abu se have redeeming qualities unknown to the dogmatic
Friar. • Judged by his own principle of creative use, the Friar become a n
unwitting but lethal agent of de truction . By intending to u e Romeo's and
Jul iet' love as a means for social harmony, the Friar betrays its in nocence. 7 In
the view of James C. Bryant, Friar La urence practices "a t horoughgoing
'Machiavell ia n' phi losophy that the end justifies the means- however they may
onflict wit h civil , ocia l, or canon ic laws. " 8 Critics of th e play have frequent ly
comme nted upon the Friar's human fai ling , especia lly hi unmedi ta ted a ertion that he can hi t upon a workable trategem 10 defuse developing tragedy
and hi fearful a ba ndonm ent of Ju liet a t the end of t he play ? The human fa iling o f the basica ll y well-intentioned Friar include a blindnes o n hi pan to
enain defect in hi ex tremely ra tional ad vice.
On everal occasion , the Friar cannot practice the virtue that he recommend :
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advising temperance, he unknowingly become intemperate. He maintains , for
example, lhat Romeo's adversity has a weet use; it compels the lover to recognize hi "happiness":
What, rou e thee, man . Thy Juliet is alive,
For whose dear sake thou wast but lately dead.
There art thou happy. Tybalt would kill thee,
But thou slew'st Tybalt. There art thou happy .
The law that threaten'd death become thy friend
And turn it 10 exile. There art thou happy.
(Ill. iii . 134- 39)
The lulling rhythm of the Friar's speech, its rhetorical formality, indicate that
the phi lo ophy i a bit too easy, too contained or artificial. 10 By "happy," Friar
Laurence of course means "fortunate." But the term also has unfortunate
overtones of "merry" which nicely suggest the inappropriateness of the Friar'
buoyant words . While Romeo may be fortunate in being exiled, his "happine " i difficult to imagine:
Happine court thee in her best array;
But like a mishav'd and a ullen wench
Thou pouts upon thy fortune and thy love.
(Ill. iii. 141 - 43)
To say that happiness now courts the fatally deprived Romeo grates against
lhe moral sensibilit y. Clearly, the Friar must re pond reasonably to suicidal
Romeo ; it i the extremity of his approach that makes his words sound slightly
off-key. A the above passage reveals, the Friar's philo ophy becomes immoderate when his rhetoric gains a life of its own. A tute listeners can hear the
Friar abusing a good-temperance.
oreover, even as the odorou flower
tasted is poisonous, rational consolation pushed too far becomes its opposite a fanta tic vi ion which prove deadly. The romantic cript that the Friar creates for the remai nder of Romeo's life seems badly improvi ed. Respond ing 10
the comforting sound of hi own voice, he moves unknowingly into a god 's
role, devising providential endings apparently before the means for realizing
them are known:
Go, get thee 10 thy love as wa decreed,
Ascend her chamber-hence, and comfort her .
But look thou stay not till the Watch be et,
For then thou canst not pass to Mantua,
Where thou shalt live till we can find a time
To blaze your marriage, reconcile your friends,
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Beg pardon of the Prince and call thee back,
With twenty hundred thousand times more joy
Than thou wentst forth in lamentation. (Ill. iii. 145-53)
o immediate plan exists for achieving this romance ending. The vastness of
"twenty hundred thousand times more joy" reflects the Friar's naive and
immoderate optimism . The Nurse's comment upon the Friar's philosophizing"O lord , 1 cou ld have tay'd here all the night / To hear good counsel. 0, what
learning i " (111. iii. 158- 59)-brings his thought heavily to earth. By giving
th is remark to the impressionable Nurse, rather than to Romeo, Shakespeare
provi des an ironic perspective upon the Friar's "wisdom." Romeo and Juliet
will die partly because the Friar cannot deliver the extravagant plan of salvation which he promises.
In Juliet' trial , the viewer can most clearl y perceive the nature of the
Friar' plot. The desperate Juliet, knife in hand, poses the greatest challenge
for the Friar. "It strains me past the compass of my wits" (IV. i. 47), he
exclaims concerning her desire to avoid a forced marriage to Paris. But Julie t
insists:
If in thy wisdom thou canst give no help,
Do thou but call my resolution wise,

And with this knife I'll help it presently. (IV. i. 52-54)
Despite her frenzy, Juliet craves "present counsel," but the Friar proposes his
wild plan of drugging and entombing her instead. Desc ribing the "distilling
liquor's" fantastic effects, the Friar travesties the Resurrection. The show of
death and the miraculous awakening which he describes parody religious miracles. In his plan, he abuses the mysteries of death and reawakening, if for no
other reason than that he is a flawed character who cannot create true miracles.
Ju liet's soWoquy, in which she tries to muster the courage to drink the potion,
suggest the severity of his trial of her sensitive nature. She vividly imagines
waking alone in the tomb, amid loathsome smells and terrifying sights, and she
works herself into a hallucination:
0 look,
Seeking
Upon a
Romeo,
(IV. iii.

methi nks I ee my cousin's ghost
out Romeo that did spit his body
rapier's point! Stay, Tybalt, stay !
Romeo, Romeo , here' drink! I drink to thee!
55-58)

In her vision, Juliet would join with Romeo in order to protect him from
Tybalt's avenging ghost.• • Drinking the potion is primarily the opportune
means for entering into this hallucination so that she might alleviate her fear.
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In other words, Juliet's taking of the drug proves to be an impulsive act,
scarcely reflective of settled courage and faith in the Friar's providence. The
Friar ha unrealistically required a manly woman for his bizarre scheme. But
in her fear and sudden motive for her drinking of the potion , Juliet is simply
an emotionally ruled mortal. Shakespeare depict Juliet's taking of the drug so
that the viewer realize the impo sibi li ty of the Friar's requirement for her . o
man or woman, secular or devout, could long endure the corrupt tomb which
Juliet envisions.
Once the potion suspend Juliet's life, the Friar implies that the Capulets
misuse the occasion of their daughter' "death" by indulging in self-pity. Used
properly, Juliet's "death" reaffirms everal truths which , in the Friar's opinion,
lead to joy rather than sorrow. "Your pan in her you cou ld not keep from
death," he observes, reminding the Capulets that their rights and respon ibilities concerning Ju liet never extended beyond their element-the perishable
earth. " But heaven keeps his part in eternal life" (IV . v. 69-70). The Capulets
sought Juliet' promotion; now in death, according to the Friar, he i advanced to heaven. In seeking their child's social advancement through a
shrewd marriage, the Capulets have loved Ju liet wrongly:
0, in thi love you love your child so ill
That you run mad , seei ng that she is well. (JV. v. 75- 76)
The perfecting of Juliet's soul should have been the Capulets' intention. Since
that perfecting has occurred through her "death," the Capulets should rejoice.
That thi reasoning may strike the viewer as somewhat insensitive is in keeping
with Shakespeare's aim of portraying the Friar as a figure who unintentionally
di storts his case. "She' not well married that lives married long," he moralizes;
"but she's best married that die married young" (JV. v. 77-78). Such pithy
"wisdom" rings falsely in the ear, untested by a speaker who has known neither
long marriage's happiness and rewards nor death's absolute void . The viewer's
impression that the Friar's language is somewhat untempered crystallizes when
the la11er concludes:
Dry up your tears, and stick your rosemary
On this fair corse, and, as the custom is ,
All in her best array bear her to church.
For though fond nature bid us all lament,
Yet nature's tears are reason's merriment. (IV. v. 79-83)

It might be objected that the Friar's coun el is not meant seriously because
he plans to produce the living Juliet on the conditions of a general peace and
her marriage to Romeo (see note 7). But it is more likely that the Friar elaborately engineered Juliet's "death" so that she might be spirited away beyond the
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gra p of her parent . At th i point in the play, the Friar may have lost hope of
re1urning the lovers 10 Verona and effecting his grand reconciliation. In this
interpretation, Juliet's "death" thus mark her ultimate separation from the
apulet . Con equent ly the occasion-if not the tone-of his counseling is
appropriate; he know that Juliet has "died" in her parents' lives. In this context, hi word "merriment" i hocking. either imagination nor reason can
uggest how an only child's untimely lo s can be cause for the parents' merriment. The Friar believes that he has found the proper use of the Capulets' loss.
Hi word , however, indict him as a rationalist not completely attuned to
human need .
T he Friar assert that everything natural has a special u e which realizes
latent goodne s. Yet in the idealism of its poetic expre sion, Romeo's and
Juliet ' love appears to transcend nature. Its singu lar language, after all, is that
of the tar . In Romeo's vision, Ju liet' beauty has no worldly use. That fact ,
in large part, constitute its virtue in his eyes:

0, he doth teach the torches 10 burn bright.
II seems she hangs upon the cheek of night
As a rich jewel in an Ethiop' earBeauty too rich for use, for earth 100 dear. (I. v. 43-46)
That beauty has no u e was a questionable assertion during the ixteenth cenlUry. Augu tine' notion of the use and abuse of beauty became an important
Medieval and Renais ance concept. 1 2 For Augustine, beauty exists to be used,
li ke the rungs of the Platonic ladder, to ascend from corruptible form of loveline to the most divine Beauty, which is coincidenta l with God. 1l A beautiful
man or woman, or flower, or poem merely reflects the ultimate Beauty, beyond
and till unknown . Any beautiful thing is useful only as a spur to the next,
more refined type of t he final Lovelines . Any other use of beauty i an abuse.
c ording 10 thi doctrine, appreciating beauty for it own ake leads the soul
into a spiri tual trap. ,.
ugu tine' di stinctive notion can provide a cu ltural context fo r undertanding why Ju liet's beauty does not preserve Romeo . Romeo's praises of
Juliet's beauty are elevated, but his gradual decline as a man ennobled by grace
and rea on indicates that beauty cannot transform hi trou ble or alleviate his
elf-de tructive passions. Because Romeo romantically believe that Juliet is
hi heaven, he does not a pire to use her beauty to broaden his understanding
of other realitie . One must not, however, overstate ihi ob ervation. The
play' popula rity stems in part from the viewer's fascination with Romeo's and
Juliet' peeche abou t love, and from hi or her occasional conviction that the
lover are rig ht : beauty has no earthly use - only philistines suppose so - and
death an be love's natural fulfillment. " At least the viewer' repre sed ,
romantic mind believes so. Nonetheless, the lover ' tragedy occurs largely
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because their love has no positive use. Because of their parents' feud, their love
can find no social acceptance or consummation.
Despite his poetic prai e of useless ness, Romeo , on another occa ion,
maintains that beauty' noble u e involves procreation . Conflicting alt itude
about use reflect his tragic situation. When Romeo becomes uici dal, the Fria r
characteristically rebukes him:
Wilt thou slay thysel f'?
And slay thy lady that in thy life lives,
By doing damned hate upon thy elf?
Why rail's! thou on thy birth, the heaven and earth?
Since birth, and heaven , and earth all three do meet
In thee at once; which thou at once would I lose.
Fie, fie , thou ham'st thy shape, thy love, thy wit,
Which, like a usurer, abound'st in a ll ,
And 11ses1 none in that true use indeed
Which hou ld bedeck thy shape, thy love, thy wit.
(111. ii i. 115- 24)
We saw, however, that moderation ca nnot make possible "true use"; if achieved ,
a temperate vi rtue cannot be sustained. According to Romeo, Rosaline abuses
her beauty by not being a good steward of her excellence. Like the Young Man
of the Sonnets, she se lfi shly hoard her worth, denying her admirers a future
print:
0 she is rich in beauty, on ly poor
That when she dies, wi th beauty dies her tore.
For beauty sta rv'd with her severity
Cut beauty off from all posteri1y. 1 •
(I. i. 213-14, 217-18)
Romeo suggests that the true use of beauty concerns its own self-perpetuation ; otherwise, the eyes of succeeding generation are cheated of a pre ent
wonder. This se ntiment is more than a courtly compliment in the world of
Romeo and Juliet, just as it i in that of the Sonnet . 17 The original onne1
illuminates Romeo's and Juliet's predicament. The Young Man's burying of
his "content" within hi s "bud," hi s refu sal physically to coin his image for po terity, reflect s his self-love; and self-love, a form of unna tu ra l reten tion, lead
to the grave:
Pity the world , or else this glutton beTo eat the world's due, by the grave and thee. ' '
(J I. 13- 14)
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elf-love i not o clearly the faull of Shakespeare's young lovers. Nonetheless,
their se ere ocial isolation forces them to retain their love, tragically preventing Romeo from acting out hi early insight concerning true use. The consequence i the deadly o ne predicted in the Sonnet. Romeo's and Juliet's retention of their lo e (their fai lu re to duplicate them elves in both the physical and
o ial en e ) ind irect ly drive them to the grave, just as Sonnet I fo recasts. In
fact, the language of the poem's couplet becomes the imagery of death in the
tragedy. At the end of the play, Romeo imagines death, an abhorrent monster,
glutting it elf upon the sweet Juliet. The two lovers cannot defeat devouring
death th ro ugh either breed or art , the only remedies described in the initial
onnet . ha kespeare's non-dramatic poetry thus clearly reveals that the individual's relu cta nce, or inability, to use lovi ngly hi or her virtues results in
death.
nderlying Shakespeare's sentiment concerning procreation and use is
the argument for stewardship , for mank ind's holding virtue in tru st. Holding
virtue in tru t entai l using it chari tably in good deeds and thus rendering it
humbly to the giver. 19 Whi le Friar Laurence does not explicitly refer to this
iewpoi nt , he indirectl y allude to it by terming Romeo a "usurer. " Like a
u urer, Romeo "a bound'st in all" but "usest none in that true use indeed." The
Fria r causes the viewer to realize that Romeo i not the good steward , tempera tely preserving his manhood, intellect, and love in order to expend them for
Ju liet' happiness. As the characters of Portia and Antonio in The Merchant
of Venice revea l, spending one's talents for another's happiness augments life
and hows that he who wou ld spiritually find his life must, in a traditional
sense, physically lose it in charitable venturing. 20 Romeo, on the contrary,
would mi takenly attempt to attain spiritual beati tude by suicide. From the
Friar's viewpoint, Romeo abu es hi s "noble sh ape" by "digre sing from the
valour of a man"; his "dear love sworn" by threatening to kill "that love which
(he has) vow'd to cherish"· and his wit by selling it "afire by ... ignorance" so
tha t he i "dismember'd with (his) own defence" (111. iii. 125- 33). Rather than
positively expend the goods entrusted 10 him, Romeo would peevishly express
them only to de troy them and himself. For the Fria r, such a "use" is false in
the extreme. He, however, never seems to comprehend how thoroughly malign
forces thwart Romeo's and Juliet's social expression of their love and encourage
them to harbor it.
ince Romeo's and Ju liet's love cannot find expression in public bet rothal,
marriage, and children , Romeo's dark view of beauty's uselessness i not urpnsmg. ugustinian theology did empha ize that love's major rationale for
exi tence involve marriage and procreation. " The hatred of Romeo's and
Juliet's fami lies, however, bars them from th is sa nctified use. This traditional
idea of love' u e find a voice in the Nurse. When Juliet , faced with the prospec1 of a forced mar riage to Count Pari , eeks compassionate counsel from
1he urse, 1he old woman , in ix1eenth-century fashion, advises her that sexual
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"use" constitutes marriage. u Since Juliet cannot use her exiled husband, the
urse urges her to wed Paris:
Beshrew my very hean,
l think you are happy in this second match,
For it excels your first; or, if it did not ,
Your fir t i dead, or 'twere as good he were
As living here and you no use of him. (Ill. v. 221-25)
Shakespeare's attitude towa rd this use of love can be inferred from the character who expresses the idea. The Nurse's pragmat is m, which is humorou el ewhere, becomes coar e here. She is counseling adu ltery, although Juliet does
not object to her words on that ground. A conventional Medieval-Renaissance
view of marriage's use appears an abu e to Juliet and the theater audience. The
libidinous Nurse equates marriage with exual privilege and indulgence; they
are love's uses in her mind . Since they appear lim ited , the viewer is driven back
once more to Romeo's statement that Juliet's rich beauty ha no earthly use.
In summary, the immoderate Friar does not appear to be a good steward of
his entrusted virtue. Romeo and Juliet cannot be good stewards of their excellence because they are blocked from the social performance of their virtues.
The u elessness of virtue partly causes the lovers to believe that death perfects
love. Throughout Romeo and Ji1/ie1, Shakespeare presents different images of
positive use only to qualify them, creating in the process a tragic situation .
Used to reunite Romeo with his Juliet, the strong antidote is "cordial , and not
poison" (V . i. 85). Or o Romeo thinks . "Go with me ," he proclaim , "to
Juliet' grave, for there must I use thee" (V. i. 85- 86). Ju liet ha an identical
opinion of the poison:
1 will ki t hy lip .
Haply some poison yet doth hang on them
To make me die with a restorative. (V. iii. 164-66)
U ed romantically, love bring on tragic death . Used tragically, Romeo's and
Juliet's deaths make possible social concord. Paradoxically, the abu e of love
at last leads to a redemptive use. Our doubt s about the tenor of the play's resolution, however, preven t the above tatement from being an ab olute consolation. Those glittering statues are cold and inhuman, completely unlike the
transitory lover , and the fathers' friendship doe appear somewhat perfunctory. The abuse of love may bring forth goodness; ye t the quality remains
flawed, reflective of its tragic source.
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OTES
I . Quotations from Romeo and Juliet are taken from the ew Arden edition, ed .
Brian Gibbon (London and New York: ethuen, 19 0) .
2. The following critics explicate Friar Laurence's speech in detail: Lawrence Edward
Bowling, "The Thematic Framework of Romeo and Juliet," PMLA, 64 (1949), 209-10;
1anley 1ewart, "Romeo and ece ity," in Pacific Coast 111die.s in Shakespeare, ed.
'i aldo F. Mc eir and Thelma . Greenfield (Eugene: Unive rsity of Oregon Press,
1966), pp. 4- 55; and Robert Grudin, Mighty Opposites: Shakespeare and Renai,;sance
Contrariety (Berkeley and Los Angele : University of California Press, 1979), pp. 36-40.
3. The figurative use of plants-especially those composing a garden -t o illumi nate
the human will was a sixteenth-century commonplace . Concerning Iago's horticu ltural
allegor of the will (Othello, I. iii. 320-26) , Stewart notes, "A in The Castell of
Pleasure, o here the figure of the hortus concl11s11s sugge ts 'fre eleccyon'" (p . 57). T he
Friar' remark thu reflect an established idea, which Iago develops further in his wellno wn peech.
4.
ee Douglas L. Peter on, "Romeo and Juliet and the Art of Moral aviga1ion," in
Mc cir and Greenfield, pp. 39-40.
1ewart points out that "Shakespeare' audience would apply the Friar's meditation
10 Romeo . Youth, love, life - like flower , magnificent or not, thee thing were temporary" (pp. 54- 55).
6. For more on this observation, see H. A . Mason, Shakespeare's Tragedies of Lo1•e
( ew York : Barnes and oble, 1970), pp. 42- 51 ; and Clifford Leech, "The Moral
Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet," in Eng/i,;h Renai,;sance Drama: Essays in Honor of
1adeleine Doran and Mark Eccles, ed. Standish Henning, Robert Kimbrough, and
Richard Kn owles (Carbondale and Edwardsville, lllinoi : Southern Illinois University
Pre , 1976), pp. 6 1, 7 1.
7. For a divergent interpretation of Friar Laurence as an ambitious prela te, unconcionably " usi ng" Romeo and Juliet toward the e nd of his own elf-glorification, ee
Gerry Brenner, "Shakespeare' Politically Ambitious Friar," ShakS, 13 (1980), 47-58.
"Friar Lawrence's opening monologue i a hymn to power and to the uses and abuses to
which it can be put. ... [The Friar's relativi m] also serves notice that he is capable of
commiuing an act which, though it might appear a vice, cou ld be dignified as a virtue"
(Brenner, p. SI) . Concerning the Friar's motives, Brenner poses this question: "W hy
hould he give Juliet a sleeping potion that requires her to deceive and bring grief, however di ingenuou , to her family? Since the end he eeks is to reunite the couple a nd
have Romeo take Juliet to Mantua, that end would be more imply served by spiriting
her over the border" (p. 47) . Brenner believes that the Friar deceives because he still
hope 10 be the social reconciler, triumphantly producing the "resurrected" Juliet on the
condition of a general peace.
"The Problematic Friar in Romeo and Juliet," ES, SS (1974), 343. In Shakespeare's
age, canon law did prohibit clergymen from performi ng secret marriages, which were
nevertheless regarded as valid. Moreover, a sixteen th-ce ntu ry prie t could be suspended
for a many a. three years for marrying a minor without parental consent. See Brenner,
p. 4 : and Robert tevenson, Shakespeare's Religious Frontier (The Hague: M. ijhoff,
195 ). p. 32.
9. In addition to Brenner and Bryant, the following c rit ics regard the Friar as a flawed
character: Ruth evo, Tragic Form in Shakespeare (Princeton, ew Jer ey: Princeton
niver ity Pre s, I972), pp. 42-44; and Robert 0 . Evans, The Osier Cage: Rhetorical
Devices in Romeo and Juliet (Lexington: University of Kentucky Pres , 1966), pp. 454, 60-6 .
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10. For a study of the play's formal pattern , consult H arry Levin . "Form and Formality in Romeo and Juliet," SQ, 11 (I 960), 1- 1 I.
11. Concerning IV. iii. 58, the Q I reading-" Romeo I come, this do I drink 10
theel" - more clearly co nveys Juliet's desire 10 join Romeo than does the extra-Ion F
line u ually preferred by editors. When Juliet, in the F reading, say "here's drink ! I
drink to thee," she i not sa lu ting her lover. Such a salute, necessari ly appearing sanguine, would be unimaginable to the terrified girl and at odd with the emotional tone of
the cene. Rather, her remark-"! drink LO thee"-obscurely cxpre ses her belief that ,
by drinking the potion, she shall journey to her lover.
12. T he definitive discuss ion remains "The Use an d Abu e of Beaut y," D. W. Robenson , Jr., A Preface ro Chaucer: Studies in Medieval Perspectives (Princeton , New
Jersey: Princeton University P re , 1962), pp. 65 -1 13 . For the source of the concept in
Augustine's works, consult On Chrisrian Docrrine I. 3. 3 10 I. 4. 4 and I. 33. 37. For
Shakespeare's knowledge of Augu tine's ideas, see Roy W . Banenhou e, Shakespearean
Tragedy: Its Arr and Its Christian Premises (Bloomington and London: Indiana Univerity Press, 1969), e p. pp. 76- 79. Quotations from Augustine's work aid Bauenhou e
in interpreting Romeo and Juliet (pp. 102-30). This critic does not, however, specifically
apply Augustine's no tio n about beauty's u e and abuse to the play. Still , he notes that
"Juliet' and Romeo's love is no crude ensualism; it is an idealistic erotici m. Yet it
truncates both Platonic and Christian mys ticism by lacking the final goal of Plato's eros,
union with an invisible beauty; and it is notably devoid of the gift of Christian agape,
which finds fulfillment in actio ns of caretaking a nd husbandry" (p. 109).
13. Robertson, pp. 65- 67.
14. Robert on, pp. 67-69 and 72-75. Augu stine's warning again t the abuse of beauty
a ppears in On Music, Book 6; On the lord 's Sermon 011 the Mo11111, I. 12. 33- 37; and
011 the Tri11ity, 12. 12.
15. To Romeo and Juliet , ''love is a n enlightenment o f the human condition perfectly
fulfi ll ing all needs of flesh and spirit, absolutely self-ju tifying" ( evo, p. 40) . Also see
Robert 0 . Evans, pp. 93-94; and Paul . Siegel, "Christianit y and the Religion of Love
in Romeo and Juliet," SQ, 12 ( 1961 ), 382-83.
16. Ralph Berry, in The Shakespearea11 Metaphor(Totowa, ew Jersey: Rowman and
Lin lefield, 1978), p. 37, ob erves that Romeo's opinion can be fou nd in several Sonnets.
17. The sentiment involving u e pervades the first 17 o n ne ts. "How much more praise
de e rved thy beauty's use," the poet tell the Young Man , " If thou could tan wer 'T his
fair child of mine / hall um my cou nt and make my old excuse . . . . "' (2. 9-1 1). In a
more critical vein , the poet asks:
Then beauteous niggard why dost thou ab use
The bounteous large s given thee 10 gjve?
Profitle u urer, why dost thou use
o great a u m of u m ye1 canst not li ve?
Thy unused beauty must be tombed with thee,
Which used lives th' executor 10 be. (4. 5- 8, 13-1 4)
The couplet evokes a tragic image in Romeo. "That use is not forbidden usury," the
poet further maintain , "which happies those 1hat pay the willing loan" (6. 5-6) . Or
again:
But beauty's waste hath in the world a n end,
And kept u nused, the user so destroys it. (9. 11- 12)
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For discussions of Shakespeare's notion of use in his Sonnets, see Stephen Spender,
"The Alike and the Other," in The Riddle of Shakespeare's Sonnets (New York : Basic
Books, 1962), p. 120; Jame Winny, The Moster-Mistress: A Study of Shakespeare's
Sonnets (London: Chatto and Windu , 1968), pp. 145-69; and Philip Manin, Shakespeare's Sonnets: Self. Love and Art (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972),
pp . 15- 31. Also see Venus and Adonis. 11. 163- 72; Twelfth ight, u v. 241-43; and
Measure/or Measure, I. i. 29-40.
I 8. Quotations from Shakespeare's Sonnet are taken from Stephen Booth, Shakespeare's Sonnets (Ne, Haven and London : Yale University Pres , 1977).
19. Shakespeare's argument for stewardship derives from the Parable of the Talents
(Matthew 25: 14- 30). It lends meaning to Sonnet 4, for example. Consu lt Hilton
Landry, lnrerpretotions in Shakespeare's Sonnets (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1964), pp . 8- 11 , 24; and Edward Hubler, The Sense of Shakespeare's Sonnets
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1952), pp. 95- 109.
20. Matthew 16: 25. For other versions of this Christian paradox of salvation, see
Matthew 10: 39, Luke 9: 24, and John 12: 25. Rolf Soellner, in Shakespeare's Pa11erns
of Self-Knowledge (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1972), defines the Christian
paradox of losing and finding and explains its relevance for twelve Shake pearean play .
21 . See, for example, Augustine's "The Good of Marriage," trans. Charles T . Wilcox,
in The Fathers of rhe Church, ed. Roy F. Deferrari ( ew York : Fathers of the Church,
Inc., 1955), XV , 13 , 16, 33 . Also see Robenson , pp. 425- 30.
22 . In his first marriage sermon, the sixteenth-century Divine William Whately defined
the two principal duties of marriage: the "yielding of the body" and "benevolence in
yielding ." According to Whately, a refusal to "yield the body benevolently" amounted
to "desert ion, a loosening of the bonds of marriage, and a frustration of the purpose of
marriage" (Lu Emily Pearson, Elizabethans ar Home [Stanford, Cali fornia: Stanford
University Press, 1957) p. 369). Whately's views derive from the popular Bishop's Book
(1537), which based the marriage contract upon sex ual use. "By the first, outward sign,
two people consented and promised 'each other to company together continually during
their live , without separation, and to communicate each 10 other the u e and office of
their bodies, and all other faculties and substance'" (Pearson, pp. 294-95) .
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Announcements
THE ALLEN D. BRECK PRIZES
The Executive Council of the Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance
As ociaiion i pleased 10 announce the establishment of the Allen D . Breck
Prizes.
The firs t prize, in the amount of $200, will be awarded to the best book
published within the interest and scope of the Association by a scholar resident
in the Rocky Mountain region. Books published since 1980 are now eligible for
con ideration. The second prize, in the amount of $100, will be awarded to the
best article to appear in the Journal of the Rocky Mountain Medieval and
Renaissance Association, commencing with Volume 4.
The recipients of the awards will be determined by a commi uee of the
Executive Council. All submissions and requests for further information
should be directed 10

De/no C. West
Department of History
Northern Ariwna Universily
Flagstaff, Ariwna 86011.
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MEDIEVAL PUBLICATIO S
The Committee for Medieval Studie at the Un iver ity of British Columb ia
intends to publish a teaching and research aid: CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES
OF MAJOR ARRATIVE SOURCES (A D LETTER COLLECTIONS)
500-1500 A.D. (J . Bak, D. Bethell VJ , H. Quirin eds .), as pan of a planned
handbook on medieval sou rces. They hope to be able LO supply copies for clas
use for cost (about $3.50-4.00) by this coming Fall. "Examination copies" actually copies of the unrevised draft - are already avai lable on reque t (in
limited numbers); write to " Medieval Publications" , c/ o Dept. of Hi t., UBC,
Vancouver B.C. V6T IW5, Canada and include $ 1.00 for potage and handling (if cheque , please write them to "UBC").

BOOKS RECEIVED
David, Francis. Defensio Francisci Da vidis and De Dualitate Tractatus Francisci Davidis. Krakow, 1582. Facsimile reprint , Budape L: Bibliotheca
Unitariorum, 1983.
Driscoll , James P. Identity in Shakespearean Drama. London: Bucknell
University Press, 1983.
Gerlo, Alois. La Correspondance D'Erasme. BrusseUs: University Pre s, 1982.
Macropedius. Two Comedies: Rebel/es and Bassarus. Ed. and tran . Yehud i
Lindeman. iwuwkoop: De Graaf Publishers, 1983 .
Pauli sen, May Nelson. The Love Sonnets of Lady Mary Wroth: A Critical
Introduction . Eliza bethan and Renai ssance Studies, #104. Ed. James
Hogg. Salzburg: Univer ital Salzbu rg Press, 1982.
Tripp, Raymond P . More About the Fight With the Dragon : Beowulf 2208b3182, Commentary, Edition, and Translation . Washington: University
Pres of America, 1983 .
Wohrer , Franz K. Thomas Traherne: The Growth of a Mystic's Mind. Elizabethan and Renaissance Studies, #92:6. Ed. James Hogg. alzburg:
Univer itat Salzburg Pre s, 1982.

ational Conference
C SOCI ETY
OF
AMERICA
H o .<red by
Re11a issa11ce Co11ferc•11ce of S011ther11 Califomia
<JI

Th e Huntingto n Library,
Art Gallery, and Botanical Gardens
,rnd
Occidental Colle e
Friday, .\larc/1 22 & S,1111rcluy , .\Jc1rc/1 23, J 985
The co nfere nce will featu re the RSA Invited lnierdisciplinary Panel and a
Renaissance banquet, followed by the Josephine Waters Bennett Lecture.
Members of the Council o f the Renaissance Society of America will convene for their thirty-first annual busi ness meeting. Individual papers and
rull sess ions are invited from all areas of the European Renaissance: ar1 ,
history, music, politics, literature, society, philosophy, theology. The
Program Commiuee encourages sessions of three or four participams,
from more than one discipline when possible.

Complete session proposals should contain the organizing theme; paper
abstracts; and a brief curricu lum vitae/or the chair, each of rhe authors,
and the commentator. (One person may be both chair and commentator.)
Submit materials to Professor Maryanne Horowirz. President of rhe
Renaissance Conference of ourhern California, History Department,
Occidental College, Los Angeles, California 90041 (2IJ-259-2J8J). Deadlines: for proposals, June I, /984 (the Program Commiuee will confirm
sessions by September IJ, /984); for rounding our program, October /j,
1984; for sending papers ro chair and commentator, February I, l98J .
For informat/011 on local arrangements, contact Professor Edward Gosselin, Vice Presiden t, RCSC, History Department, California State Uni1•ersity, long Beach, long Beach, California 90840 (2IJ-498-44JI). For
inclusion on the mailing list, write Professor Wendy Furman, Secretary,
RCSC, Whittier College, Whiuier, California 90608 (2IJ-69J-077l).
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Notice to Contributors

This journal was founded to provide an opportunity for those studying
aspects of the Middle Age or Renaissance to hare their findings and air their
positions. The editors are eeking articles and essay of fifteen to twen ty pages
in length that appeal LO scholar from more than one disci pline or that are written out of more than one interest.
Submission of manu cripts dealing with medieval or Renaissance studies is
open to all scholars regardless of discipline or location. All ubmissions should
follow the accepted style of the di cipline Lo which they are mo t clo ely
related. The University of Chicago's Manua l of Style or the MLA Style Sheet
are especially recommended . Papers or inquirie should be sent to

Professor James B. Fitzmaurice
Editor, JRMMRA
Department of English
Box 6032
Nor1hern Arizona University
Flagstaff, Arizona 86011.
The Journal is published every January. The deadline for the submission of
manuscripts i October I .

SUBSCRI PTIO

INFORMATION

Sub criptions to the Journal is normally by membership in the Association
at a co I of $10.00 per yea r for individuals and $15.00 for institutions. For
further information, please contact

Professor Charles P. Carlson
History Department
University of Den ver
Denver, Colorado 80208
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• CML seeks submissions on oll ospects of Clossicol ond Modern literatures
that reflect the knowledge and depth of the scholar's own discipline used
to exa mine problems recurring in both o Classical and a Modern Literature.

CML Subscription
Please check one of the following :
Individual
Institutions
1 year
S14.00 □
S 12.00 □
2 years
20.00 □
23.00 □
3 years
34.00 0
29,00 □

AMOUNT
ENCLOSED $ _ _ __
(U.S.)

Countries ou1side U.S. odd $2.00 to each yea r's su bscription to cover postage.
Indiana Resident, odd 5% Soles Tax .
CM L is published in October, January, April, and Ju ly.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

CITY _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $TATE _ __

ZIP _ __

Address all correspondence, subscriptions, and submissions (SASE) to :
CM L, Inc.
P.O. Box 629
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808-0629

For over fift y ar , devoted to th pubIi ation of holarl inquiries into cla ical a nd modern language and literatures.
David Sonstroem

John S. Cool idge

MargaretJ. Ehrhar t

Lowell Lindg ren

Gale C. Schrickcr

Syndy M. Conger

Miriam K. Starkman

John Dixon Hunc

M. Louise Salstad

Jonathan F. S. Post

R bert Currie

Eamon Grennan
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GEORGE HERBERT
JOURNAL

The George Herbert Journal is published twice a year, in the
Fall and Spring . Subscription rates are $7 .00 per year ($ 10.00
foreign) . Back issues are available, as are sample cop ies fo r
those interested in placing a standing order.
Send all communications to:
Sidney Gottlieb, Editor
George Herbert Journal
English Department
Sacred Heart University
Bridgeport, Conn . 06606

crHE GJJIQHTEENTH
CENTURY
CJheory-and G/nterpretation
Published Wintf:r, Spring, and Autumn
by Texas Tech Press

Editors
Jeffrey R. Smitten
Joel C. Weinsheimer
Ed itoria I Board
A. Owen Aldridge
Paul K. Alkon
Michael Fried
Al exa nder Gelley
Josue Hara ri
J. Jean Hech t
C. P. Ives
Isaac Kramnick
La wrence I. Lipking
Christie V. McDona ld
Earl Miner
Walte r Moser
Ma rk Poste r
Ralph W. Rader
Ronald C. Rosbottom
G. S. Roussea u
Remy G. Saisselin
Hayden White

Selected Contents of Volume 21 (1980)

Leopold Damrosch on Johnson's Criticism
Robert Adams Day on Epistolary Fiction
Alexan d er Gelley on Character
Richard Harp o n Goldsmith Biography
Dayton Haskin on Richard Ba xter
George Armstrong Kelly on the ew Hero
C. R. Kropf on O rganic Unity
Christ ie McDonald on the Encyclopedie
Donald Marshall on Richard Hurd
Michael Mu rray on Heidegger and Holderlin
Jayme Sokolow on Count Rum ford
Su bsc ri ptions are $9.00 (individuals) and
$12.00 (i nstitu tio ns) per year, p lus
$2.00 fo r mailing outside orth America .
Address subscriptions to:
Texas Tech Press
Sales Office
Texas Tech University Library
Lu bbock , Texas 79409
Other co rr espondence shou ld be addressed to :
The Editors
The Eighteen th Century :
Theory and Interpretation
P.O. Box 4530
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79409

<!tom itatus
A Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies
is pleased to announce the publication of Volume 12 (1981). The annual
deadline for submitting manuscripts is January 31 to The Center for Medieval
and Renaissance Studies, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024. Manuscripts are
accepted from graduate students throughout orth America. Articles may be
in any field of Medieval or Renaissance study. Each issue's best article is
awarded the fifty dollar St. Nicholas Prize .
Comiratus 12:
S 7 .50 per issue, individual
S12.50 per issue, institution
Comltarus 1·11 :
$108.00 per set
S 12.50 per !ingJe issue

Order (rom :
UNDE A PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 97
Malibu, CA 90265
Postage and handling, SI .40 . Callfornla
residents, pleue 1dd 6% ,ales tax .

ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
REVIEW
OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
... is a journal that 1s especially designed for ...
SCH LARS-who are interested in Brillsh. American . classical. German . Fre nch .
Indian . Slavic. and Spanish literature.
SCHOLARS- who are inter st d m Leaching Enghsh, for 1gn languages. and
composition in colleges and iunior colleges.
SCHOLARS-who are interested in comparative hteraturc. ht rary cn11cism, film,
science fiction. ethnic studies. children's literature. oral/ tradiuonal arts.
computers in language and l1teratur . humor. and other special topics.
SCHOLARS-who arc interested ,n hnguist1cs. dialects. names. popular culture.
and wom n's swdics.
AUTHOR OF BOOKS- in anv of the areas above who would like to see their books
listed in " Publica tions R'eceived" and perhaps rev, wed in th journal.
CONFER ENCE PARTI C IPANT -who are interested in knowing about conferences in the Rocky Mountain Region dealing with any of th subjects
above.
LIBRARIES AND OTHER I STITUTIO, S-who are interested 111 havingquahty
articles at th disposal of their patrons on the above subJccts.
PUB LI HERS-who would like to set up d1splaysa1 our conferences ( 100 pertabletop xh1bi1), and / or who would hke to adverti e m our Journal at the
following rat s:
Three
Four
Once
Twice
Tims
Times
Full Pag (4 11' by 7 'I')
Hair Page (4 1/' by J 1 / 1 )
Quarter Page (2 1/ ' by 3 'I')

100
60
S35

190
115

65

S275
Si65
95

SJ55
S210
$120

REFEREES- who would hke to become members of our "Revolving Editorial
Board" by evaluating manuscripts in their area of specialization.
REV IEWERS-who would lik to be sent copies of current books in their field 1n
return for writing n 300-word book revie\1/.
A DA YO EELSEWITHANI TERESTI

LANGUAGEANDLITERATURE.

F'OR FURTHER I FORMATION. PLEASE ONTACT:
Ingeborg Carlson
Executive Director of RMMLA
Foreign Language
Arizona State University
T mpe, AZ 85281

or

David W. foster
Editor. Rocky Mou t1rarn Re1• iew
F'or ,gn Languages
Arizona Staie University

Tempe, AZ 85281

